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In September 1959,
educator,

Jerome Bruner,

noted psychologist and

convened a conference of world-renowned educators,

psychologists,
Conference,

and scientists.

The intent of

the Woods Hole

as it came to be known, was to examine how science

education might be improved in the elementary and secondary schools in
America.

The concern of the conference was the gap between

instruction and the technological
knowledge base

(of 1959).

reality of the rapidly expanding

The conferees proceeded to determine that

there are four major elements of learning:
(1)

curriculum

(2)

readiness

(3)

intuition

(4)

motivation

(Bruner,

1977,

p.

13)

This dissertation examined one of these elements of learning,
intuition,

in the context of

today's educational dilemmas:

the

breakdown of public confidence in public education coincidental with

vi

the "widening gap between instruction and the technological
the rapidly expanding knowledge base"

(of 1985).

reality of

In twenty-five years

the dilemmas are the same and the gap only wider.
The investigation examined the premise that intuition has been
proven to be a valid source of knowledge acquisition in the fields of
philosophy,

psychology,

examining a sample of

art,

physics,

and mathematics.

However,

upon

teaching methods there seemed to be little

reference to or acknowledgement of intuitive learning or teaching.
The dissertation then investigated various philosophies of education
to examine why intuition may not be acknowledged in public education.
The dissertation then examined the possibility of intuitive
learning through a series of interviews with selected elementary
school

students.

In addition,

selected elementary school teachers

were interviewed to determine their definitions and application of
intuition to the teaching process.
Having determined some characteristics of
and teaching,

model lessons

intuitive learning

for using intuition in teaching were

recommended.
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CHAPTER

I

STATEMENT OF PROBLEM

Meaning of Terms

Learning is, most often, figuring out how to use what you already
know in order to go beyond what you already think.
There are many
ways of doing that.
Some are more intuitive and others are
formally derivational.
Bruner 1983,

p.

183

Intuition—the intellectual technique of arriving at plausible but
tentative formulations without going through the analytic steps by
which such formulations would be found to be valid or invalid
conclusions.
Bruner 1977,

p.

13

Intuitive insight—the meeting of the old and new in which the
readjustment involved in every form of consciousness is effected
suddenly by means of a quick and unexpected harmony which in its
bright abruptness is like a flash of revelation.
Dewey,

1958,

p.

266

Statement of the Problem

The problems with teacher education today may be said to be
legion.

For the purposes of introduction the statement of the problem

will be focused on five recent education sources:
Professors of Education Monograph Series,
New York Times Education Surveys,

Society of

Phi Delta Kappan Journal,

Chronicle of Higher Education,

Journal of Teacher Education.
Clearly, there can be little doubt teacher education in this
country has fallen upon hard times. . . .
Even within the ranks of
professional teacher-educators themselves, little consensus is^
apparent on the appropriate aims, organization, or administration

1
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of preparatory programs. . . .
Issues confronting educators of
teachers have assumed an urgency and magnitude virtually without
historical precedent.
Public disaffection with teacher education
is rife—accompanied, it might be added, by a palpable erosion of
support for public schooling in general ....
Allegation of
incompetence, confusion and programmatic disarray run rampant.
(Lucas in Foreword to Too Many Schools of Education.
Scholarship 1983)

Too Little

Wisniewski's premise in his presentation at the annual meeting
of the Society of Professors of Education,
17,

1982,

Houston,

Texas,

February

is precisely that there are too many teacher training

institutions in the United States.
the "teaching,

service,

He goes on to "open the wound" of

research" argument

(Wisniewski,

p.

1).

In

summary he suggests five "points":
-more stringent control over admissions into education degree
programs
-support of the NCATE accreditation process

("non-governmental,

national accreditation is a major avenue open to those who advocate
quality")
-scholarship must be advocated at every opportunity
-more required of students at all levels of preparation
-advocate professional schools of education that extend the four
year pattern of preparation.
(Wisniewski, pp. 9 and 10)
The responses to Wisneiwski's proposals are as varied as there
are schools of education.

Arnstein argues that there is and can be no

real definition of quality of TPIs

(teacher preparation institutions).

He closes by summarizing one of the obvious struggles in education:
I close by calling attention to a complaint frequently heard in
California:
would you want your child to be taught by a teacher
who can't spell "drought"?
My answer is that we shall always have
to settle for teachers who are less than perfect.
And I would
prefer a teacher who can't spell "drought" to one who can't tell
the difference between cheating and helping a friend.
(Arnstein in
Bagley,

ed.,

July 1983,

pp.

7-9)

Gutek is quick to point out the real question:
purpose of a school of education?"

"What is the

and goes on to critique

3

Wisniewski's points:
1.
Critical mass in quantitative terms will not necessarily
translate into educational quality.
The maintenance of high standards should not become monolithic
standardization.
3.
An extended period of time spent by a student in professional
study will not necessarily create a better professional.
(Gutek in Bagley,
Katz,

in the same monograph,

ed.,

again in the same rebuttal monograph,

maintains

13)

(p.

18).

Roemer,

that "teaching is not

"I am not persuaded that intensifying the

current efforts of our schools of education,
same things we are now doing,
23).

p.

points out that teacher education

must be based on philosophical and political reality

a profession" and further:

July 1983,

doing better the very

is the way to improve our schools"

(p.

Lesconi refers back to the "dismal information base that today's

average 16-year-old commands.
in What Schools Are For,

Further,

as Goodlad so ably pointed out

the public school has become a combined

education and social services agency"
In response to these

(p.

(in-house)

26).

and other "public" critiques,

the Society of Professors of Education has

focused recently on

institutional histories and professional ethics in education.

This

represents perhaps one avenue toward the reform of teacher training,
examination of "where have we been and where should we go.
The American Association of Colleges

for Teacher Education has

taken yet another perspective to the problem of "Help,

Teacher Can't

Teach"

Indeed in the

(Time magazine's lead article,

June 16,

1980).

editorial which sets the tone for one entire issue of the Journal of
Teacher Education,

Haberman summarizes

the teacher education dilemma
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of the

'80s:
The straw man wanted a brain.
The Wizard of Oz gave him a diploma.
We all laughed.
We should have been thinking.
We all want better teaching.
Thirty states adopt competency testing
as the means of raising teacher quality.
We are all very serious.
We should be laughing.

He continues

to sum up the problem:

But a united profession in which university educators and K-12
educators share common goals and aspirations will not be easy to
achieve.
Teacher education's future is inexorably related to the
honor, prestige, and professional decision-making accorded to
classroom teachers in schools.
To require tests, rather than
building these relationships, makes wizards of us all.
(Haberman
1984,

editorial, vol.

35)

With reference to the Sufi tale of the blind men describing the
elephant,

Robert Cole describes the same problem in his editorial for

the Phi Delta Kappan
of Teachers'

(Oct.

1984)

as an introduction to the Gallup poll

Attitudes Toward the Public Schools:

We are the blind men.
Teacher education is the elephant.
Every one of us who works

in

education must confront the beast,
because the schooling of teachers-to-be
touches every person in the profession.
Each of us sees it differently—here a trunk,

there a tail,

everywhere dissent.
.

.

. Whole elephants can be expensive,

but they're a damn

sight better than the crippled imitations

that sometimes pass

for teacher education today.
But that's just another blind man talking.
(Robert W. Cole 1984, Oct. Kappan editorial)
As if in response to the blind man metaphor,

the June 1985

Kappan features no less than fourteen articles considering the topic

5

"Reaching for Excellence:

Now Comes the Hard Part."

Colorado Governor Richard Lamm:
swamp.

Pipho quotes

"We find ourselves in an educational

Excellence is blocked at every turn by lethargy and

confusion."

Pipho however points out that "there is definitely no

sign of retreat from the reforms that have already been enacted.
...

At least 30 national reports and far more than 250 state

reports have already been issued.
the excellence movement,

...

At the close of year two of

it is obvious that the many national and

state reports on the status of schooling have had an impact."
many reform issues,

however,

As with

the bottom line may be economics.

He

concludes

that "education reform may have just run out of winds for

its sails

.

education,

.

.

[with]

excellence,

beginning in 1986"

a downward trend in macroeconomic indicators—
and reform could be in for a no-growth period

(Pipho,

pp.

669-670).

The winter survey on Education in the New York Times,
6,

1985,

January

spoke quite eloquently to such topics as teacher preparation,

compentency testing,
systems.

However,

computerized schooling,

with the Spring Survey,

was on learning outside of the classroom,
corporate education,
realities of survival
Douglas takes

April 14,

1985,

the focus

including parenting,

summer employment as education,

and the economic

for and in higher education.
this lesson to its obvious conclusion in his "In

Search of Excellence on College Campuses",
Education,

and political school

September 19,

1984,

page 72.

Chronicle of Higher

With reference to the Peters

and Waterman book on successful corporations

(1982),

Douglas maintains
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that colleges must be run on the theory of corporate efficiency.
From all of the above metaphors,

analogies and tongue-in-cheek

altruisms the conclusion must be drawn that there is indeed a crisis
in confidence in American education.
legion,

to be redundant,

The questions and answers are

as the reaction to the initial "crisis," A

Nation at Risk is fading.

Educators of teachers are again asking

themselves what should teaching and learning be.
the questions or the answers to the problem.

No one seems to know

Therein is the statement

of the problem.
Intuition has recently been recognized as a valid source of
teaching and learning
1976,

(Bruner 1983,

Ornstein 1982).

scientists,
clarity,

Historically,

Dohemann and Suhd 1984,
philosophers,

Jaynes

mystics,

and mathematicians have relied upon intuitive insights for

contemplation,

apprehension of truth

revelation,

(Arendt 1978,

1974,

Hayward 1984,

Jung 1971,

1969,

Pine-Coffin 1961,

decision,

judgment,

Comfort 1984,

Noddings

Underhill 1961,

1984,

and

Goldberg 1983,

Pagels 1981,

Westcott 1968).

Grube

Pfeiffer

In spite of

the evidence attesting to the reliability and usefulness of intuition
there is little reference to the application of intuitive insight to
the act of teaching
Kohl 1974;

(Bruner 1977,

McClellan 1968;

1983;

Donaldson 1978; Joyce 1980;

Mager 1968).

It is with this in mind that

a reflection upon the ills of education would be pertinent.
Education in general and teaching and learning in particular
has been the subject of numerous reports in the past
Adler,

1982 and Boyer,

1983,

to name two.

five years,

Young people are not well
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prepared for jobs nor for higher education.
about

teaching and

learning are well documented,

solving the problems.

A Nation at Risk,

Commission on Education (1983),
eight reports published
suggested changes

The specific concerns

compiled by the Presidential

was perhaps

that year.

as are the plans for

the most critical

In summary,

the

these reports

in salary schedules for teachers,

number of required credits

of

increasing the

for graduation from high school, and

refocusing the curriculum to highlight the development of basic skills
such as

reading,
It

writing,

and

computation.

is not surprising that

the

tone of

been one of support for this back-to-basics
also been said concerning
informed society.
today

to grasp all

There
of

the public debate has
thrust.

the growth and changes

Naisbett 1982,

much has

in the nature of an

is no conceivable way for the students of

the data that

they must understand in order to

function in the jobs of tomorrow (Bruner 1977,
1981,

However,

Toffler 1981).

Feather 1982,

The dilemma,

then,

Ferguson

appears

to be

how to educate for both realities.
Given the explosion of

information and the historic definition

of a well-schooled individual,
include

intuitive choices and the ability to verify these choices with

rational analysis.
of

learning and personal growth must

Relying upon intuition can be a successful method

learning and discovery.

indicator of creativity and
decisions

short of certainty

Intuition has
success

in fact been shown to be an

in school (Hanson 1984).

is a matter of daily

teachers make such decisions countless

times

life.

Making

Indeed

throughout the course of

8

a teaching day (Berliner 1984,
these realities,
reinforce

the

Gage 1984,

teachers are now trained

synthesis

of

these

1977,

Regardless

to teach facts and

of

to

facts.

Teaching methodologies and
related to what

Wissot 1979).

learning theory are inconsistently

learning and personal growth are known to be (Bruner

Donaldson 1978,

Frankl

1978,

Tillich 1952).

growth and development of the whole person.

Learning is

the

Teaching must facilitate

this growth and development with the acknowledgment that children must
be prepared for lifelong learning.
modeling of
excitement
be

free

intuitive
for

teaching must include

the

insights, self-acceptance, open-mindedness,

learning, curiosity,

from the anxiety of

achievement,

Thus,

and perseverance.

failure.

Learning must

In the quest for measurable

the intuitive aspect of learning and development seems to

have been devalued in public education.
Learning that is institutionalized in schools

loses

the

natural, intuitive instinct of intrinsically motivated learning.
Spontaneous

learning seems to be at best undervalued.

on intuitive curiosity, personal need

Learning based

for competence, and desire to

emulate a model is often replaced by instructional models devoid of
these components.

The

intuitive commitment

"web of social reciprocity" is
techniques

presently used

to what Bruner called the

seldom tapped by instructional

in schools

(Bruner 1975,

p.

127).

Bruner has defined instruction as "an effort to assist or
shape

growth."

In other words,

its object to make the

"it

is

a provisional

state

to

that has as

learner or problem solver self-sufficient.
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(Bruner 1975,

p.

53)

This

inclination toward becoming self-sufficient

is based on what Bruner believed to be intuitive motivation.
learner is motivated by the exercise of
In other words,

learning

perceives

such.

it

as

is

the

learning process

its own reward because the

If Bruner's description of

learning is correct,

broaden their perceptions concerning the
meaning and self-acceptance become

The
itself.

learner

teachers must

learner's tasks.

Personal

legitimate goals for instruction

and learning.

Teachers then are challenged to see learners as whole

human beings.

If the challenge is to facilitate growth and self-

sufficiency,

as defined by Bruner,

developmental

educators must

look beyond

stages of cognitive information gathering.

the

The apparent

assumption is that the use of intuition in teaching will enable the
teacher and

the

learner to

transcend notions of

learning and growth as

presently defined in preservice teacher education.
teaching/learning situation is

An intuitive

the best environment for the

realization of Bruner's definition of growth/learning.
summarized

the need for

Bruner

intuitive teaching in his Process, of Edu.ca.tion

(1977):
The warm praise that scientists
who earn the

lavish on those of their colleagues

label "intuitive" is major evidence

that intuition is

a valuable commodity in science and one we should endeavor to
foster

in our

students.

In an effort
human life,
events.

The

to understand the developmental growth patterns of

educators have defined growth as a sequence of measurable
learning environment

is often framed by what is known
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about developmental stages.

Influential

thinkers

like Piaget and

Kohlberg have conveniently broken learning and morality into
corresponding stages.

Teaching models reviewed often mirror this

stage

to

theory approach

learners are confined
learning

and

instruction (Joyce,

to one step at a time,

1980).

As a result,

in correct sequence,

growing.

Given this process,

the following questions must be asked:

1.

Can learning and personal growth occur outside stage

2.

Can

learning

theory?

take place within and without a sequential and

developmentally "correct" pattern?
3.

Does

learning happen as

a mixture of sequenced events and

spontaneous leaps which allows the learner to deviate and perhaps
transcend

the one-step-at-a-time model?

These questions

form the purpose and

If

related

intuition is

verifiable truth,

end

the

to information gathering,

study.
judgment,

and

it seems entirely appropriate to explore how this

faculty can be used by teachers and
that

intent of

three important

learners alike.

To accomplish

things must occur:

1.

Intuition needs

to be defined

2.

Intuition needs

to be recognized within the act of

teaching

and learning
3.

Intuition needs

to be applied

to

the construction of a

preservice teacher training model.
The problem includes how to use the intuitive,
neglected" way of

learning to address

established but

the issues raised by the various

11

public outcries.

The problem becomes how to recognize its use and how

to incorporate it

into a model.

(See

figure 1.)

Purpose of the Study

The purpose of the study is to design model

lessons for

preservice teacher training that encourage the use of intuition.
model

The

lessons will be based on data gathered from the survey of

literature,

the interviewing of selected elementary teachers who use

intuition in their teaching,
elementary school

and the interviewing of selected

students.

The Significance of the Study

The study is significant in that it will

examine the role of

intuition in the teaching/learning process.

Since teachers make many

intuitive judgments during the teaching day,

it is important that

preservice teachers recognize this ability,

become accustomed to and

comfortable using this form of decision-making (Berliner 1984, Bruner
1977,

Gage 1984, Wissot 1979).

The study will

variables to be included in model
which

reflect

illuminate salient

lessons for pre—service training

teaching through the use of intuition.

The study is designed to be descriptive,

exploratory research

so that conclusions may be used to suggest design for future research
in the area of intuitive teaching and learning.

Results will also be

Survey of literature:

Interviews:

Workable definition of
intuition

Phenomenological

models of teaching

V
Model for intuitive teaching:
Training for preservice teachers
that includes intuition

Figure 1.
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Flow chart
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used to identify characteristics of intuitive teaching and learning
that might be applied to the field of preservice teacher training.
Model lessons that incorporate intuition and intuitive insight
will be proposed.
students will benefit

from the teacher's increased attention

to intuition and intuitive learning
teachers will benefit from additional insight into their own
teaching process
the school community will benefit from teachers'

attention to

and concern for intuitive teaching and learning
—the greater body of knowledge on preservice teacher
education will benefit from an additional element of focus and
attention to intuitive teaching and learning
—the greater body of knowledge on curriculum design will
benefit

from information concerning intuitive teaching and learning
The study will produce a model for preservice teacher training

that includes intuition as an additional option for training future
teachers.

Given the history and radical growth of information in

these times,

research into the reliability of inner knowledge is a

viable alternative to rote learning

(Dohemann and Suhd 1984,

Jaynes

1982).

Delimitations of the Study

The study is limited in that it will deal with five

(5)

14

elementary school teachers from two (2) school districts.
Generalizability is further limited with such a small sample of
students from one elementary school.

The principal investigator will

be conducting the interviews which may lead to a possible bias in the
study.

Design of the Study

A model for training preservice teachers will be proposed that
includes intuition in teaching and learning.

The model will be

derived from the following sources:
—survey of the literature in the fields of philosophy,
religion, psychology, art, math, and science for evidence of reliance
on intuition as an access to knowledge
—survey of the literature in preservice teacher training for
any evidence of or reference to intuition
—informal interview of three (3)

groups of students at Marks

Meadow School, ages 6-13, during three (3) art activities designed to
examine if and how children rely upon intuitive insight
—informal interview of five (5)

selected teachers who have

indicated a preference for intuitive teaching.

They will be selected

from elementary level teachers in the Amherst/Springfield area who
have indicated an interest in intuition.

CHAPTER

II

SURVEY OF THE LITERATURE

Overview and

The word

intuition is derived

act of contemplation and
define
la:

Introduction

the word as

it

intueri":

from the Latin "intuitio":
to look at.

Webster's goes on to

is used today:

immediate apprehension or cognition

b:

knowledge or conviction gained by intuition

c:

the power or faculty of attaining to direct knowledge or
cognition without rational thought or inference
quick and ready insight

2:

the

Life depends on making decisions
heuristic

sense, humans are required

technique regardless of
alternatives.
real world,

a

the

In a

to develop a problem solving

impossibility of exhausting all possible

The decisive issue may be about a real event
logical necessity

a special way of attaining
that humans have become

in order

in the

to understand a situation or

the knowledge of

so unconscious of

is very difficult to name
situations.

short of certainty.

the ultimate.

intuitive

It seems

insights

that

it

them when they occur in the above-mentioned

Intuitive insight

is assigned

to a priori knowledge,

such

as an understanding of ultimate reality in the form of pure duration,
pure beauty,
The

God.

receptive,

Eastern tradition as

linear intellectual educational systems
Western education:

15

compared

to verbal and

is a complement to most of
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In the Chinese 1 Ching,

this mode is even named K'un—the

receptive.
In Sufism it is variously called 'deep understanding',
intuition, or direct perception.
Don Juan [of Carlos Castaneda's
works] apparently calls it 'seeing'.
In Zen, the word kensho. a
word

for the enlightenment experience,

also means

'to enter

inside , the same meaning as intuition, which is from in and
Satori in Zen is often pictured as a flash of intuition
illuminating a dark area.
(Ornstein, p. 180)
Decisions or truths

that become self-evident, directly

apprehended, without proof or deliberation,
way intuition becomes reason's
analysis

and apprehension of

directed,

are intuitions.

starting place for analysis.

intuitive

In this
The

truth may be internally self-

externally directed to a particular situation or person,

eternally directed as
intuition becomes
known.

tueri

It

is

in prayer and meditation.

or

In any case,

the means by which that which is known comes

to be

intuition that precipitates universal understanding.

A cursory overview of definitions of

intuition might be helpful

at this point.
—to reach the right conclusion without being able to state
evidence which really determines

it

—reaching judgments on grounds
limiting

that are unconscious without

them to experiential bases

—knowledge based on experience and acquired
contact without ways

through sensory

to formulate how the conclusion is reached

—formulation of hunches

in uncertain truths

—unverbalizable beliefs and understanding
- capacity

to make correct guesses without knowing why

— conclusions based on what is considered
information,

insufficient

particularly broad synthesis or organization based on
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information which is expected

to

cognitive activities

lead to

limited conclusions

that do not have consciousness or self-

apprehension
direct,

immediate,

accurate judgment or prediction fashioned

out of idiosyncratic associations
Another way
defined

intuition:

to describe

(Westcott,

this phenomenon might be as Goldberg has

"Intuition can be understood as

the mind

in on itself and apprehending the result of processes
place outside of awareness" (p.
persons who are always
who have all

the

the

intuitive choice applies

feelings,

For example,

turning

that have

there are

the right

taken

those

time or

those

If Goldberg's definition is correct perhaps

these people simply have
This

137).

in the right place at

luck.

pp. 38-45)

intuited sense

to choose

to anything knowable:

significant discoveries of concepts and

the best option.
vague hunches or

facts, divine

revelation.
Intuitive choice
continues
1.
come

to define six
discovery

is Goldberg's

He

levels of intuition:

intuition—when two opposites

together as singular
2.

initial definition.

seem to suddenly

truths or unusual connections

creative intuition—the imagination to create a number of

possible solutions
3.

evaluative

intuition—the

inner sense or feeling of

certainty or self evidence
4.

intimations

operative

intuition—the synchronicity of events or
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5.

predictive intuition—the prophetic ability to guess or

choose wel 1
6.

illumination

the highest level of self awareness or union

with God (Unity, Ultimate Reality)

that includes an expanded

perspective of ourselves and the cosmos.

(Goldberg,

pp.

46-61)

From this general introduction a workable definition of intuition
becomes clear.

Intuition is

with no apparent rational

Philosophy:

the quick,

clear grasp of understanding

analysis of facts.

Intuition as the Knowledge of Ultimate Reality

Plato's Forms are some of the earliest references to intuitive
knowledge.

Plato presents the early Greek ideal of rational dialectic

and unconscious patterns.
transcendental

eternal

In his writings Plato discusses Forms as

patterns that the human mind has access to

through unconscious memory.
sense.

This access is intuition in a Platonic

Within these "Forms" Plato felt that ideas were the ultimate

reality.

Ultimate reality could be reached in two steps:

reasoning from the senses produces concepts,
concepts create ideas.
perceptions or concepts,
intuitive knowledge

intuitions from these

Ideas may also exist independently of sense
and when they do they are examples of

(Grube,

p.

161).

A brief description of the Forms might be useful.
of these Forms is Good.

inductive

The highest

The Good imparts truth to the things that are
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known as well as

the power of knowing to the knower.

the cause or center of knowledge and
category of cosmological Forms
unity,

on the one and

such as
Forms

the

are

systems

is

in the

that are concerned with separation and

the many.

Mathematical Forms are basic elements

(Grube,

such as courage,
pp.

principles,

absolute,

omnipresent,

the Forms were

unconscious mind.
and

opinion and belief

inborn impressions of all Forms making sensory

perception and knowledge possible.

changeable,

linked to

In addition these Forms are
and perfect.

Plato also maintained

the material sphere and

to the

In the material sphere structures are relative,

localized copies of

the

in tune with

transcendental Forms.

the unconscious mind

is

are more effective.

Intuitive insight occurs as a result of

linkage between Form and mind

(intuition)

consciously.
excellence
That

is,

and

For

(Grube,

p.

In the effort
knowledge of

turned

toward

toward excellence

a unity,

It is

and

the well-being of the soul.

the right objects,

the parts

a return to

the Form of

the Forms

individual parts are

the Forms binds all

plurality comes
themselves.

is

through the unconscious

for modern Western civilizations,

includes health, beauty,

the soul

this

166).

then humans become aware of

the Greeks and

When

these Forms, knowledge and action

These Forms are accessible to humankind
mind

Human

164-165).

The mind has

that

Goodness

line and scientific fact known through the senses.

truths

universal,

truth.

As such it is

the right Forms.
improved.

together and

The

from this

the original archetypes

the Good which compels one to

turn into
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the soul
Greek,

to see the "true reality" (Grube,

p.

183).

these abstract Forms or ideas were more real

any objects

of

For the early
and more true than

sense.

Plato then goes

on to recommend how these Forms and ultimately

the Good may be apprehended through the dialectic of pure abstract
reasoning

(Grube,

p.

185).

It

is

obvious

that Plato's notions

of

ultimate reality were derived from his value of intuitive
understanding.
insight.

The ideal

Forms may be known through intuitive

Plato held that the universal archetypes are accessible

through reason,

relying on the rational nature of society, because

intuition has linked Form and mind together.
Aristotle explained Plato's insights as the intuitively known
truth that must precede deductive reasoning.

Aristotle proposed

that intuitive insights are even more accurate than scientific
reasoning.

He explained,

aneu logou,

"truth as

a truth that refused to be expressed in discourse"

(Arendt 1977,

p.

in the form of
the soul

or complained as it were,

114).

He placed great faith in intuitive insights

inquiry,

the

leap of understanding.

This truth in

is "perceived by the mind 'which is closest to it in

affinity and likeness';

inner intuition alone can be called truth"

(Arendt 1977,

Indeed Arendt neatly summarizes Plato and

p.

117).

Aristotle on teaching intuition:
Truth of the evidential kind,

construed on the principle of things

perceived by our bodily vision,
through

the guidance

(diagoge)

[inner intuition]
of words

can be arrived at

in the dialegesthai,

the

discursive train of thought that can be silent or spoken between
teacher and

disciple,

"moving up and down," inquiring into "what is

true and what is false."

But the result,

since it is supposed to
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be an intuition and not a conclusion, will follow suddenly after a
long period of questions and answers:
"when a flash of insight
(Ehronesis) about everything blazes up, and the mind ... is
flooded with light."
This truth itself is beyond word; words

from

which the thinking process starts are unreliable—"nothing prevents
the things that are now called round from being called straight and
the straight round"—and words, the reasoned discourse of speech
that seeks to explain are "weak"; they offer no more than "a little
guidance" to "kindle the light in the soul as from a leaping spark
which, once generated, becomes self-sustaining." . . .
... I have cited these few pages from the [Plato's] Seventh
Letter at some length because they offer an otherwise unavailable
insight into a possible incompatibility between intuition—the
guiding metaphor for philosophical truth—and speech—the medium in
which thinking manifests itself:
the former always presents us
with a co-temporaneous manifold, whereas the latter necessarily
discloses itself in a sequence of words and
1977, pp. 117-118)

sentences.

After examining Aristotle's Posterior Analytics.
If philosophy is the mother of
science of

the sciences,

the beginning and principles of

(Arendt

Arendt concludes:
it is

science,

itself
of

the

the archai:

and these archai. which then become the topic of Aristotelian
metaphysics, can no longer be derived; they are given to the mind
in self evident intuition.
And,

again,

(1977,

p.

120)

in examining Metaphysics:

...

it

is worth recalling

the strange

turn that Aristotle,

in

the first chapter of the Metaphysics, gave to Plato's proposition
that thaumazein. wonder is the beginning of all philosophy ....
For knowledge comes
call

truth,

indeed

through searching for what we are accustomed to

and the highest,

intuition.

(1977,

p.

ultimate form of cognitive truth is
121)

Even as rational dialectic

thought flourished in the 17th and

18th century,

figures such as Descartes still

their

Linear reasoning was

logic.

knowledge.

of

the

found some spaces

in

not sufficient to account for all

For Descartes this was especially true regarding knowledge

divine.

Intuitive knowledge is an illumination of the soul whereby it
beholds in the
reveal

light of God those

things which it pleases Him to

to us by a direct impression of divine clearness m our

understanding.

(Nodding,

p«

13)
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Descartes spoke of the experiential
constraints

to reaching a goal.

state

in which there are no

This will or intuitive drive has no

awareness of the possibility of failure.

He spoke of will

recognition that humans do represent God,

and

face no

limits (Arendt 1978,

clarified his

p.

21).

as

the

in that similarity, we

Said differently,

Descartes

feelings about intuition:

By intuition I understand not the fluctuating testimony of the
senses but

the conception which an unclouded and attentive mind

gives us so readily and distinctly that we are wholly freed from
doubt that which we understand.
(Goldberg, p. 33)
Spinoza more directly defines
knowing a superior

truth.

Spinoza interprets

intuition as

Through

intuition knowledge of

known directly
of

truth.

This

is

Again,

the

individual

With intuition there is a conviction

the unified whole,

to us.

inevitably

harmony,

entities.

Through intuition,

sensual

joy,

perception is

"Without sensibility no object would be

Without understanding no object would be

(Noddings

true.

nonrational recognition and awareness

Thoughts without content are empty,
blind"

is

literature continually makes reference to.

linked to the mental process.
given

truth.

the essence of a particular may be

Kant defines intuition as
of

to ultimate reality,

intuition, knowledge of reality

the apprehension of

blessedness which

the reference

the superior way of

the high road to ultimate

from the object.

In that

intuition as

thought.

intuitions without concepts are

fCritique of Pure Reason!,

p.

14).

He defined

pure

sensible intuition as space and time.

Even as his views on intuitive

truth

one of Kant's premises has been

in mathematics were challenged,
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the foundation of most of

the

intuition as an immediate
into the world of ideal

later writings on intuition.

source of knowledge, a priori insight

forms,

in describing pure rational

His notion

clarifies some of Plato's frustration

thinking.

Kant maintained for example

that numbers are "given" in the interaction between mind

and

which

time.

is

made possible by a pure intuition of

space and

object

Arendt translated Kant's Critique of Pure Reason to say "all
thinking

is

a means

of

reaching

know any object merely in that
determine
#110).

a given

She

I think,

p.

can I know an object" (1977 ,

p.

in describing intuition when she says:

even for Plato and

history of philosophy"
Heidegger's

(1977,

lecture

"I do

not

242,

in her summation of the

[speech] was a mere instrument for the former

axiomatic

118).

but only insofar as I

is uncharacteristically succinct

problem/struggle
latter

intuition,

intuition" (1977 ,

"That

the

[intuition]

was

[has] remained axiomatic throughout the
p. 118).

on Plato's Sophist is exemplary of

this

struggle:
The d-i a legesthai

[the discursive

train of thought between teacher

and disciple] has in itself a tendency toward a noein, a seeing.
...
It lacks the proper means of theorein [reasoning] itself.
.

.

.

tends

This

is

the basic meaning of Plato'j; dialectic,

toward a vision,

a disclosure,

intuition through the discourses.
vision:

if speech [words]

.

that it

that it prepares the original
•

•

The

logos remains

tied

to

separates itself from the evidence given

in intuition it.degenerates

into idle talk which prevents seeing.

Legein is rooted in seeing,

horan.

(Arendt 1977,

p.

118)

Kant's view of ultimate reality would then be the reality found
within things
found

not

to be known through sense perception.

in the innate categories of

the mind

Reality

through nonreceptive,

is
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nonsensory perception:

personal a nrioris.

Kant's a prioriB

are based

on the given space and time and the individual apprehension of
reality.
defines

In the further development of the personal involvement, Kant
the

faculty of judgment as not reflective but intuitive.

Judgment is exercised

in contemplation and

objects of pure reason.

is not concerned with the

Judgment is associated with moral will, by

intuitive consciousness of duty that transcends sense and experience.
Schopenhauer defines will and intuition as the creative source of
all phenomena in both nature and

the moral

"We are sunk in a sea of riddles and

inscrutables, knowing and

understanding neither what is around us
(Schopenhauer,
p. 31)
Will

The Will in Nature,

life.

nor ourselves."

cited in Campbell 1959,

is a form of restless and insatiable striving that is

doomed

to frustration.

escape

from will.

Contemplation or intuition is the sole mode of

The objectifications of will and intuition are

similar to Plato's eternal Forms or universals (Dewey,
Schopenhauer,

it

seems,

extends Kant's definition of

judgment to include motivation toward ethical
choose

to reach for higher intuitions:

of awareness,

artistic expression.

cosmic will possible.
lead

to cosmic unity

codes.

p.

252).

intuitive
The mind may

altruistic ends, higher

levels

Intuition makes access to the

Schopenhauer clearly felt that intuition could
and

truth.

The content of intuition is determined by several changeable
factors because of

the personal quest for meaning.

Intuition then is

not simply a passive reflection or reception of sensory objects but
the active,

personal

seeking of understanding and meaning.

It is

in
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this personal quest that intuitive knowledge comes with such clarity
and certainty.

Another consistent element of intuition is

anticipation with which one searches
Schopenhauer was

the

for meaning and understanding.

the first philosopher to describe anticipation and

clarity revealed through intuitive insight.
Henri Bergson continues

the philosophic

inquiry into the

intuitive apprehension of knowledge in terms of spontaneity.
are free

to

Humans

learn from themselves when they are willing to see within

themselves (Arendt 1978,

p.

30).

He describes

three kinds

of knowing:

instinct—that automatic knowingness
intellect—attuned

logic

intuition—the direct experience with perpetual happening
Bergson defined ultimate reality as movement,
Intuition is

then the

faculty

change,

evolution.

that spontaneously frees the mind to

search for the nonintellectual apprehension of pure reality.
definition

leads

dynamic flux.

to the expanded notion of

intuition as truth in

Ultimate reality may be known through a faith in the

ever-changing reality:
be understood

This

what is happening is ultimately true and can

through an intuitive

synthesis of pure perception,

leap of faith.

a grasp of

truth.

Intuition is

the

Concepts are

formulated from the intellectual analysis of intuitive insights.
Intuition then is primarily an experiential event,
intuiter and rarely observable or communicable.
Bergson "the

private to the

Arendt,

calling

last philosopher to believe firmly in intuition," quotes

from his An Introduction to MetaphVSlC&»
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"Like children trying to catch smoke by closing their hands,
philosophers so often see the object they would grasp fly before
them . . . nothing expressed in words can ever attain to the
immobility of an object of mere contemplation. . . .
Bergson,
still so firmly attached to the metaphor of intuition for the’ideal
truth, speaks of the "essentially active, I might almost say
violent, character of metaphysical intuition" without being aware
of the contradiction between the quiet of contemplation and any
activity, let alone a violent one.
(1977, pp. 122-123)
As quoted

in Goldberg,

1983,

p.

71,

Bergson defines

intuition as

fo1lows:
a kind of intellectual sympathy by which one places oneself within
an object in order to coincide with what is unique in it and
consequently inseparable.
By thus 'entering into' the object, we
can know it perfectly and absolutely."
He contrasted this with
intellectual analysis, which he called a "translation" and a
"represention" in symbols.
This unique privacy
personal

experience.

identification with

and oneness makes intuition a highly

Bergson saw this as an inseparable
the

intuitively apprehended

information.

The

feeling of oneness and unity with the reality was Bergson's notion of
the

life force, elan vitale.

the

information to be

the oneness of
intuition.
as

the universe

learner intuitively becomes one with

This sensation of unity and faith in

leads to the mystical aspects of

Aristotle provides an interesting insight at this point,

activity' as

p.

learned.

translated by Arendt,

reason]

The

"he

speaks of

the 'perfect and unhindered

'philosophical

energeia»

activity which

[for

this

very

harbors within itself the sweetest of all delights' " (1977,

123).
Nietzsche

philosophy

then provides an appropriate transition from

to religion in his critique of philosophers:
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After having looked long enough between the philosopher's lines and
fingers, I say to myself:
by far the greater part of conscious
thinking must still be included among instinctive [intuitive!
activities and that goes even for philosophical thinking . . . most
of the conscious thinking of a philosopher is secretly guided and
forced into certain channels by his instincts [intuitions].
What provokes one to look at all philosophers half
suspiciously, half mockingly, is not that one discovers again and
again how innocent they are— ... They all pose as if they had
discovered and reached their real opinions through the self¬
development of a cold, pure, divinely unconcerned dialectic (as
opposed to the mystics of every rank, who are more honest and
doltish—and talk of "inspiration"; while at bottom it is an
assumption, a hunch, indeed a kind of "inspiration"—most often a
desire of the heart that has been filtered and made abstract—that
they defend with reasons they have sought after the fact.
(Nietzsche 1966, pp. 11 and 12)
But

let us reflect;

it

is high

time

synthetic judgements a priori possible?"
what really
Vermttgens:
.

.

.

is his answer?

to do so.

"How are

Kant asked himself—and

"By virtue of a faculty" (Vermbge eines

by virtue of some virtue,

or by means of a means).

People were actually beside themselves with delight over

this new faculty,

and the jubilation reached its climax when Kant

further discovered a moral faculty in man—for at that time the
Germans were still moral and not yet addicted to Realpolitik.
. . .All the young theologians of the TUbingen seminary went
into

the bushes—all

looking for "faculties."

And what they did

not find! . . . Above all, a faculty for the "suprasensib le":
Schelling christened it intellectual intuition, and thus gratified
the most heartfelt cravings of the Germans, whose cravings were at
bottom pious. . . .
One had been dreaming and first and foremostold Kant.
meant.

"By virtue of a faculty"—he had said,

But is that—an answer?

rather merely a repetition of

An explanation?
the question?

sleep?

"By virtue of a faculty," namely

the doctor in Moliere,
"Because it contains a sleepy

it not

the vir.tii£ dQrmitiva,

faculty whose nature it is
the senses

least

Or is

How does opium induce

replies

put

or at

to

to sleep."
(Nietzsche 1 966, p. 18)
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Religion and Mysticism: intuition as crarp

Philosophers have gone to great

lengths to disassociate

themselves from mysticism and religious connotations.
seen,

However,

as

they cannot avoid addressing unity, ultimate reality, or

goodness as the end result of what
living or searching.

they report to be their purpose in

Arendt's interpretation of Kant includes:

"he

stated that he had 'found it necessary to deny knowledge ... to make
room for

faith,' but

are unknowable,
(1^77,

p.

all

he had

'denied' was

knowledge of

things

that

and he had not made room for faith but for thought"

63).

Philo of Alexandria was perhaps

the first to

effectively link philosophy and religion in his efforts to
attune his Jewish creed

to his Platonizing philosophy.

He was

still aware of the distinction between a Hebrew truth, which was
heard [but not seen], and the Greek vision of the true, and
transformed

the former into a mere preparation for the

be achieved by divine
eyes

to

latter,

to

intervention that had made man's ears into

permit greater perfection of human condition.

.

.

.

Medieval efforts to reconcile Biblical teaching with Greek
philosophy testify to a complete victory of intuition or
contemplation over every

form of audition.

(Arendt 1977,

p.

Ill)

In the mystical, religious interpretation, ultimate reality and
goodness

are seated at

the

throne of God.

Seeking oneness with a God

seems to be the guiding force of all peoples,
trappings required

to reach

that end.

The

regardless of

intuitive

leap of

the
faith

referred to by several philosophers is the foundation of religious
life.
In
1982,

p.

fact,

72).

"the

gods

Jaynes's

take

premise

the place of consciousness" (Jaynes
is

of

course

that

consciousness,

as

it
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is debated today, was only born of language and dialectic discourse.
With this in mind,

Plato's axiomatic struggle with intuition and/or

audition and speech becomes an interesting debate.

Could it be that

early 13th to 9th century B.C. men and women literally heard the gods
instruct them?

Could it be that there was a time when men and women

consistently heard their intuitions,

named them gods,

and followed

their every direction with great faith?
Jaynes continues:

"The gods were organizations of the central

nervous system and can be regarded as personae in the sense of
poignant consistencies
admonitory

images"

through time,

(1982,

p.

7 2).

amalgams of parental or

The

transition from philosophies

of

intuition to religious intuitions is significantly noted:
Greek gods cannot create anything out of nothing,
god of Genesis.

unlike the Hebrew

In the relationship between the god and the hero

in their dialectic,

there are the same courtesies,

emotions,

persuasions as might occur between two people.
The Greek god never
steps forth in thunder, never begets awe or fear in the hero, and
is as far from the outrageously pompous god of Job as it is
possible to be. . . .
The strongest emotion which the hero feels
toward a god is amazement or wonder, the kind of emotion that we
feel when the solution of a particularly difficult problem suddenly
pops into our heads,

or in the cry of eureka!

from Archimedes in

his bath (a most popular reference to intuitive learning).
1982,

p.

Were the early gods,

including the now popular Hebrew god,

simply intuitions, hallucinations,
this thesis
planning,

(Jaynes

74)

or inner voices?

Jaynes supports

in defense of what he calls the bicameral mind:

"Volition,

initiative is organized with no consciousness whatever and

then 'told'

to the individual

the visual

aura of a familiar friend or authority figure or 'god'

sometimes

as

a voice

alone."

in his familiar language,

Jaynes summarizes:

sometimes with
or
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We are conscious human beings.
We are trying to understand human
nature.
The preposterous hypothesis we have come to ... is that
at one time human nature was split in two, an executive part called
a god, and a follower part called a man.
(1982, p. 75)
Jaynes goes on to maintain that scientific research has proven
decision making
addition,

is "precisely what

it is during periods of

auditory and visual
with the

messages

stress

is" (1982,

Jaynes

and

studies of

to

the Wernickes Area at one

visions for

the bicameral man.

can function so as

in the bicameral

god" (1982 ,

p.

We might

to
Even

in hemispheric

time was

"At any rate,

period,

to seem

that

the source
the

the

two

like two independent persons,

I suggest, were the individual and his

117) .

thus predict

that one residual

function of the right

hemisphere today would be an organizational one,
out

In

seem to have the most experiences.

these commissurotomy patients demonstrate

hemispheres

93).

feels confident that the now seemingly useless right

hemisphere coordinate
of voices

p.

that those who are prone

limited but growing numbers of experiments

dominance,

which,

stress

that of sorting

the experiences of a civilization and fitting them together

into a pattern that could "tell" the individual what to do.
Perusal of various speeches of gods in the Iliad, the Old
Testament, or other ancient literatures [religious] is in agreement
with

this.
Early

(1982,

p.

118)

in her monumental work on Mysticism now in its twelfth

edition, Evelyn Underhill outlines several guideposts for defining the
mystical

experience.

1.

a primary break with

2.

a new birth and development of spiritual consciousness
on higher

levels

the sensory world
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3.

deep dependence on and appropriation of attention to the
fullness of Divine Life

(Underhill,

p. 34)

Those who hear their intuitive inner voice or spirit find themselves
at one with
from which

the active world of becoming,
life

being one must

takes rise.
transcend

becoming and eternity vs.

one with the Immanent Light

In order to apprehend

time.

The endeavor is to seek unity

are humanity's best translation of its
.

." (Underhill,

calls "determined attention."
requires

pure

the philosophical questions of being vs.

diversity and understanding in confusion.

Perfection .

this absolute,

p.

38).

"Stillness,

in

unity and peace

intuition of the achieved
This

requires what Underhill

The desire to pass over sensory reality

an act of concentration with al1

love and determination set

on the divine Transcendent Reality.
Underhill outlines three steps or stages for focusing
determined attention upon divine reality;
a)

recognition of a reality above and beyond

the mystic is the

first incentive and cause of his/her experience
b)

recognition of

the paradox between the creative oneness and

the individual soul is that which makes mystical development possible.
c) recognition of

the

supernatural

or grace

inherent in

development, as compared to merely evolutionary or emergent theories
of

spiritual

transcendence (Underhill,

p*

vii).

With this focusing on divine reality, Underhill describes the mystical

experience as follows:
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1.

True mysticism is active and practical,

not passive and

theoretical.
It is an organic life-process, a something which
the whole self does; not something as to which its intellect
holds an opinion.
2.

3.

Its aims are wholly transcendental and spiritual.
Though he/she
does not, as his/her enemies declare, neglect duty to the many,
the heart is always set upon the changeless One.
This One is for the mystic not merely the Reality of all that is,
but also a living and personal Object of Love; never an object of
exploration.

It draws

the guidance of
4.

the whole being homeward, but always under

the heart.

Living union with

this One—which is

the term of the adventure—

is a definite state or form of enhanced life.
It is arrived at
by an arduous psychological and spiritual process—the so-called
mystic way—entailing the complete remaking of character and
liberation of a new,
.

.

.

As defined

or rather

latent,

called ecstasy or Unitive State.
from a different source:

individual with the all:
so cancelling out

the

form of consciousness;
(Underhill,

"Ecstasy:

p.

81)

the dance of

the

Ek-stasis — standing outside one's self and

the conditional mind" (Sjoo,

p.

12).

In her teaching of the intuitive apprehension of divine
reality, Saint Teresa of Avila outlined these stages of mystical
development for her students and followers:
1. Awakening one's Self to Divine Reality
2. Purification of Self through discipline and mortification
3. Illumination of Self through the apprehension of the Absolute
have a sense of Divine presence but with no
4.

Surrender of Self with no desires whatsoever

5.

passive
Union of Self as one with

As Underhill documents,
stages

similar

surrender
away

of

the

p*

169)

many great mystics report some passage through
Saint Francis

speaks of utter

Saint Catherine of Genoa reports

veil" and

utter surrender.

to be utterly

the Absolute Life
(Underhill,

to Saint Teresa's.

in joy.

to

true union

the "wound of

joy."

Walt Whitman speaks

of

of

the "tearing

Rulman Merswin speaks of
a "rare

light."

Richard
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Jefferies

talks of being "on the margin of a life unknown.

separateness of being, came to seem like a part of

Losing my

the whole.

On the

verge of powers which,

if I could grasp, would give men an immense

breadth of existence"

(Underhill, p.

writings were
the

the

first to

192).

Teresa of Avila's

link human ecstasy with spiritual unity

form of the spiritual marriage,

the seventh mansion in her

Interior Castle (Reuther 1985, pp. 149-150).
sequitur earned her the "esteemed
...

canonized

[her]

in

[title]

This brilliant non

'daughter of the Church'

as a saint and accorded

[her]

the rank of

Doctor of Mystical Theology" (Reuther 1985, p. 140).
Likewise, early Judeo-Christian writings report various
physical and experiential manifestations of the
spirit/voice.
angels.
great
the

The Bible

The prophet"

faith

in the

inner voice.

communities

and kings

As chronicled

inner voice and

the Jews by following

inner voice (Reuther

in Reuther's recent anthology,

strength of

the

inner god has manifest

the King of Judah.

invincible martyrs.

Womanguides.

the

itself in women

Miriam was both priest and prophetess

Deborah was prophetess
to

led

Philumene became a prophet for Rome (Reuther 1979, p.

throughout recorded history:

prophetess

the Old Testament communities had

through their ability to hear the

52).

for Moses.

of

God and

Priscilla and Maximilla became oracles for their

p. 41).

and

inner

is replete with visions and voices of

intuitive

1979,

spirit

intuitive

for all of Israel.
St.

Perpetua and St.

The martyr Blandira 'became Christ

Huldah was
Felicitas were
in the form of
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our sister”

(Reuther 1985, p. 175).

the Bible present

too many examples

The reported/accepted books of
to be enumerated here.

Giostic gospels report even more phenomena that
fathers were hesitant

to

include

The

the early Church

in the "official Bible.”

The

Montanist and Essene faiths were based on wisdom learned from
visitations of the Paraclete, or Holy Spirit (Reuther 1979, p. 41).
The
purpose of
Even

Gnostic gospels preached
life by searching for

in their contradictions,

that one found

the

the direction or

truth within one's own soul.

the various gnostic

teachings maintained

that man was capable of reaching the highest omnipotence and
wisdom through personal contemplation.
the notion God and with this "discovered
truth”

(Pagels, p.

147).

belief

in the

with the

inner

Some declared

that man created

for himself

the revelation of

Gnostics often found

involved with philosophy

themselves more

than organized religion.

God

they found

infinite

themselves

As

they lived their

in direct confrontation

institutional church.

For example,
suffering, not sin.

the gnostics

felt

ignorance was

Self-knowledge and

understanding and peace.

Without

this

insight were
intuitive

the cause of
the keys

to

insight one wanders

about with no purpose or understanding, full of doubt and confusion.
The psyche or soul holds
the struggles of

self-knowledge, and, as such,

the rational world.

withdrawing from this conscious world
for guidance

The gnostics proposed
to find

is only as a temporary tool.

the key to discovering

the secret

freedom from

truth withLn.

The need

Individual contemplation

truths within and

the truth of

the

is
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universe.
One criticism of the gnostics was
teaching strategy for helping the
universal

truths.

Plotinus,

they had no program or

faithful find

these secrets and

one of the early neo-Platonic

philosophers, complained, "They say only
do not

that

tell anyone where or how to

'Look to

God!,'

look" (Pagels, p.

the gnostic gospels describe methods similar to

but they

163).

Several of

those mentioned

earlier by Underhill:

retreat from external

life), prayer without

interruption, different forms of mantras to

clear the mind of
how to find
within,

this

interruption by
inner

truth

to know oneself and

is

thoughts.

interference (to ascetic

Another way of describing

to "come to know the good

that

is

the one who exists within" (Pagels, p.

167) .
Some

early church fathers

establishment of monastic
life combined

the

early church.

St.

incorporated

life.

The

the gnostic

inner searching for gnosis with the politics of
Francis of Assisi

peace and calm connected with cutting through all

the

to the seat of the soul.

The universal

inner

(Chesterton, p.
through divine

80).

truth can be
Personal

insight.

is a glory of

trappings of

God may

reached when one strips oneself of ego and pretense.
searching for

the

felt real pleasure and passion
There

life

in the

instituitonalization of ascetic

associated with the denial of his earthly needs.

daily

faith

This

then be
intuitive

the center of real personal freedom

freedom leads

to understanding of

God

The freedom to reach for divine understanding
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must come

through a personal sense of dedication to one's

inner source

of strength.
St. Augustine spoke at great
judgment and memory to

the

length about harm

search for

inner happiness.

that real knowledge and happiness come
truth within.
success

Within,

there

is a calm sense of assuredness and

material world (Pine-Coffin, p. 225).

insecurities of the

Concern with the

others and memory of rejection prevent finding the
Divine

He maintained

from the elevated sense of

that can not be overcome by the fears and

truth within.

in applying

truth comes

judgments of

inner source of

from God and can be borne within

(Pine-Coffin, p. 241).
It was with this
early leaders of
Following St.

the church, women,

they studied Hebrew

inspiration and

the "founding fathers."

teacher for Jerome.

Together

in order to read the Old Testament texts

in the

Marcella "gathered around her a band of like-minded

noblewomen" who had received
worldly

led

Paul's admonition "I suffer not a woman to teach,"

Marcella was both the

original.

inner strength and vision that many of the

life

the call or

inspiration to abandon the

for asceticism" (Reuther 1979, p. 77,

from Jerome s

Lettexs.) •
These holy,

inspired women were quite prolific

scholars.

However,
they wrote many scholarly epistles, but, unlike
counterparts
preserved.

.

.

.

[many of]

The reason for

those of

their male

their letters were not collected and

this

seems

to derive

from the officia

Church's view that women, no matter how holy, cannot qualify as
teachers of

the Church.

(Reuther 1979, p.

75)
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- Thee la—spiritual

source

for St.

Paul.,

St.

Basil,

and

St.

Gregory
- Marcella—spiritual and

intellectual

teacher for St.

- Melania—confidante and miracle-worker for St.
- Lioba—spiritual

friend and confidante

to St.

Jerome

Augustine
Boniface and

Charlemagne
- Christina—spiritual
abbot of St.
- St.

friend and director of St.

Geoffrey,

Albans
Catherine of Siena—spiritual

friend,

politician,

and

public relations person for Pope Gregory XI and Pope Urban VI
- Angela Merici—founder of
spiritual friend of St.

the Company of St. Ursula and

Vincent

- Jeanne de Chantal—spiritual friend of Francis de Sales and
the archbishop of Lyons
- Louise de Marillac—founder of the Daughters of Charity and
spiritual

friend of St.

Vincent de Paul

- Elizabeth Hooten—first convert
spiritual friend

to the Quaker faith and

to Oliver Cromwell

- Loveday Hambly—spiritual

friend

to George Fox (founder of

the Quakers)
— Anne Hutchinson—founder of Connecticut; advocate of
religious freedom after banishment from Massachusetts
- Margaret Fell—spiritual
- Jane

friend

to William Penn

Lead—prodigious mystic

- Ann Lee—founder of

the Shaker movement
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Mary Baker Eddy

founder of

the Christian Science

faith and

church
- Ellen Harmon White—founder of the Seventh Day Adventist
faith and church
- Aimee Semple McPherson—founder of the Angelus Temple and the
leader of

the Pentecostal faith

- Susanna Wesley—mother and
- Barbara Heck—founder of
States

and

spiritual director of John Wesley

the

Methodist Church in the United

in Canada

- Catherine Mumford Booth—cofounder of
- Frances Willard—leader in
Union

and

founder of

the Salvation Army

the Women's Christian Temperance

the National American Women's Suffrage

Association

McLaughlin further illuminates the inspiration by women of the
early Church in her discourse on "how the spirituality of
who were called holy by

their friends,

was a source of wholeness,
The effectiveness of

meaning,

their neighbors and the Church

power and

these women was

Power out of holiness .

.

.

the women

authority."

rooted in their holiness.

these women exemplified a human nature

and a vision of divine nature that gave more weight to affectivity,
love and the integration of
usual,

perceive
human

love and intellect,

than has been the

acceptable or mainstream idea of "human nature," as we
it since

nature was

the
not

seventeenth century.

pre—Reformation Church rather as Christian,
image of God,
Intellect.

This more

feminized

seen as "feminine" by men and women of
typical and

who was Mother as well as Father,

(McLaughlin 1979,

p. 102)

She calls modern civilization to a

the

in the

Love more than
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cultural, psychic and perhaps even a physical salvation [that]
requires that we move to that "second naivete" lromanticism]
which can be nourished by the wisdom of mythic language and insight
lintuition] in a world near burned out by the historical/critical
method and its scientific/technologica1 counterparts.
(McLaughlin
1979, p. 103)
This call

for a new vision,

"naivete," or "Third Force" has

been voiced throughout the history of established religions, within
the realms of psychological health and wellness, echoing the early
philosophers' struggle for purpose and meaning.

The inner intuitive

wisdom or light available to all humans is only a reflection of the
whole illumination of unity.
The instant real knowing has also been called the flash of
illumination, the holy opening.
"infinite

fountain of

Thomas Kelly has called this the

lifting power" (Kelly,

p. 60).

illumination with practice can become a steady
This

The sparks of

light from within.

light is present at all times, is alive and burning in the midst

of the daily humdrum of activities.
center,

the source of creative

The

life.

light within is the dynamic

Faith in this source can bring

only happiness and clarity as noted by Christ, 1979; Lewis,
Merton, 1981, 1983;

1975;

Pomeroy, 1975; Spretnak, 1982; Stone, 1979;

Higgins, 1975; Mas low 1982 and 1983.

There will be no recriminations

from ignoring or forgetting the light, only the personal need to
return to that level of truth (Kelly,

p. 31).

It is this personal

need that drives one to know true reality.
Thomas Merton, in the tradition of Meister Eckhart, spoke about
a "fundamental transformation at the individual and social level that
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comes

from recognizing unconditional

goodness":

a contemplative is one who has transcended division to reach a
unity beyond division. ...
It is true that he l she ] must begin
by separating himself from the ordinary activities of men to some
extent. . . .
The true contemplative is not less interested than
others in normal life, not less concerned with what goes on in the
world, but more interested, more concerned.
The "reality" through
which the contemplative "penetrates" in order to reach a contact
with what is "ultimate" in it is actually his own being, his own
life.
The contemplative is not one who directs a magical spiritual
intuition upon other objects, but one who, being perfectly unified
in himself and recollected in the center of his humility,
into contact with reality by an immediacy

that forgets

of

from Shannon's

subject

and

object.

Merton's Dark Path

(Hayward,

[New York:

p.

259;

Penguin,

enters

the division
Thomas

1982])

Science and Math:_Intuition aS_My_t,h

Myth—the expression of unobservable realities in terms of
observable phenomena.

(Bartsch 1953

as quoted in Middleton,

1980)

The appropriate transition between religion and science might
well be found in anthropology,

specifically theological anthropology.

From the early theories of ontology as

the source of metaphysics,

early Hebrew theologians "drew upon Greek
in an attempt
They

to develop a

5).

language and thought-forms

theological anthropology" (Anderson,

p.

5).

took the Greek Platonic hypostasis and combined it with the Latin

persona and Greek ousia (essence):
for

the

the

unity

of

"humanity became

the designation

the divine and human nature in Jesus" (Anderson,

p.

This original dichtomy grew with the advent of Kantian

enlightenment

and Aquinas' Aristotelian metaphysics (Anderson,

Cartesian anthropologists

p.

later found themselves in the midst of

7).
this

struggle between scientific and mythical/philosophical anthropology.
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The anthropological implications were inexhaustible
theory
because

that "all appearances are fallible
in doubting all

that is perceived

the mind cannot doubt its own existence"
brings

this dichotomy

in his closing

.

only

through sense experience,
(Anderson,

the fascinating quest for

secret marriage:

Anderson then adroitly summarizes
religionists,

Baigent,

the

Leigh,

and scientists alike:

the starting point,

the human person is
to have

the final word,

nature of humanity" (Anderson,

p.

Theological anthropology
'faith and reason,'

truth as homuncularity,

perception.

feeling.

turns out,
that

is

the human
as

to the

for a dichtomy between

and

'nonobjective'
long alluded

word

to the

the internal observer that is willing,

What Newtonian physics

the manner of

but

Scientists have

is

interference fringes

taught was external

teaching is

seeing (Comfort,

Karl Pribram has written of
photorecord of

"no basis

'objective'

What quantum physics

a function of

it

the decisive judgement,

finds

p. 27).

Lincoln 1983).

16).

or between an

of knowledge" (Anderson,

and

the

"The problem of a

not

thinking,

Anderson

intuitive struggle of

[scientific inquiry],

inner

11).

the progeny of Jesus

non-theological anthropology

person seeks

p.

"Et in Arcadia Ego," so carefully researched in

and Mary Magdalene's

that

the mind is real,

"full circle" from Job to Thomas Wolfe's Eugene

Holy Grail,

philosophers,

.

lament "Et ego in Arcadia" (an interpretation of

enigmatic cypher,
Holy Blood,

.

in Descartes'

p.

that what is seen is
26).

the brain as a hologram,
produced by waves of

reflected at a given wavelength from an object.

the

light

In ordinary

light

the
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picture

is a blur but when scanned with a laser solid objects appear.

When cut up and a small portion is
scene appears.

scanned with the

Pribram postulates

truths are stored in the memory of
hologram of all information,
from this whole,

all of

the

that rules and

the brain in a similar way.

As a

the brain maintains a whole picture and

the pieces can be retrieved (Comfort,

p.

5).

the understanding of relationships before understanding

the parts.

The brain apprehends patterns

abstractions before it analyzes detail (Comfort,
insight is apprehension of
information.
a)

the whole

All parts are contained in the whole picture and

whole is contained in all parts.

Intuition is

laser,

the relationship of

Parts or pieces of

facts—the

in phenomena and in
p. 29).

Intuitive

the parts of

information are defined as:

limited statements

that agree with the results of

experimentation or observation
b)

theories or hypotheses—models
Even as

to prove or disprove

scientists quarrel with Pribram's definition of the

brain there are many who defer to intuitive insight.
refers

to intuition as a starting point in the

There

the facts

is no such thing as a

logical reconstruction of

Karl Popper

scientific method:

logical method of having new ideas or a

this process.

an irrational element or a creative

Every discovery contains

intuition.

(Goldberg,

p. 21)

The physicist Robert Oppenheimer contrasted two modes of
thinking:
The

two ways of

thinking,

the way of

time and history,

and

the way

of eternity and timelessness, are both part of man's effort to
comprehend the world in which he lives.
Neither is comprehended in
the other nor reducible to it

.

.

.

each supplementing the other

A3

neither telling the whole story.

(Oppenheimer 1966,

p.

69)

Rupert Sheldrake has referred to formative causation in nature.
All natural systems are regulated by invisible organizing,
morphogenetic fields that provide a blueprint of all
and behavior" (Sheldrake 1981).

like object form

This invisible pattern may be

apprehended in the structures of nature through intuitive insight into
spiritual unity with nature as well as in experiments done in quantum
physics,

biology,

and chrystal

chemistry.

According to Wilson,

affirmed elsewhere by Arthur Koestler and Nobel
Josephson,

and

physicist Brian

Sheldrake's theory "will knock the underpinnings from the

materialistic theory of the universe."
It would also build a conceptual bridge from psychology to quantum
physics, almost creating what physicists call a GUT, a "Grand
Unified Theory," which could have implications for every field of
scientific investigation,
life as well
Galilean,

Newtonian,

Indeed several

and for religion, philosophy,

and daily

[as seen in the various effects of Copernican,
and Einsteinian theories].

(Wilson,

p.

A3)

experiments have tended to verify the theory and a

$15,000 prize has been constituted for the "best
confirm or refute it

(Wilson,

pp.

A3,

A5,

experiment" to

85).

When not studying the unifying elements of inner wisdom,
intuition,

scientists often depend on it.

or

The many references to

intuitive insight in scientific discovery are perhaps best summed up
as follows:
A close

friend of Einstein's has told me that many of the

physicist's greatest ideas came to him so suddenly while he was
shaving that he had to move the blade of the straight razor very
carefully each morning,

lest he cut himself with surprise.

well-known physicist in Britain once told Wolfgang Kbhler,
often talk about

the three B's,

the Bus,

the Bath,

and

And a
"We

the Bed.

That is where the great discoveries are made in our
(Jaynes, p. 44)

science.

Einstein on discovery of natural laws—
There are no logical paths to these laws, only intuition resting
on sympathic understanding of experience can reach them."
(Gol dberg, p. 21)
John Maynard Keynes

on Isaac Newton—

It was his intuition which was preeminently extraordinary.
[He
was] So happy in his conjectures that he seemed to know more than
he could have possibly any hope of proving.
The proofs were . . .
addressed afterwards;
(Goldberg, p. 21)

they were not the instrument of discovery.

Jonas Salk—
"It is always with excitement that I wake up in the morning
wondering what my intuition will toss up to me, like gifts from the
sea.
I work with it and rely on it.
It's my partner."
(Goldberg,

E.

p.

23)

C.

G.

Sudarshan,

a theoretical

physicist at the University of Texas—

maintains that some of his colleagues don’t talk about their
intuition because "they fear the well spring will dry up.
will admit to being superstitious,
come they get alarmed."

(Goldberg,

Very few

but when inspiration doesn't
p.

23)

Joseph Heller—
"I feel

that these ideas are floating around in the air and they

pick me to settle upon.

The ideas come to me;

at will."

70)

(Goldberg,

p.

I don’t produce them

Mathematicians have attempted to define the intuitive aspect of
their field

of study.

All attempts to establish a formalized,
for mathematics have failed.
incompleteness theorem,

logically sound foundation

The effort culminated in Kurt GBdel's

which demonstrated that no formal system

can ever be both consistent and complete.

(Goldberg,

p.

22)

What then is mathematics if it is not a unique rigorous, logical
structure?
It is a series of great intuitions carefully sifted,
refined,

and organized by the logic men are willing and able to
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apply at any

time.

(Morris Kline, 1980)

Scientists/mathematicians

seem to be fascinated with intuitive

insights:
Helmholtz had his happy thoughts which "often enough crept quietly
into my thinking without my suspecting their importance ... in
other cases they arrived suddenly, without any effort on my part.
. . . They like especially to make their appearance while I was
taking an easy walk over wooded hills in sunny weather!"
And Gauss, referring to an arithmetical theorem which he had
unsuccessfully tried to prove for years, wrote how "like a sudden
flash of

lightening,

cannot say what was

the riddle happened to be solved.

I myself

the connecting thread which connected what I

previously knew with what made my success possible."
And the brilliant mathematician Poincare was particularly
interested in the manner in which he came upon his own discoveries.
. . .
"The incidents of the journey made me forget my mathematical
work. ...
At the moment I put my foot on the step Lof the bus],
the

idea came

to me,

without anything in my

to have paved the way for it,
define

There are

those

intuition as a unifier.

256).

is

former thoughts seeming

transformation I had used to

the Fuchsian functions were identical with those of non-

Euclidian geometry!"

insight

the

(Jaynes,
scientific

p.

43)

thinkers who stress

Jeremy Hayward proposes

that intuitive

the bridge between nihilism and eternalism (Hayward,

The intrinsic perception of the primordial

perceives

the role of

intelligence

p.
that

the phenomenal world is indeed the ongoing intuitive insight

that binds all

to the unified whole.

It is not an unnatural

power

over the natural world but a sense of the fullness of value in each
aspect of

this existence.

phenomena and

the natural

Hayward attempts

intuitive insight,

primordial wisdom in the world as it is.
what

is being done,

split mind;

thought,

an opennes

to correlate natural

or

as

the innate and

Intuition is

to be fully

felt with no self-consciousness,

s and sense of inquisitiveness into the

no
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environment

(Hayward,

This

p.

261).

"new" math and

physics

is never so fun or fascinating than

as described in Zukav's The Dancing Wu Li
investigating

intuition in science

Masters.

The

tone

is effectively set:

"...

description of an experience is not the experience ....
message

is not to confuse

[the Wu Li
p.

43).

Master s

Zukav

from Newton,
Bohm,

to

authority,
the

traces

a

a

the

type of dance with the fact

and quantum physicists]

that they

are dancing" (Zukav,

the growth and excitement of quantum physics

Heisenberg,

name

the

for

few.

and Manck through Bohr,

Newton's

Einstein,

theory defied Aristotle's

Heisenberg defied Newton and so on.

Bell,
theory

and
of

Heisenberg summed up

intuition quandary well:
The mathematically formulated

laws of quantum theory show clearly

that our ordinary intuitive concepts cannot be unambiguously
applied to the smallest particles.

All

the words or concepts we

use to describe ordinary physical objects
[or instructional facts]
. . . become indefinite and problematic if we try to use them of
[sic]

elementary particles

[basic concepts].

(Zukav,

p. 47)

The application of Newtonian mechanistic determinism to
philosophy and religion resulted in a predestined fatalism with no
free will.
as such,

Conversely,

leaves

quantum physics only assumes probability and,

the experimenter (and humankind) bound simply to

his/her individual choices.

As Zukav cryptically notes:

language of eastern mystics,

and western physicists are becoming very

similar" (Zukav,

p.

54).

He goes on to complete

According to quantum physics
.

.

.

is

the heresy:

there is no such thing

Physics has become a branch of psychology,

other way around.
the study of

.

•

"The

as

[if Jung and Pauli are correct]

the structure of consciousness.

objectivity.

or perhaps

the

then physics

(Zukav,

p»

51)
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Jhe Arts;_Intuition as Aestheticism

Croce has defined intuition in art as expression by synthesis
of

imagination,

impressions,

quoted in Westcott 1968).
then sorted,

accepted,

and aesthetic representation (Croce as

Stimuli are received as

rejected,

combined,

When

synthesis

aesthetic

expression.

beauty

experienced (Westcott,

is

intuition, occurs prior

this

p.

13).

and synthesized as an
is "adequate" then true

This

individual

synthesis,

to conceptual knowledge.

events are synthesized into a unified whole:
relates

impressions and

or

Elementary sensory

Intuition contrasts and

things in search of synthesis and achieves

aesthetic expression.
Herbert Read defines abstract art as

intuitional

in that it

avoids personal elements and is a purely aesthetic response to space,
mass,
sees

color,

and

intuition as

feeling.
problem,

sound (Read,

p. 27).

In agreement with

the free and spontaneous expression of

Croce,

he

thinking and

This may be in the sudden solution of an intellectual
the automatic or

lyrical expression of feeling in poetry,

the

improvised dance or play activity seen as a release of suppressed
energy or

the

intuitional apprehension of new relationships (Read,

p.

).
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Again intuition is
Eisner and Ecker.

seen as unity

"Intuition is

in the comprehensive work of

the undifferentiated unity

of

the
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perception of
32).

Unity

the real and of

is

the simple image of

the

possible" (p.

then the productive association of impressions.

It is

significant that this wholistic approach to knowledge is found in each
of

the disciplines we have reviewed.

The

literature depicts two

phases of unification.

Intuitive imagination of individual

occurs, followed by the

logical, intellectual conceptualizing of

ideas.

When intuition goes beyond ideas and concepts

insights follow impressions and feeling.
share a clarity about
groups,

Artists,

images

illuminative

like

the mystics,

the importance of intuitive expression.

in their search for unity,

This intuition of the Real

Both

rely on intuition.

lying at the root of the visible world

and sustaining its life, is present in a modified form in the arts:
perhaps it were better to say, must be present if these arts are to
justify

themselves as heightened forms of experience.

It

is

this

which gives to them that peculiar vitality, that strange power of
communicating a poignant emotion, half torment, and half joy, which
baffle

their more rational

interpreters .

.

.

not to reproduce

the

illusions of ordinary men but to catch and translate for us
something of that "secret plan," that reality which the artistic
consciousness

is able,

in a measure,

to perceive.

well as music and poetry exists and exults
says Blake.

(Underhill,

p.

"Painting as

in immortal

thoughts,"

74)

Mozart on the source of his melodies—
"Whence and how they come, I know not, nor can I force them."
(Goldberg,

p. 63)

Keats—
"if poetry comes not naturally as
not come at all."

(Goldberg,

leaves to a tree it had better

p. 68)

Bach on his melodies—
"The

problem

is

not finding

them,

morning and getting out of bed
"I

play

the notes

in order as

it's—when getting up in the

not stepping on them.
they are written.

It

is God who
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makes the music."

(Goldberg,

p. 68)

-Intuxtion as

ZsyphpiQgy T

The

the Unconscious

logical, rational, empirical model of human behavior is

complete only when one can control or can predict all of the variables
in the human situation.

Scientific analysis

psychology when behavior can be measured,

is appropriate in

quantified,

and defined.

Obviously these requirements are not always accessible.
psychology account for

those decisions

resolution with incomplete data?

How does

that require immediate

Carl Jung devised a model for

looking at personality types that includes many perspectives on
personality.

His model

takes into account the problem of incomplete

data.
Jung's model
sensing and
He couches

is a grid

intuition;
this

and

that includes

the

the perceptual mode:

judgment mode:

feeling and

in his structure of personal conscious,

thinking.

personal

unconscious, and collective unconscious.
At the personal conscious
level are those impressions and thoughts that the individual is
intellectually aware of.

The personal unconscious includes those

things subliminally perceived, excessively weak, or those things
repressed as undesirable or non-adaptive.

The collective unconscious

includes the systems of symbolism, knowings,

typically human reactions

and understandings about universal human situations
one's entire ancestral

lineage.

reactions archetypes and maintained
structure of each individual
and instincts.
of

For Jung,

that

they are reborn in the brain

together with the

intuition was

less elaborate reflexes

just one of

formulating knowledge about archetypes.

was, however,

inherited from

Jung called these universal human

the various ways

In Jung's model

intuition

vital in that it perceived unconsciously and

uncritically all possibilities, principles, and implications.
Intuition accepts

these

situations

as whole

truths

(Jung 1971).
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The intuition of the collective unconscious is most important
in Jung's
truths,

opinion because

these are

the powerful

fundamental knowings,

and systems that have developed over generations as wisdom

concerning recurrent problems.
in children and all

This collective intuition is the same

levels of adults,

the critical difference being

the different abilities to translate the intuition into verbal,
information.

As

the environment becomes more sophisticated

linear

the

individual moves further away from this universal awareness in order
to process all of
to Jung,

access

the incoming information.

to the collective unconscious is one of the most

primitive of individual mental events.
but

In any event, according

the existence of

the

Levels of access may differ,

intuitive ability remains constant.

Jung further defined personality types
and introversion.

in terms of extroversion

The extroverted personality

is the way one presents

oneself to the outside world regardless of inner feelings or
subconscious

needs.

The introverted personality

is

the

true sense of

oneself that may not be as obvious to others and only faintly present
in

personal

awareness (Jung 1971).

Isabel Briggs Myers developed an instrument to classify people
according to the Jungian personality

types,

Indicator (Briggs

instrument places

Myers 1976).

in the Jung grid according to
questionnaire.

This

the Myers Briggs Type
the individual

the preferences indicated on a

Using the Myers-Briggs,

the intuitive personality

characterized as someone who knows something and
information in a thinking manner:

then judges

this

by verified fact and objective

is
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evaluation;

or in a feeling manner: by

subjective evaluation.

The model

looks

likes and dislikes and
like this:

N - intuition
F - feeling
T -

thinking

S - sensing

Figure 2.

Jung's Personality Types as defined by Briggs Myers

For example

the NF personality (intuitive feeler) would be curious,

insightful,

imaginative, creative,

alternatives,

committed to values, open to

prone to unusual ways of expression,

eager to explore

ideas, generate new solutions, motivated by personal
sensitive

to beauty,

independent,

scattered, and perhaps involved
personality (intuitive

trusting of

interests,

insights,

chaotic,

in more than they can finish.

thinker)

would be more theoretical,

intellectual, knowledge oriented, analytical, systematic,
critical,

impersonal,

Jung's

Preference
students'

Inventory.
learning

logical,

and organized (Briggs Myers 1976).

personality

have been adapted to

The NT

types and

the Myers Briggs Type Indicator

learning styles in the Hanson—Silver Learning
This

instrument has been used to examine

style based

on the assumption that Jung s

personality types affect the way

individuals process

information.

The
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categories are
the

students

solving.

the same four quadrants.

Using forced choice questions

indicate preferred attitudes and approaches to problem

As in Jung's model

the behaviors are qualified as

introverted or extroverted in order

to determine whether the person is

truly performing according to his/her most comfortable style.
this
and

All of

information can then be invaluable in examining teaching style
learning style (Hanson-Silver 1984).
In another attempt

studies defined
* reliability of
inference.

to understand human behavior Westcott in his

intuition as
inference.

In addition,

He

inference and

tested the accuracy and

then evaluated the efficiency of

Westcott developed a model

types based on the ability
1)

intuitive

2)

wild guessers

3)

cautious

successes

4)

cautious

failures

to utilize inference.

of personality

The model includes:

thinkers

His focus was on problem-solving style and the number of clues
required

to guess

intuitive
(Westcott,
Briggs,

the answer and

the guessing.

The

thinkers required fewer clues and were the most successful
p.

153).

His conclusions are similar to Jung,

and Hanson-Silver:

mistakes,

the success of

intuitive people are not afraid to make

self-assured, highly creative,

spontaneity

Myers-

and

independent.

they may seem frivolous and inconsistent,

confident in their insight and inner sense

of

vision.

In their

but they are
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It is appropriate here
intuition and
Buber's

to examine

the relationship between

learning from the perspective of non-educators.

study of relationship in his classic,
For Buber,

I-Thou.

self.

existing as whole beings within a whole universe
In terms of

supports

relationship between persons means

directly with another person as a whole and equal

the

that "I" relate
Both persons

long for relation.

learning, Buber has something to say about

he describes

Martin

learning when

how relationships are formed.

Buber's "You" encounters "I" by "grace . . . not by seeking."
(Buber,

p.

62)

"What counts is

not

the product of analysis and

reflection but the genuine original unity,
(Buber,

p.

70)

The emphasis

the

lived relationship."

for Buber was always

the unity of

the

relationship rather than the process by which the relationship
developed.

Buber did not explicate a sequential approach to

developing relationships.
whole

individuals

People

learn to relate by grace and remain

in search of unity.

Implied in Buber's work is

the

notion that individuals have within themselves the desire or need for
relating to others.
process

There is no need

for relating.

motivated intuitively
likewise,

intuitively.

to superimpose on persons a

Using Bruner's phrase,

teachers must be

to seek out others (students)
For Buber

this

intuition is

to relate to,
the essence of

being human.
Buber describes human development as the universal
relation.

"The

ordered world

is

not

the world

longing for

order." (Buber,

p.

Knowledge must be part of a relationship complete with reciprocity

82)
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before it can be truly known.
intuitive awareness of
and

This ordering of

the relationship between the ego-centered "I"

the grace of relationship with

to teaching and

learning,

the other as "Thou."

learning

universal

then means

lock-step thinking.

Teaching

to become open to perception of immediate

truths and relations.

Jung has referred to

the same universality of relation in his

notion of collective unconscious.
and unity,

In reference

teachers must remove themselves from

progressive process—oriented growth and
and

the world must include

In this intuitive sense of oneness

relationship is ultimately positive and growth-fostering.

Feelings of helplessness,

doom,

separateness,

rejection.

alienation,

is complete at all

failure are seated in the fear of
In the philosophy of unity one

times, with endless possibilities.

Individuals are

divine completeness in their intuitive ability to transcend stages of
development which create a "lesser
Intuition enables teachers and
problem solving, to

than and better

than" hierarchy.

learners to skip analytical steps in

leap over hierarchical stages.

Intuition implies

the courage to believe in a personal sense of value and the value of
"other."

Both Jung and Buber emphasize

the

possibility

outside a well-defined hierarchy of development.
virtue of humanity,
often spontaneously,

unknown—to

of

learning

Individuals have, by

the ability to intuitively grow—to figure out,
how to enter into a relationship with the

learn.

Recognition of what Buber called

the "Thou" takes place in
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other

things" outside the personal and accompanies what Paul Tillich

referred

to as

this notion,
courage

the courage

to accept humanness (Tillich 1952).

Tillich outlines

"to be as oneself."

the courage "to be as a part" and the

In the

learning process,

levels of anxiety are defined by Tillich:
and meaningless and

power of being itself.

anxiety.

this

p.

157)

learn by

With the courage

this

search

source of being-itse1f.

the source of courage and being means
One can

these anxieties.

teachers step beyond competition,

It is intuition that enables
the

The
The

task is drawn from uniting with the

(Tillich,

learners and

Intuition reaches

least two

the anxiety of emptiness

"courage to be" must enable one to transcend

intuition,

at

the anxiety of guilt and condemnation.

self-affirmation needed for

In

to

trust

guilt,

and

for being.

Personal

communion with

trusting and using

intuitively apprehending the nature of

intuition.
life itself.

Tillich believed that individuals could find within themselves the
ability

to know and practice

this intuitive

learning.

Tillich's understanding of courage and self-affirmation is not
the

same as mere confidence.

confidence about oneself.
confident
confidence
is

about

It is

existence

unacceptable.

in self-affirmation is not

the opposite:
only

on oneself." (Tillich,

the courage

intuitive

one's

Courage

p«

after
163)

"One can become

ceasing to base one's
Said another way,

intuition

to accept oneself as accepted in spite of being
Unconditional acceptance is the primary element of

leap of

faith.

Not only must teachers and

that acceptance of themselves,

but for others and for

learners know
learning and

the
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growing as well.
Victor Frankl refers to this ability to go beyond conditional
acceptance and to enjoy unconditional acceptance as self¬
transcendence (Frankl

1978).

He believes life is not necessarily

determined by the need for homeostatis or equilibrium.

"Man is,

by

virtue of the self-transcendent quality of the human reality basically
concerned with reaching out beyond himself, be it toward a meaning to
fulfill,
(Frankl,

or toward another human being lovingly to encounter."
p,

80)

Intuition is that self—transcendence to reach beyond

oneself to clear meaning and insight.
All

three of these perspectives on self-knowledge:

Thou relationship,

Buber's I-

Tillich's self-affirmation in The Courage To Be,

and Frankl's self-transcendence,

rely upon intuitive insight into the

personal acceptance of oneself and "others" in the form of
information,

and persons.

All

things,

three maintain that growth is sustained

by confidence in one's innate ability to apprehend and use intuition
for learning and personal

growth.

Learning and Teaching:

Intuition as Metaphor

It would be counterproductive to address

the question of

fostering intuition through education without examining the
relationship between intuition and teaching.
the teacher who does

the fostering.

to this most important consideration,

There is
albeit,

After all,

it will be

literature which speaks
somewhat metaphorically.
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As Arendt interprets Kant from Critique of Judgement:
provides

the

'abstract,'

iraageless

thought with an intuition drawn

from the world of appearances whose function it is
reality of our concepts'

and

thus undo,

from the world of appearances
activities" (1977,

p.

"The metaphor

that is

as

'to establish the

it were,

the withdrawal

the precondition of mental

103).

The concept of bridging or interconnectedness of

the world of

appearances and mental activity is heard also in Dewey's notion of
intuition as

"the meeting of

the old and new in which the readjustment

involved in every form of consciousness is effected suddenly by means
* of a quick and unexpected harmony which in its bright abruptness is
like a flash of revelations" (Dewey 1958,
readjusted meanings can illuminate
clarity.
and

the

Intuition is

The

This background of

the new sitation with sudden

then both a familiarity with basic structures

inclination to choose

impressions,

p. 266).

"unexpected" reactions

to various

skipping about to internalize expanded awareness.

threat of relying on intuition in teaching is the

insecurity of

the unknown.

the essence of

In the quest for achievement in education

learning and being has been avoided.

It seems

that

legislators and educationists are more concerned with covering
curriculum and basic
of how students

learn or exactly what

Jerome Bruner has
to school

ski1Is/learner outcomes with

stated

it is

that education is

little or no sense

that they "should"

learn.

to cultivate "excellence

the student and to help each person reach their optimum

intellectual development (Bruner 1977,

p.

9).

Under his

leadership,

;
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the Woods Hole Conference gathered in September, 1959,
science education might be
schools

in America.

improved in elementary and secondary

Four elements of learning were examined and

debated by world famous scientists,
Intuition was one of

them.

1)

the structure of

2)

readiness - seen as
to use

3)

these

intuition —
but

to examine how

and educationists.

The elements are:

the material

ideas

psychologists,

to be

learned (curriculum)

the understanding of basic

ideas and

learning

in progressively more complex forms

the "intellectual

technique of arriving at plausible

tentative formulations without going through

the analytic steps

by which such formulations would be found to be valid or invalid
conclusions" (Bruner 1977,
4)

the desire

p.

13)

to learn and how to stimulate

this desire (motivation,

volition)
Throughout
was

the conference

introduced at all

between elementary
today's (1959!)
believed

levels of

teaching.

instruction and

teaching,

in order

to bridge

technological reality of

that gap,

to be

learned.

The participants

required teachers who
Once

the teacher

that definition a relationship between the information and

learner could be established.
intuitively assimilate
learner's role as
1)

the

The concern was the gap

rapidly expanding knowledge base.

could intuitively define what is
formed

the notion of intuitive understanding

the

The

learner,

information.

the

for his or her part, would

Bruner himself saw the

involving three processes.

acquisition—the

introduction of new information that replaces or

refines previous knowledge
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2)

transformation -the manipulation of information in order to go on
to new understanding

3)

evaluation
the process of checking the appropriateness of
manipulation (Bruner 1977, p. 48)

the

It should be noted that the danger of emphasizing these
processes is

the

three

lack of focus on the value of understanding.

These

processes focus on extrinsic reward and rational sequencing of
curriculum.
Bruner suggests

that curriculum should be conceptualized as a

spiral, with the great issues of every subject introduced as an early
age with

intuitive awareness,

constructs
to be

on the

the child can understand.

introduced is

not be asked

to

not valuable

learn it.

teacher's part,
Furthermore,

of what

if

the information

to the adult then the child

should

Valuing the child's intuitive thinking and

understanding what constructs

the child possesses,

the

teacher

presents world class concepts using the appropriate materials
to develop a foundation for understanding and
The conference participants

transfer of

in order

information.

felt strongly about the need for

intuitive understanding of materials or information taking precedence
over analytic examination.

This meant

presupposes

some

the

learner has

he or she might "leap about,
in a manner

that requires a

analytic means,
It

the Western,

familiarity with the subject so

it is

later rechecking of conclusions by more

to see,

using Bruner and

to define intuitive

rational,

that

skipping steps and employing short cuts

whether inductive or deductive" (Bruner 1977,

is relatively easy

how difficult

that intuitive thinking

linear bias.

p.

the Conference's

thinking in terms

Leaping and

skipping,

58).
focus,

familiar

to

even when
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used by Bruner,
education.

are not exactly credible processes

in the field of

How to develop this already misunderstood and perhaps

devalued ability remains a puzzling but serious question.
Perhaps one way
teachers

to model this

intuitively responding

to "teach” intuitive
form of

to students'

answers more analytically?
confident enough
knowledge of
the

learning.

to take

thinking would be for

Could

teachers risk

questions and

then check out

the

Here again teachers must be able and self-

the risk of being wrong.

The

teacher's

the interconnectedness or unity in life may also increase

facility of

intuitive

thinking and may help foster it

in students.

Accepting this notion of universality the teacher must abandon an egocentered sense of self-importance.
to make mistakes.

In modeling this behavior

mirrors what goes on in daily
mistakes,

life.

learners must be able

the teacher simply

Humans make guesses, make

and follow up both with careful analyses of what went right

or wrong.

It must be a part of

training young people to foster
take risks

and

design of

teachers'

responsibility

in

the courage and self-confidence
the solutions

to

for

This approach challenges the current

Western educational systems which reward only absolute

correctness of
the

the

to thoughtfully evaluate

appropriateness and veracity.

reward

Teachers and

factual knowledge.

Unfortunately,

little is done

intuitive problem-solver and indeed much is done

this mode of

learning.

An examination of

several models of

to

to inhibit
teaching

will disclose why and how educational systems have championed a
scientific approach to teaching while

systematically excluding an
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intuitional model.
Bruce Joyce's Models of Teaching. with the accompanying
explications of each "family," serves as an appropriate survey of
models

that have been applied in the United States

in the past several

years.

MQdglg Qf_Teaching:_Intuition as

Bruce Joyce and Marsha Weil
present a cross-section of
the United States

today.

information processing,
Within these

in their book,

techniques used in

They break these models into four families:
personal,

social

interaction,

and behavioral.

there is scant mention of

spiritual understanding.

Gagne's Conditions of Learning (1965)
order

Models of Teaching,

teaching philosophies and

families or philosophies

intuitional or

the Anonymous

Joyce references Robert N.

to define what "learning" is

to determine exactly how "teaching" can be done.

six types of performance which may be named

in

Gagne specifies

learning:

1.

Specific responding—the correct answer to a specific question

2.

Chaining—relating information pieces one to another

3.

Multiple discrimination—choosing the correct answer from many

4.

Classifying—selection of families or related information

5.
6.

Rule using—applying specific laws to new information
Problem solving—deductive or inductive steps toward a provable
answer

(Joyce,

The most basic

form of

p*

455)

learning would be specific responding,

the most highly developed (in Gagne's definition)

and most

conditionally

The role of

teacher

involved would be problem solving.

in this hierarchy

is

to create

the

the environment which will

and
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facilitate the learner's activity.

It is the learner's activity which

is the learning itself.
Gagne delineates the following instructional functions:
1)
2)

Informing the learner of the objectives
Presenting stimuli

3)

Increasing learner's attention

4)
5)
6)

Helping the learner recall what he or she has previously learned
Providing conditions that will evoke performance
Determining sequences of learning

7)

Prompting and guiding the learning
(Joyce,
In Gagne's hierarchy,

the learner's

the tasks of instruction are identified.

p.

458)

outcomes are defined and
The paradigm is very

structured and the learner is in complete control of making all
connections.
situation,

Since the learner controls all the power in the learning

a variety of models of teaching and learning styles must be

understood for an effective teacher to assist in the learning process.
The teacher sets up the environment and guides the interactions of
learner toward the desired answer.
of the material is an integral
fails

to address

Clearly an intuitive understanding

part of the learning process.

Gagne

the question of how this intuitive understanding can

be fostered and nurtured:
missing from his model,
ability,

the

indeed,

since the very word intuition is

one has to assume Gagne has little use for the

at least within his hierarchy.

Some of

the models reviewed by Joyce are for short-term gains,

some are designed to establish lifelong learning patterns.

Some are

designed around the process of presentation and some around the
social/interpersonal interaction.

Some models emphasize content and
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material and others focus on values and concepts.

These various

teaching models would address Gagne's performance hierarchy

in the

following manner:
Performance
1)

Models

specific responding

—

memory
inductive

thinking

concept attainment
advance organizer
group investigation
2)

chaining -

concept attainment
inductive

thinking

3)

multiple discrimination -

inquiry

training

4)

classifying -

concept attainment
inductive thinking
advance organizer

5)

rule using -

inquiry training
simulation

6)

problem solving —

synectics
scientific

thinking

inquiry training
group investigation
(Joyce,
According to Joyce,
framework for determining
models and
phases

p. 459)

Gagne's hierarchy is an appropriate
learning objectives,

selecting teaching

"analyzing which kinds of learning will be emphasized in

of study

and how these may be enhanced" (Joyce,

Joyce has defined

three

p. 460).

theses which provide a valuable

framework for analyzing teaching models.

They warrant mentioning.

1)

There is a considerable array of alternative approaches

2)

teaching.
Methods make a difference

3)

learned.
Students are a powerful part of

in what

is

the

to

learned as well as how it
learning environment,

and

is
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students react differently to any given different teaching
method*

(Joyce, p. 461)

Given these assumptions, it is up to the teacher to select, blend,
combine, and overlap various teaching models in order to increase
learning.
Joyce also sees three missions for education.
them as domains.

In fact,

He refers to

they are the general goals of most

educational institutions.
1) Academic domain—teach academic skills and intellectual
processes
a) Information processing models
b) Cybernetic models
2) Personal domain—increase student self-direction
- personal models
3) Social domain—change interaction with others
- social models
(Joyce, p. 477)
(The intuitive/spiritual domain is not included.

However, it is an

integral part of Barbara Clark's work, Growing Up Gifted [1983].)
Indeed these domains or goals spawn 10 selected teaching models
which Joyce tabulates with the intended outcomes for each.
serve the goals of education in specific ways.

The models

Joyce delineates the

connections between models and goals by specifying the goals:
individual quest for meaning
interpersonal interactions
obligations to a larger society
need to improve society
find meaning in relation to society
improving problem-solving strategies
internalizing facts
Joyce's "models and outcomes" chart (p. 477)

is included

because its attempt to summarize the various teaching models is both
helpful and illuminating:

Outcomes
Family

Models

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

D

N

N

V

V

N

N

N

N

N

P

nondirective

S

group investigation

D

N

N

D

N

D

N

N

N

N

P

synectics

N

N

D

D

N

N

N

N

N

N

P

gestalt

D

D

N

D

D

teaching

IP

advance organizer

N

D

D

N

IP

inductive

D

D

D

D

IP

inquiry

thinking

training

CBM

cybernetic

CBM

cybernetic (training)

CBM

behavior modification

(simulation)

V

V

V

D

D

D

D

V

V

V

D

D

D

D

DV

V

D

D

D

D

D

V

D

D

D

D

V

D = direct or primary effect
N = nurturant or secondary effect
V = variable,
P = personal

depending on focus

(generally nurturant)

S = social
IP = information processing
CBM = cybernetic, behavior modification

self-understanding

6

academic

2

awareness

3

creativity

4

interpersonal skills

7
8
9

concepts
factual material
academic skills

5

social values

1

Figure 3.

inquiry

10 psychomotor skills

Joyce's

teaching models and outcomes
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Inherent

in setting up goals and

question, what do teachers and
Joyce analyzes each model
analysis within the
section.

At

analysis

four

this point

tracking models

is

teacher trainers want to accomplish.

in terms of direct results.
families mentioned at

it

the

is useful to keep

focuses on direct results

He

frames his

the beginning of this

in mind

that Joyce's

(instructional effects)

and

indirect results (nurturant effects)
By way of
be summarized

introduction and

as

is

for

functioning.

the student
The

through

models—The goal of

these

to know information through

instructional effects

learn how to master
emphasis

the four

families can

follows:

Information.processing
models

explanation,

are that

teaching

intellectual

the student will

information and how to process stimuli.

The

is on rational problem solving, and productive thinking
intellectual functioning.

Personal models—These models
of selfhood

give emphasis

through attention to emotional

life.

to the development
The focus here

is on

developing capable persons who then are capable of having productive
relationships with their environment.
Social
relationships.

interaction models—These models
The goals are

others and work productively

that students be able to relate to
in society.

Behavioral models—These models
behaviors

through stimulus control and

learning through small

focus on social

focus on managing observed
reinforcement.

sequenced behaviors

The goal

is

that are controlled by the
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teacher.
The models are based on learning theory which values
intellectual strengths,

group energy, concepts, or

individual

inquiry techniques,

or psychological operant conditioning.
The

first

information processing model

concept attainment (Bruner et al. 1977).
must generalize concepts
Bruner categorizes
attainment.

information

into concept formation and concept

Concept attainment has

concept has

reception,

He maintains that students

in order to deal with all of the environment.

three variations:

selection, and unorganized material.
variations:

is Jerome Bruner's

reception,

Each concept has

three

selection, and unorganized material.

five elements:

Each

name, positive and negative examples,

essential and nonessential attributes, attribute values, and rule.
"attain" a concept one must know all of
Bruner maintains
which
are

the teacher

feel secure

may be a function of
Selective

are:

35).

Receptive activities

the process

in their learning environment,

is

When the

selective.

thinking strategies may have
that

label.

the elements of
His

When

intuitive guessing

this model.

intuition but Bruner does not use
strategies

p.

labels essential and nonessential.

student must decide about an activity,
students

the elements.

that conceptual learning is based on knowing

features are nonessential (Joyce,

those

To

four selection
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1)

simultaneous scanning

2)

successive scanning

3)

conservative focusing

4)

focus

gambling

The receptive
Wholist

thinking strategies are wholist and partist.

strategists use focusing on the attributes of concepts while

partists utilize scanning and developmental hypothesis.
both the reception model and

The steps of

the selection model are:

phase 1—presentation of data and

identification of the concept

phase 2—testing the attainment of the concept
phase 3—analysis of

the thinking strategy

The difference between the two
example by

the

teacher

The steps

is

the

labeling and

sequencing of the

in the reception model.

in the unorganized materials model are as

phase 1—description of concept as

it

follows:

is used

phase 2—evaluation of concept
Joyce summarizes

the value of the unorganized modes as

follows:

1)

give support but emphasize hypothetical nature of discussion

2)

help students balance one hypothesis against another

3)

focus attention on specific

4)

assist

students

features of examples

in discussing and evaluating their thinking

strategies
From this
the

(Joyce, p. 46)

foundational understanding students may

intuitively

transfer

information to other concepts or fields of knowledge.
Hilda Taba's model of

inductive

thinking is based on three
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basic premises about thinking (Taba 1966):
1)

Thinking can be

taught

2)

Thinking is an act between the

3)

Processes of

thought evolve

individual and data

in a sequence

that

is

lawful

(Joyce,
This
guesses.

Taba

formation,
Concept

seems

to leave little space

identifies

three

tasks

for

p. 49)

intuitive leaps and

that must be

taught:

interpretation of data and application of principles.

formation

involves:

1)

identifying and enumerating data (what did you see?)

2)

grouping these

3)

developing categories and
call

concept

items

in similarities (what belongs
labels

for

together?)

the groups (what would you

these?)

(Joyce, p. 50)

Interpretation of data

involves:

1)

identifying points

(what did you notice?)

2)

explaining items

3)

making inferences (what does

identified (why did

Application of principles

this happen?)

this mean?)

(Joyce, p.

51)

includes:

1)

predicting consequences (what would happen if?)

2)

supporting the hypothesis (why do you think this would happen.)

3)

verifying the prediction (what would
generally true?)
This

both call

strategy

for

it take for this

to be

(Joyce, p. 52)
is

like Bruner's concept attainment

in that they

active learning and manipulative materials and

they both
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are teacher centered at the outset.

Bruner's model may

lead to

intuitive problem solving after the conceptual understanding is
established.
empirical

However,

evidence.

Taba's inductive reasoning is tied to rational

There seems to be no value placed on

nonverifiable hunches or intuitive insight into the whole picture of
the

subject.
Richard

Suchman's

theory of inquiry training is even further

removed from intuition (Suchman 1962).
factual

proof is

insight.

His

Inquiry with its

dependence on

the antithesis of creative guessing and intuitive

theory maintains

that:

1)

People inquire naturally when puzzled

2)

They can learn to analyze their thinking

3)

New strategies for thinking can be taught

A)

Cooperative inquiry enriches thinking
Suchman believes,

with Taba,

taught scientific procedures.

that students can and should be

The premise being that all

inquire instinctively but one must
order to validate the activity.

people

learn to analyze one's thinking in

The stages of the inquiry model

very similar to pure scientific reasoning:
phase 1—encounter the problem
phase 2—gathering and verification of the data
phase 3—experimentation with the data (introduction of new

elements)
phase A—formulation of an explanation
phase 5—analysis of the process

(Joyce,

p.

66)

are
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This model promotes the following attributes as the most valuable in
learning:
1)

scientific inquiry skills

2)

active,

3)

verbal

4)

tolerance and persistence with ambiguity

5)

logical thinking

6)

attitude that all knowledge is tentative

autonomous listeners
expressiveness

(Joyce,

p.

72)

A fourth approach to building a knowledge base is David
Ausubel's advance organizer model

(Ausubel

1963),

designed for

teachers to "convey large amounts of information as meaningfully and
efficiently as possible" (Joyce,

p.

76).

He maintains that receptive

or expository learning builds stability in and from prior knowledge in
order to

acquire new information.

structure is

A person's existing cognitive

the primary factor in determining how new information

will be acquired and retained.

Ausubel

concurs with Bruner's

philosophy that students should be taught to analyze the structural
concepts

of any discipline in order to acquire new knowledge.

stages of Ausubel's model

The

are as follows:

Phase 1—presentation of advance organizer (high level abstract
concept that identifies the facts and context of the lesson)
Phase 2—presentation of
logical

learning task (organization of facts

in

order)

Phase 3—strengthening cognitive organization (promote critical
analysis of subject matter)

(Joyce,

p.

85)
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The major concepts of this model may be summarized as follows:
1)

the goal of schooling is the acquisition of information (which
may be based on the teacher's intuition of what knowledge is
important)

2)

the existing cognitive structure and memory of previous
information of the individual will determine how the subject is
to be learned

3)

the mind and subject matter disciplines are hierarchically
organized and follow a set pattern.

These three premises negate the existence of learners'

intuitive

insight and certainly lend support to a rational analytical

approach.

Harry Lorayne and Jerry Lucas not only support the rote memory
principle that Ausubel has been pressed to defend,
upon it

(Lorayne and Lucas

197 4).

but they capitalize

They have built a model

of

learning

that acknowledges the value of memorizing and remembering as
"fundamental

to

intellectual

assumptions about this model

effectiveness" (Joyce,

p.

97).

The basic

are:

awareness—attend to the idea to be remembered
association—relate idea to another
link—associate more than two ideas
ridiculous association—exaggerate or substitute
substitute word system—make an intangible meaningful or concrete
key word—spark many associations from one significant word
The stages

of this model

include:

phase 1—attending to the material
phase 2—developing connections
phase 3—expanding sensory images
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phase A—practicing recall
The creative element of Lorayne and Lucas's model may be found
in the intuitively developed associations or images.
rather extraneous element,

Aside from this

the association for rote memory,

one cannot

assume there is any value in guessing or using intuitive insight to
solve problems.

This method suggests that learning is simply

memorizing facts.
Facts are again the key feature of the biological science
inquiry model.

Actually this is an approach to teach research

techniques and has been applied to biology and social science very
successfully by focusing on content and process.

The teacher's

task

is to nurture the inquiry and to encourage the students to reflect
upon the

process

and

the data.

Phase 1—teacher presents area of investigation
Phase 2—students structure the problem
Phase 3—students

identify the problem in the investigation

Phase A—students speculate on how to clear up the difficulty
(Joyce,

p.

139)

The basic assumptions are that science is a fixed truth and is
complete,

and,

thereby the value of scientific inquiry is that truth

is defined and can be taught through deductive reasoning.
Other models that indeed are based on fixed learning stages are
the cognitive growth models of Jean Piaget and Lawrence Kohlberg.
premise is

that learning must be spontaneously (intuitively)

The

initiated
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by the student.

The contradiction to intuition is that the models are

hierarchically designed dictating a progressively better or higher
level

of operation.
Piaget maintains that human beings develop increasingly more

complex levels of thinking in definite stages (Piaget 1952).
acquires

experience one must assimilate the new information and

accommodate the new experience by changing one's physical,
logical

As one

structure.

development.
environments

social,

and

The earlier stages lay the foundation for later

The act of teaching then becomes the creation of
in order for the child to experiment with the next level

of accommodation to establish equilibrium or homeostasis.
Piaget's developmental
for rational

thought develops.

overcome and ignored.
or 2,

stage theory defines how the capacity
Reasoning is nurtured as intuition is

In the sensory motor stage,

birth to age 1-1/2

one relies on instincts with little awareness beyond survival

needs.

From age 2 to 7

images with real
intuitional:

one begins to associate symbols,

events.

words,

Piaget has referred to these two stages as

as one continues to develop one learns to think about

others and become aware of more realities outside himself,
less "egocentric."
12.

and

This

third stage

is concrete operations,

Ultimately if children progress normally,

to

conceptualizing

Regrettably much of learning today is

conceptualized in this hierarchy.
spiritual understanding,

age 7

they reach the formal

operations stage and can think in abstract terms,
nonconcrete ideas and feelings.

becoming

There is no room for illumination,

and identification with a universal
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wholeness,

or transcendence beyond form and symbol.

According to Piaget and other developmentalists, with the
application of appropriate teaching strategies,

students will develop

the appropriate schema to organize the world:
Phase 1—confrontation with stage-relevant tasks
to learner's developmental stage)
Phase 2—inquiry
Phase 3—transfer

(situations matched

(elicit responses and offer counter-suggestions)
(present related tasks and probe responses)
(Joyce,

p.

123)

Lawrence Kohlberg further applies the notion of developmental
stages

to moral

reasoning (Kohlberg 1981).

The moral development

theory progresses from egocentricity to publicly validated thinking.
Piaget's stage development is superimposed upon social behavior in the
following way with no reliance upon intuition or spiritual unity:
—preconventional level
Stage 1.

action based on punishment and obedience

Stage 2.

instrumental

relativism based on what satisfies one's

own needs
—conventional level
Stage 3.

interpersonal

concordance based on what pleases or is

approved by others
Stage 4.

maintaining the given social

order by doing one's duty

and respecting fixed rules for their own sake
—postconventional,
Stage 5.

autonomous,

principled level

doing what is right as based on the legal point of view
within the realm of personal values, free agreement,
and contract

Moral development can be facilitated by exposing the child to the next
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higher stage,

setting up situations that pose contradictions to the

current structure,

and creating an atmosphere for comparing

conflicting moral values.
The teaching strategies in the developmental model would be:
Phase 1—confront stage-relevant tasks
Phase 2—inquiry—elicit student responses and ask for justifications
Phase 3—transfer—present related tasks and offer counter¬
suggestions
(Joyce,

p.

129)

Intuitive insight is valued in the next family of teaching
models for its role in identifying personal needs and strategies for
meeting these needs.

The uncalculated hunch or leap to a correct

assumption is easily identified in several of these models.

Regretful

as it may be. Western society has used intuition to change personal
interactions with others while failing to apply the same principle to
knowledge acquisition.
teaching is

What is relevant to a search for intuition in

that social behaviors are changed based upon intuitive

information.

Heuristic techniques are applied to determine the

,,problemn and to identify steps to reach a valued,

acceptable solution.

The Personal family of teaching models attempts to deal more
with the individual

needs than with subject matter and process.

Carl Rogers' nondirective teaching model

In

the role of the teacher is to

facilitate learning through a personal relationship with the students
in order that they attain greater personal

awareness and effective,

realistic

The partnership has

self-assuredness

(Rogers

1971).

four
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definite qualities:
1)

warm,

responsive,

acceptance of the student

2)

permissiveness response to expression of feelings

3)

freedom to symbolically express feelings within the constraints
of responsibility, time, affection, and action

A)

freedom from coercion or pressure with no critical personal
reaction to the student

The phases of growth in the nondirective teaching process are:
release of feeling

-

(free personal

insight

-

(new perceptions

expression)

& decisions:

new

choice of goals)

action

-

(self-

integration
(independence and

initiated

confidence)

change)

The teaching strategies are:
Phase 1—defining the helping situation
Phase 2—exploring the problem
Phase 3—developing insights
Phase 4—planning and decision making
Phase 5—integrating

(Joyce,

p.

163)

Rogers' client-centered therapy may be an intuitive process
with free association and the wholist quality of acceptance.
framework,

or lack of it,

intuition are evident.

acceptance,

personal valuing,

The basic premise of this model

In this

and trust in
is that

students must first deal with emotional blocks before learning can

take

place.
William J.

J.

Gordon uses a similarly intuitive approach to

learning by focusing on creativity
notion of synectics,

(Gordon 1961).

He developed the

as the use of creativity in the development of
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new mental

patterns.

He presents four assumptions that support

this:

1)

creativity is important in everyday activities

2)

the creative process can be described and it is possible to train
people to develop their creativity

3)

creative invention is similar in all fields and is characterized
by the same intellectual processes

4)

individual and group process is similar

Gordon uses

three metaphoric activities to develop insight into

everyday activities.
1)

2)

Personal analogy
a)

first person description of facts

b)

first person identification with emotion

c)

empathetic identification with a living thing

d)

empathetic identification with a nonliving object

Direct analogy—this is a simple comparison between two objects

or concepts and by observing or comparing one can see new ways to view
a

problem.
3)

Compressed conflict—two contradictory terms often demonstrate

the greatest distance from the problem and force the broadest
The

teaching

are (Joyce,

strategies

insight.

for "creating something new with synectics"

p. 171):

Phase 1—description of present condition
Phase 2—creation of direct analogy
Phase 3—creation of personal analogy
Phase 4—creation of compressed conflict
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Phase 5

creation of direct analogy

Phase 6—reexamination of the original
creativity exercises
The
synectics

task as a result of the

teaching strategies for "making the strange familiar" with
are

(Joyce,

p.

17 9):

Phase 1—introduce new topic
Phase 2

suggest a direct analogy and ask students to describe it

Phase 3—have students become the direct analogy
Phase 4—compare analogies
Phase 5—explain the differences where the analogies do not fit
Phase 6—reexplore the original topic
Phase 7—generate another direct analogy and examine similarities
and differences
Synectics can be very effective to develop creative writing
skills,

exploring social problems,

or product,

problem solving,

creating a design

and broadening the perspective of a concept.

Trusting

intuitive insight is a valuable piece of this model.
An extension of creativity can be found in William Schutz's
awareness training (Schutz 1958).
of developmental

body

2)

personal

progression

steps which ultimately results in Joy (Schutz 1967).

The steps are as follows
1)

This is a hierarchical

(Joyce,

p.

189):

functioning is healthy and at ease
functioning is

the acquisition of knowledge and

experience and developnment of logical and creative thinking
are integrated
3)

interpersonal

functioning is open and accepting of others

4)

individual is relating to societal institutions
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Development in these areas is facilitated by encounter group
sessions,

as modeled after Fritz

Perl's gestalt training (Peris 1968).

Encounter groups are organized around ground rules that include:
taking responsibility
expressions,

for one's self,

focusing on feelings and direct

and giving and receiving feedback honestly and openly.

The encounter groups help individuals become aware of their basic
needs.

One's self-concept is derived from relations with others.

(Intuition is

that self-concept derived from within.)

can be seen as the need for inclusion,

control,

Self-concept

and affection.

Based

on the satisfaction of these basic needs full human potential between
individuals can be fostered.
William Glasser feels that most human needs can be addressed and
resolved by reality therapy in classroom meetings
feels,

like Schutz,

functioning."
trust.

Learning can take place only in a climate of love and
the acceptance and respect of

individuals in daily problem-solving activities.

rejecting irresponsibility,

-

Three general

of reality therapy whether in groups or individually are:

intense personal commitment by participants,

behave.

He

that "most human problems are failures of social

Classroom meetings model

requirements

(Glasser 1965).

and finally,

facing reality and

planning better ways to

The basic definitions that must be understood are:

reality—the choice of the realistically appropriate behavior by
evaluating all the consequences

-

responsibility—the ability to fulfill one's needs and to do so
in a way that does not deprive others of the ability to fulfill
their needs
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morality
the choice to do what is right in order to attain a
sense of self-worth
involvement

the combination of love and discipline that helps

the child realize that someone cares enough to help him/her
fulfill needs in the real world.
The steps of the classroom meeting model are

(Joyce,

p.

213):

Phase 1—establishing a climate of involvement
Phase 2

exposing the problem for discussion

Phase 3

making a personal value judgment concerning what social
norm to follow

Phase A—identifying the alternative behaviors to follow
Phase 5

making a public commitment to these behaviors

Phase 6

assessing the assessment of commitment and effectiveness of
new behaviors

Glasser's model

provides an effective transition to the third

family of teaching models,
models.

that of the social-interaction-oriented

These models emphasize social

relations which address the

concept of society itself;

democratic process,

relations,

This family of teaching models derives some

social action.

interpersonal

of its rationale from such sources as Plato's Republic,
Augustine's

City of God,

Sir Thomas More's Utopia,

St.

and certainly John

Locke's works.
Perhaps the greatest spokesperson for this theory of learning
was John Dewey (Dewey 1916).
democracy,
system and,

With the school

organized as a miniature

the students participate in the development of the social
through experience,

gradually learn how to apply the

scientific method to improve human society.

Herbert Thelen's model

of
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Group Investigation is an effective example of Dewey's philosophy:
with the class performing as a real democracy,
and problem solving,

addressing problems,

the students acquire knowledge and become more

effective as a social group

(Thelen 1960).

Three basic concepts form the foundation of Thelen's model:
1)

inquiry—giving attention to something
—interacting with and being stimulated by other people
—reflecting and reorganizing concepts and attitudes

2)

knowledge—applying universals and principles drawn from
past experience to present experience

3)

dynamics-generating alternative reactions with a commonality of
divergent values and sophistications
The structure of the model is

(Joyce,

p.

237):

Phase 1—encounter a puzzling situation
Phase 2—explore reactions to the situation
Phase 3—formulate study task and organize for study
Phase 4—study independently and in groups
Phase 5—analyze progress and process
Phase 6—recycle the activity as transferable to later life
situations
A tangent of the group investigation model
model as defined by Fannie and George Shaftel
this model

students

is the role-playing

(Shaftel 1967).

In

examine human relations by acting out problem

situations and then analyzing the enactments.
examining the roles persons play in social
students to explore their feelings,
values and perceptions,

The process involves

interactions and enabling

gain insight into attitudes,

developing problem-solving skills,

and exploring
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subject matter in a variety of ways from the human perspective.
steps

the Shaftels recommend are
Phase 1

warm up:

(Joyce,

p.

The

247):

identify and interpret the problem

Phase 2—select participants:

analyze roles and select players

Phase 3

set the stage: set the action with restatement of the
roles and problem situation

Phase 4

prepare the observers:
assign observation tasks and
decide what to look for

Phase 5—enact the role play
Phase 6—review and evaluate the action
Phase 7

reenact: revise the roles and discuss behavioral
alternatives

Phase 8—discuss and evaluate
Phase 9—generalize:

relate to real experience and problems and

evaluate general principles of behavior
The problems selected to be role-played can be of differing
levels of intellectual complexity and personal involvement:
attitudes, values,
skills;

and perceptions;

and specific subject matter.

social/interaction teaching models,
(1)

feelings;

problem-solving attitudes and
In keeping with the family of
role playing is designed to foster

analysis of personal values and behavior;

(2)

the development of

strategies for solving interpersonal and personal problems:

(3)

the

development of empathy for others.
The jurisprudential
and James

Shaver,

the classroom

inquiry model,

as designed by Donald Oliver

applies real-life roles in contemporary issues to

(Oliver and Shaver 1966).

In a democratic society there
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will be conflicting values and controversial issues that require an
informed citizenry who can negotiate successfully.

The underlying

concepts of this model are the exposition of justice and human
dignity.

The model requires a democratic foundation with a values

framework from the Constitution and the Declaration of Independence,
the skills

to clarify and resolve issues,

contemporary and public issues.

and a basic knowledge of

The Socratic method is employed by

using analogies to contradict the student and to test the logic and
limits of chosen positions.
values.

The ideal is to compromise conflicting

The structure of this teaching model is

(Joyce,

p.

270):

Phase 1—explain the case
Phase 2—identify and synthesize the issues into a public policy
statement or decision
Phase 3—articulate the position in terms of social value and
consequences of the decision
Phase 4—explore the values of the position and establish the
pattern of argumentation and priorities
Phase 5—refine and quantify the position
Phase 6—test the factual assumptions and the predicted outcomes.
The first

three phases can be seen as analysis and the second three

are the argumentation.

The analysis phases teach students to identify

and resolve definitional,

factual,

and value problems.

The

argumentation phases foster social involvement and the desire for
social action.
The T group model of

teaching is also designed to resolve

value-laden issues but in a completely unstructured fashion.

The
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model

grew from the concerns of a group of social psychologists,

including Kurt Lewin at the National Training Laboratory in Bethel,
Maine, who hoped to create an action-based plan for dealing with the
process

of change in a positive way

(Bradford et al.

1964).

The T

group is assigned the complex task of creating an experience that
will meet all of the growth requirements of the group with no agenda
and no guidelines.

The goals of using such a strategy are varied:

with an intrapersonal

focus the goal is self-knowledge; with an

interpersonal focus the goal is understanding of the dynamics of
relations;

a third goal is understanding group functioning;

fourth goal is self-direction.

the

The basic concepts are all related to

these goals:
1)

here and now focus on immediate reactions and feelings

2)

direct,

3)

new behaviors and reactions

4)

psychological safety in group tolerance and support

5)

observant participation coordinating action and analysis in

open,

descriptive,

and nonevaluative feedback

creating an atmosphere of self-evaluation
The general phases of
1)

this model are cyclical

(Joyce,

p.

284).

the T group itself provides setting for self-observation and
diagnosis of the group's development

2)

the theory sessions examine the goals and structure of

the group

3)

the focused activities emphasize specific needs of individuals
and/or small groups

4)

the experimentation or application of the process to a real,
defined problem

Obviously,

the atmosphere created from the T group exercises is one of
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the most powerful results of

the activity.

The results of such

activities ideally will provide students with the ability
change,

insight into reasons for interpersonal behavior,

negotiation and self-expression,

to cope with
skill in

and tolerance for diversity,

all of

which can rely upon individual intuition.
T-group dynamics can be applied to real social issues in the
form of social simulation games.

The simulation model was developed

in the field of cybernetic psychology as a direct analogy between
humans and machines;
Simulations

learners are self-regulating feedback systems.

provide simplified versions of real-life situations and

they provide students
realistic feedback.

the opportunity to learn from self-generated,
Joyce mentions several popular simulation games:

the Life Career Game,
International

Computer-based Economics Game,

Simulation

and the

(Boocock & Schild 1968; Guetzkow 1963).

organization of a simulation game is as follows

(Joyce,

The

p. 305):

Phase 1—orienting to explain the concepts to be incorporated
and overview the simulation
Phase 2—participant

training to set up the rules and assign

roles
Phase 3—playing the simulation game itself and evaluating the
performance and the effects of decisions
Phase 4—debriefing to include summarizing,
process,

appraising,

analysing the

and redesigning the simulation

The student learns from the direct experience and from the
evaluation and follow-up activities.

William A.

Nesbitt in

Simulation Games for the Social Studies Classroom,

pp.

38-39,

lists
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the following areas of learning:

competition,

social

efficacy,

systems,

concepts,

skills,

cooperation,

consequences,

empathy,

the role

of chance,

and the ability to think critically and make decisions

(Joyce,

307).

p.

The social

inquiry model uses similar principles of experiential

learning by what Massialas and Cox refer to as "creative construction
of the culture" in the classroom

(Massialas and Cox 1966).

They

maintain that the classroom must be reflective in actively dealing
with public controversy.

Reflective classrooms must include an open

and accepting atmosphere where knowledge is

seen as hypotheses that

are continually tested and retested and facts are the evidence that
must be validated.
follows

(Joyce,

p.

The structure of the social inquiry model is as
317):

Phase 1—present and clarify a puzzling situation
Phase 2—develop hypotheses
Phase 3—define and clarify hypothesis
Phase 4—explore hypothesis to determine logical validity
Phase 5—gather facts to support the hypothesis
Phase 6—form generalized solution
The teacher uses information in the textbook and curriculum and
structures specific scientific inquiry methodology to explore social

issues.
In the fourth family of

teaching models,

teacher is in complete control.

behavior management,

the

Learning theorists developed the

theory that behavior is lawful and subject to variables,

behavior is
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an observable,

identifiable phenomenon,

modified through learning principles.
discrete,

and individualized,

maladaptive behavior can be
Behavior goals are specific,

as they focus on immediate "here and

now" feedback.
The first model
contingency management

that is based on these premises is that of
(Skinner 1953).

Several education models use

contingency management to change or moderate specific individual
behaviors,
stimuli,

to program learning tasks by controlling environmental

and to plan individual self-control.

The contingency

management focus is on cause and effect and the systematic control of
reinforcers.
reinforcement.

The teacher controls both positive and negative
This requires careful observation,

documentation of all behaviors.

monitoring,

and

Positive reinforcement can be rewards

in the form of verbal praise and social acceptance or tokens that the
student wants or desires.
p.

The organization of this model

is

(Joyce,

349):
Phase 1—specify the desired performance
Phase 2—observe and record the behaviors
Phase 3—design the contingencies by planning the reinforcers
and the behavior-shaping plans
Phase 4— establish the program by informing the student and
maintaining the reinforcement schedule
Phase 5—evaluate the program,

the response and the

contingencies
Programmed instruction is a form of contingency management that

is

the most direct application

of B.

F.

Skinner's theories

(1953).
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The material to be learned is presented in a linear format requiring
the student to fill in the blank or choose from multiple answers.
reward is immediate,

The

the right answer allows the student to move and

the wrong answer directs the student to review or repetition.
Programmed instruction models are stringently structured by the
teacher but the student's response predicts the next step.

Therein is

a degree of student self-control.
Operant conditioning is the behavioral model with built-in selfcontrol.

The student initiates and is responsible for carrying out

the program.

David C. Rimm and John C. Masters (1974) have designed a

behavior management system that allows the student to control the
environment and reward system (Joyce,

p. 365).

Phase 1—introduce behavior principles that establish selfcontrol and willingness to change behavior
Phase 2—establish the baseline by determining target behavior
and measurement procedures
Phase 3—set up the program with goals, rewards, and schedules
Phase 4—monitor the program and modify as necessary
The effects of this kind of program are multiple:

the student

modifies the unwanted behavior, becomes aware of control over
environment,

and gains self-esteem and confidence by knowing that

changes can be made through self-control.
The training model of behavior theory was adapted from training
psychology, cybernetic psychology,
psychology.

systems analysis, and behavioral

All four of these fields have offered the education field
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an example of how to design goals and produce training conditions that
will

shape the student's behavior through operant conditioning and

behavior management.

The model

includes five steps (Joyce,

p.

37 8):

Phase 1—clarification of objectives
Phase 2

explanation of

theory and rationale for performance

Phase 3—demonstration of correct performance
Phase 4—practicing behavior in a simulated situation
Phase 5—transfer of learned behavior to a "real life" situation
The learner not only achieves the desired behavior but also becomes
more self-confident with the success of the accomplishment.
Feelings of success in any situation can be altered or negated
when the learner is so anxious that the accomplishment itself goes
unrecognized.

Joseph Wolpe has developed what he calls "counter¬

conditioning" in an effort to replace maladaptive behaviors with more
appropriate ones.

His stress reduction model

combination of mental

and physical

fear,

with their creativity.

and depression,
This model

is a

exercises that can help students

deal with test and performance anxieties,
negative emotions,

(Wolpe 1969)

general

stress as students,

and help them get in touch

includes five steps

(Joyce,

p.

398) :
Phase 1—set up the situation in a comfortable place with
eyes closed
Phase 2—warm up with general instruction and calm relaxing
atmosphere
Phase 3—focus

the relaxation throughout the parts of the body

Phase 4—practice rest from and release of tension
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Phase 5—debrief and discuss how relaxation may be transferred
to other situations
The desensitization model is a formal stress reduction
technique described by Rimm and Master
relaxation accompanied by visual
response.

(1974).

They utilize physical

imagery that replaces the anxiety

The student replaces the fear reaction by imagining

alternative assertive behaviors and positive self-image.

The steps of

this model include determining if alternative behaviors are
appropriate and practicing the replacement visualization (Joyce,

p.

408) .
Phase 1—determine if student can relax and visualize and if the
problem is appropriate for this type of activity
Phase 2—identify the fears related to the problem that will be
modified with the activity
Phase 3—practice visualizing alternatives and relaxation
techniques
Phase 4—desensitize alternating visual

images and

relaxation techniques
Phase 5—practice applying these procedures to other areas.
Desensitization allows students to reduce specific irrational

fears

and creates a sense of well-being and self-control that can be
transferred to other situations.
Another model that is designed to reduce stress and anxiety is
the assertiveness training model

(Wolpe and Lazarus 1966).

Assumptions about assertiveness include that to be direct and honest
enhances

self-concept as well as provides a realistic communication

channel between individuals.

Assertive communication means using the
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word "I” in order to claim the statement and stating exactly what one
wants or feels.

The teaching model has five steps

(Joyce,

p.

426):

Phase 1—identify the target behaviors
Phase 2—set priorities for situations and behaviors
Phase 3—enact the situation in role playing
Phase 4

practice assertiveness with additional reenactments

Phase 5—try out the assertive behaviors in real-life situation
These various "families and models" of teaching would most
honestly represent the formal derivational technique mentioned by
Bruner earlier.

Few of the models in these families have consistently

or effectively addressed either the teacher's
intuitive insight or knowledge.
models,

or the student's

Student behavior,

as seen in the

is a manageable object that can be manipulated and formed as

deemed appropriate by the teacher.

Learning is the second priority

the process after the student is controlled and compliant.

in

The nature

of learning has become the art of controlling students and force
feeding acceptable subject matter.

Education:

Intuition as a Problem

It is little wonder that schools have had such poor performance
ratings lately.

Even Piaget's cognitive developmental stage theory is

based on deterministic behavior patterns, with little flexibility or
sensitivity to the spontaneity of

the learning process.

The personal
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development family of teaching models focuses on intuitive insight
into behavior and social interaction but there is scant application of
intuition to the acquisition of knowledge.
A search of

the literature has shown an abiding respect for the

intuitive process in the fields surveyed:
science,

math,

and psychology.

philosophy,

religion,

art,

Specialists in these fields make no

excuses for their embrace of this aspect of learning and knowledge
acquisition.
same?

How is it then that education has not demonstrated the

As a discipline that professes to be dedicated to the

development of the whole person and to the acquisition of knowledge,
how can education afford to ignore intuition?
Education has been structured as a factory for mass producing
informed, well-trained citizens who are to be productive adults.
Given the speed with which information is generated today there is
little chance that any number of hours of indoctrination can
sufficiently inform the citizens of tomorrow.

Even as students are

seeking answers and reproducing the facts that teachers feel are
important,

in reality,

the truth and the facts are changing.

very most schools are producing compliant,
low self-esteem and few,

if any,

Technology has reached such

sophistication in the generation of new ideas,

can no longer keep pace.
students

obedient citizens who have

skills to continue their learning in

the real world outside of the classroom.
a level of

to think,

At the

that schools

Education now becomes a matter of training

to guess,

to imagine,

efficiently in their own personal

to investigate,

to function

search for answers to real problems.
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Understanding the nature of learning and developing problem-solving
skills should be the business of schools.

Intuitive insight is an

integral part of this business.
An inherent or projected problem in developing a model of
teaching that includes intuitive insight is best summed up:
let it be said at the outset that nothing is known about

the

training of intuition and that very likely we are still too unclear
about what is intended by the word to devise proper educational
procedures.

(Bruner and Clinchy 1966,

As cited by Bastick,

1982,

p. 76)

many educational theorists have referred to

intuition but few have attempted to incorporate it in the teacher
training process.

In his consummate work on intuition,

Bastick

categorizes previous intuition studies into five areas:
—religious and philosophical

studies of intuition

—literature surveys on the meaning of intuition
—psychotherapeutic studies of the nature and use of intuition
—problem-solving experiments using intuition
—research on the role of intuition in creativity
(Bastick,

pp.

15-16)

One of Bastick's complaints about the various studies of intuition is
that specialists in each field rarely profit from other specialists
studies.

He perhaps falls prey to his own critique by his focus

on body reference,
Theory of

emotional

sets,

and immediate needs in his own

Intuitive Thought Processes.

He supports this premise of

myopic elitism with reference to Roni Summers'

analysis

fifty-six written accounts of intuitive experiences:

(1976)

of

"Intuition was
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experienced through many mediums including images,
as well as feelings,
p.

bodily sensations,

dreams,

and thoughts"

day-dreams

(Bastick 1982,

191).
The problems of verifying and explaining intuition are aptly

discussed in Bastick1s section 7.1.

He cites Clinchy's work with

children as proof that
intuitive understanding cannot be verbalized.
inferences of a child's understanding,

.

.

.

Yet our

or lack of it,

are derived

from the child's verbal skill to communicate an answer,
are not as teachers often aware of a child's intuitive
understanding.
(Bastick, p. 300)

hence we

In addition to the nonverbalizability of intuition is the problem of
immediacy.

Bastick found four aspects of this quality in his

literature search:
—the immediate intuitive knowledge

.

.

.

occurring simultaneously

with the perception of the object
—the sudden appearance of the intuition spontaneously after an
incubation period and apparently unconnected with the situation in
which it occurs
—the Behaviorists' view of insight as a sudden increase in the
number of correct responses during a learning task
—the speed of the intuitive process making it appear sudden in
relation to the time that might be needed to reach the same result
using

[rational]

analysis.

(p.

301)

Yet another aspect of intuitive teaching and learning that
confounds educationists

is

noncompetitive playfulness.

the element of non-ego-centered,
Bruner said it well:

founded on a kind of combinatorial playfulness

"It

[intuition]

that is only possible

when the consequences of error are not overpowering or sinful"
1962,

p.

does not

102).

Education in the public schools of

seem to honor,

much less reward,

is

playful,

(Bruner

the United States
noncompetitive.
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free-flowing guesstimates that may or may not be "correct."
A brief look at learning and teaching from the Eastern
tradition may be appropriate here.

Zen is the ultimate path to

knowing as understood by various oriental cultures.
as

Zen can be seen

an act of instruction" that has been tested over the centuries;

and,

most important of all,

teachers of Zen

versed in the art of spiritual guidance .
the least

trace of

'teaching'

"

.

(Herrigel,

further confounded by the unspoken,

[are]
.
p.

astonishingly well

since Zen repudiates
16).

This paradox is

unwritten "non-teachings" of

Zen:
the Zen adept has an insuperable objection to giving any kind of
instructions

.

.

.

[but]

nobody can stay the course without

consciousness guidance from a skilled teacher and without the help
of a master.
Despite all

(Herrigel,

p.

11).

the efforts of Zen experts,

however,

the insight

afforded to us Europeans [Westerners] into the essence of Zen has
remained exceedingly scanty.
As though it resisted deeper
penetration, after a few steps one's groping intuition comes up
against

insurmountable barriers

irresistibly attractive.

.

.

(Herrigel,

.
p.

insoluble and yet
9)

Thus the teacher lets his pupil voyage onward through himself.

But

the pupil, with growing receptivity, lets the teacher bring to view
something of which he has often heard but whose reality is only now
beginning to become tangible on the basis of his own experiences.
It is immaterial what name the teacher gives it, whether indeed he
names it at all.
The pupil understands him even when he keeps
silent.

.

.

(Herrigel,

.

The man,

pp.

the art,

the work—it is all one.

50-51)

You have now reached a stage where teacher and pupil are no longer
two persons, but one. . . . things will no longer harmonize as
before.
You will see with other eyes and measure with other
measures.

.

.

.

For this is what the art of

profound and far-reaching contest of the
(Herrigel,

pp.

73-74)

[learning]

[learner]

means:

with himself.

a
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The idea of the learner in contact or contest with him/herself
is

the heart of learning in both the Eastern and Western tradition.

Public schools of the Western tradition have expanded the notion of
contest

to include competition with all other things,

scores,

and other persons.

but lost in America.

i.e.,

test

The Zen of "personal best" has been all

Scientists may well be creeping up on this

premise of "personal best" slowly but surely:
Sensitive listening to the background feelings of self may make
possible new hypotheses about brain-biogenic amine regulation.
With such an interactional language established,

it may one day be

possible to demonstrate that the brain knows about itself.
(Mandell, p. 382)
In an additional reference to the oriental way of teaching and
learning,

Gregory Bateson,

the renowned anthropologist,

stumbled upon

an interestingly edifying fact in his cross-cultural studies of
familial respect.

While interviewing a young Japanese woman,

he was

pressing for some clarity on the widespread belief that the Japanese
idolize their forebears.

The young woman was very specific,

albeit

not at all in the manner in which Bateson expected:
But in Japan we do not respect the father ... we practice respect
for the father .
and Brown,

p.

.

.

in case we need to respect somebody.

34)

Based upon this and other anthropological
described what he called cybernetic epistemology
general

science of pattern and organization,

evidence,

think and decide"

Bateson

cybernetics being a

epistemologically defined

as "basic premises underlying action and cognition;
aggregates know,

(Bateson

how organisms or

(Bateson in Kenney,

p.

13).

His

daughter further clarified this juxtaposition of fact and feeling:
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[it is this]

cybernetic meaning of love that encourages us to cut

across the boundaries of individual skin and embrace more complex
mental systems . . . [this] definition of love and mind invites us
to generate whole new orders of being to be valued or loved, as we
perceive ourselves entering into various kinds of relationship and
hereby being changed.
(Mary Catherine Bateson 1977)
Simon further described cybernetics in his tongue-in-cheek defense of
Bateson and R.

D.

Laing:

[They]
muddle" their theories with statements about the contexts
end relationships among messages.
In place of single referents,
they present us with levels and layers of meaning.
"either-or," they offer us "both-and" thinking.
24)

In place of

(Simon 1978,

p.

Casteneda presented the same theory for teachers and learners from
another context,

Don Juan's sorcerers and apprentices:

The first act of a teacher is to introduce the idea that the world
we think we see is only a view,

a description of the world.

Every

effort of a teacher is geared to prove this point to his
apprentice. . . .
Sorcerers call it stopping the inner dialogue,
and they are convinced that it is the single most important
technique that an apprentice can learn.

(Casteneda 1974,

p.

231)

Still another perspective on learning may be taken from Don Juan:
A man goes to knowledge as he goes to war, wideawake, with fear,
with respect,
learning]

and with absolute assurance.

in any other manner is a mistake,

will live to regret his steps.

Going to war

[or

and whoever makes it

(Casteneda 1976,

p.

51)

The psychologist Robert Ornstein said the same in yet another
way:
Teaching and learning must depend on a complementary working of
intellect and intuition [and] is hardly restricted to the
procedures of the esoteric traditions, although these specialize in
cultivating such a working.

(Ornstein,

p.

163)

In what was touted as "the most influential book on education
in modern times," Leonard neatly summed up the same paradoxes in his
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juxtaposition
To

of

"Education

and

Ecstasy."

learn is to change. ...

Do not blame teachers or their

administrators if they fail to educate, to change their students.
For the task of preventing the new generation from changing in any
deep or significant way is precisely what most societies

require of

their educators.
Perhaps it is enough that schools should go on
with their essentially conservative function:
passing on the
established values and skills of the past.
Perhaps schools should
not change but civilize (restrict human behavior) while
superimposing skills and polish. . . .
But something is wrong.
Just to survive, it appears, we need a new human nature . . . we
sense that our salvation lies in education; so we trifle around the
edges of things pedagogical and call it "revolution."
When nothing
much happens,

we

turn upon our educators with a harshness

dishonors not them, but ourselves.
—We damn them as mere babysitters when this is

that

the function we

most avidly press upon them.
— We ridicule them for preoccupation with "method" when no
really workable methods have been provided them and,

indeed,

this is what they most desperately need.
—We slander them, slyly, as somehow wanting in the finely
honed intellects of their detractors or, archly, as "lowermiddle-class-upward-mobile," when the ability to score high on
those culturally rigged ratings we call "intelligence tests"
has

little to do with the ability to educate and indeed

sometimes

signifies a doctrinaire,

resists change.
. . . And yet there are moments of

inhuman rigidity
learning,

that

even in school.

. . . A delicate warmth slides into parts of your being.
. . . You feel a little lurch as your own consciousness, the
teacher's voice, the entire web of sound and silence that holds the
class together,

the room itself,

the very flow of time

to a different level. ...
And when it ends and you must go, you reel
flushed face,
You have

knowing you will
learned.

(Leonard,

the main purpose of

last,

life,

be viewed as central.

from the room with

never again be quite the same.
p.

If education in the coming age is
but

all shift

.

.

798)

to be,

not

just a part, of

then education's purpose will,
What,

.

then,

is

the purpose,

life,
at

the goal

of education?
.
A large part of the answer may well be what men or this
civilization have longest feared and most desired:
the achievement
of

moments

(Leonard,

of
p.

ecstasy
17)

.

.

.

ansfida,

the

ultimate

delight.
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Sheldrake speaks about the same ananda in terms of formative
causation.

From his biological definition of

learning:

"when there

is any relatively permanent adaptive change in behavior as a result of
past

experience" (Sheldrake,

p.

176),

he postulates

four hypotheses

relative to education.
All human creativity,

like evolutionary creativity, must

ultimately be ascribed to chance.
Human beings adopt their beliefs
and carry out their actions as a result of chance events and
physical necessities within their brains,
(p. 201)
—The conscious self has the capacity to make free choices. . . .
The conscious self can be thought of as interacting not with a
machine [the body], but with motor fields.
These motor fields are
associated with the body and depend on its

physico-chemical

states.

...
It [the self] "enters into" the motor field, but it remains
over and above them.
(p. 203)
—Although a creative agency capable of giving rise to new forms
and new patterns of behavior in the course of evolution would
necessarily transcend individual organisms, it need not transcend
all nature.
It could, for instance, be immanent within life as a
whole (Bergson's elan vitale) or it could be immanent within the
planet as a whole,

or the solar system, or

the entire universe.

. . .
In fact, if such creative agencies are admitted at all,
then it is difficult to avoid the conclusion that they must in some
sense be

conscious selves.

.

.

.

This metaphysical

position admits

the causal efficacy of the conscious self, and the existence of
creative agencies transcending individual organisms, but immanent
within nature,
(pp. 205-206)
—The universe as a whole could have a cause and a purpose only if
it were itself created by a conscious agent which
.

.

.

If

this

transcended

it.

transcendent conscious being were the source of the

universe and of everything within it,

all created things would in

some sense participate in its nature.
The more or less limited
"wholeness" of organisms at all levels of complexity could then be
seen as a reflection of
depended,
207)

the

transcendent unity on which they

and from which they were ultimately derived,

(pp. 206-

CHAPTER

III

PRESENTATION OF THE DATA

Overview of Purpose

From the surveys of the literature and the models of teaching,
the relationship in which individual learners endeavor to grow or change
may be defined.

A synthesis of

these definitions mentioned earlier

concerning the relationship of the learner to the process of learning,
change,

or growth might include the following four
1.

areas of learning:

learning as related to self—intra-personal insight,
personal problem solving,

2.

(4)

self-reliance;

learning as related to another
interpersonal insight,

(person or thing)—

one-to-one problem solving,

sharing

with one other;
3.

learning as related to an abstract group—group insight,
group/class/family problem solving,

sharing among many

others;
4.

learning as related to the universal
insight,

transpersonal

integrated problem solving with awareness of the

universal truth,

sharing within a universal,

cosmic

awareness.
Intuition also takes multiple forms.
learning,

As in the four areas of

the various forms of intuition are equally valid.

Each form

of learning and intuitive insight can be seen as a celebration of each
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person's way of being in the world,

at a particular time.

Intuition

can be the stabilizing insight from which a person works out his/her
individual needs of the moment in relation to self,

others,

and god or

the universe.
The four

(A)

areas of intuition mentioned above will be

indicated as common denominators or reference points in presenting the
students'

and teachers'

interviews.

As stated earlier

(p.

10)

the three

specific questions of this

study are:
1.

How is intuition defined?

2.

How can intuition be recognized within the acts of teaching
and learning?

3.

How can intuition be applied to the construction of a
preservice teacher training model?

Students'

Interviews

These three questions were modified to be presented to
elementary school students
Question 1,

in several ways:

"How do you define intuition?" included "Give me

examples of how you have had intuition?" because most students readily
acknowledged the reliability and experience of intuition.
quotes are taken directly from two days of students'
have defined and used their intuition.

are the childrens'

own.

The following

recording how they

The spellings and punctuation

The anecdotes are described here to enumerate
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how children,

ages 8 to 13,

are indeed aware of knowing something

without understanding why or how they know it.

Area of Intuitive
Learning *
Student 1
I had an intuition one time not to close the door when I
went to get the mail.
When I came back and I noticed that if
I had closed it I would have locked it and I would have
locked myself out.
Student 2
When my mom met

[a man],

I said to my mom "that it would

be more then just a little relationship."
married.

And they just got
(3)

Student 3
.

.

.

that

.

.

.

that we should not go down a hill

and we didn't.
.

.

.

sunny.

[a friend]

was going to call me and she did.
[not go sliding]

A boy did and he hit his elbow on a rock.

(3)

that I should bring an umbrella even though it was

That afternoon it rained.

...

(2)

(1)

I had a feeling we were going to have tacos for

dinner and we did.

(3)

I didn't know the ansewer.

I guessed and I got it right.

Once I had a hunch that I should go get the mail.
and I got a letter from

(1)

I did

(1)

[a friend].

Once I had a hunch that I should bring my key to school.
That was good because my mom couldn't find her key so I had

(2)

to open the door with my key.
I had a hunch that I was going to be first on speeches.

(3)

I was right.

*

(1)

learning related to self,

another,

(3)

learning related to a group,

universal.

(2)

learning related to
(A)

learning related to the
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Student 4
There was a vase on the table and I thought that it was
going to get knocked over and then the cat jump into the
kitchen and knocked it over.

(2)

It was very cold out and I thought that the car would not
start that morning and at' first it did't then it started.

(2)

My setters hand was closed and she said gess wich hand
and I thought that it was the left and she opened the left
hand and the was a pice of gum and I said "ESP."

(2)

It was late at night and the phone rang well I gess that
mst be my best friend because she was going to call me around
now and I pick the phone and it was't her.
I thought that a person would't died on T.V.

(2)
and the

person did died.

(2)
Student 5

I didn't think we were going to get some mew sneakers and
we did get some.

(3)

I thought we were going to play computer at the resource
room and we did.

(3)

Today I'm to have a fun day at school and I did.

(3)

I thought the test was going to be hard and it wasn't
hard.

(1)

I thought it was going to snow today and it didn't snow.

(1)

Student 6
Last week I thout some one would cal and then they did.
One day when I went fishing I would catch a fish and then
I did.
Student 7
I thought

[a person]

was going trip and she did.

I thought my dog's nefue was going to get out of the gate
and he did.

(2)
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Student

8

I had a hunch that my mom would get married,
it didn't happen, but it might happen.

answer,

but
(3)

I had a hunch that me and my sister would be closer
together.
Answer: It did happen.

(2)

Student 9

I feel like I'm going to get along with my brother and
friends today.
(I did)

(3)

I felt like my parents were going to tell me something
surprising.
(they did)

(3)

I felt like I was going to have lots of fun.

(I did)

(3)

I knew that when I had a piece of gum for recess that
someone was going ask me for a piece and I had brought
pieces.
I had a feeling that when I turned my head
would be getting help.
(she was)

2

(3)

[a classmate]
(3)

I had an Intuition that my friend was going to call me
up.

(she did)

(2)

I had a feeling that my brother was going to tell me to
get the mail.

(he did)

(2)
Student 10

I fealt Intuition one time before I went to sleep,

I got

some water and a Tylenol next to my bed and sure enough I got
a bad head ache at 4:00 am.

One thing was,

I started to feel

bad when I went to sleep.

(1)

I fealt Intuition on Friday when I got out a book from
the library,

I had a feeling it was gonna be a good book I

read it over the weekend,

and sure enough it was very good I

(2)

I fealt Intuition before I went to the school where my
mom teaches and when I got there,
way

most of it looked the same

I had imagined it.
I fealt Intuition before I went jump roping,

(3)
I didn't

know weather to get the ropes or to meet them where we
usually jump rope, but something told me to get the ropes,
I went and sure enough the ropes where there!

so
(2)
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I fesilt intuition when I was playing a game, I was pretty
sure I had to type down doctor but something told me to type
police so I did and I got it right!
I fealt intuition before school started on September, I
thought my teacher was going to be [a certain teacher] & I
was right.
I fealt intuition before I went to ballet,
was going to be a good class, and it was.

I thought it

Student 11
A letter from my Bother today.
[An individual]

Wongh.

his going to get hurt soon.

I'm get going to my comics in the Mail.
I call

(2)

Worngh

from my brother!

(2)
(2)
(2)

Student 12
Someone beHind me,

my friend taping me

Door slambing beHind me,
trick on me

(2)

it was my brother playing a

Some Thing Wrong—my brother had lost something!1

(2)
(2)

Student 13
I thought I would have to walk to school and I did,
because we missed the bus.

(1)

I had a hunch that in art I would have to start over and

(1)

I did.
I had a feeling that the door to my house would fly open
if I didn't lock it.

I didn't lock it and 5 minutes later

the door flew open so I did.

(2)

Student 14
When someone rings the doorbell I usauly can tell who it

(2)

is.
I also can tell who calls me on the telephone.

(2)
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I sometimes have dreams that I go to a place I've never
been to before,

and about a year later I go to that place.

(2)

Student 15
Were gona have 1/2 indore 1/2 outdoor recess

wrong

(2)

Somebody's in the mirrors

(1)

When I was about four I dreamed that my a car ran over my
big weel next day my mom did

(I left it in my driveway 1)

(2)

Student 16
They just draw some lines of the eagle but I can feel
rest line of it.
One day I went home from school,

So I knock the door.
(2)

I didn't lock the door because I

have a hunch that I didn't have the key.
Once I went to roller skate,

(I didn't)

(1)

I lock the door but I didn't

bring the key, because I have a feeling that someone's going
home.
(they were)
I went to a store,
feeling that my

I didn't lock the door,

friend is coming.

I wear boots,

Everybody
me.

(2)

but when I go to buy

because I have a hunch that when I

walk back home, will be snowing.

to go,

(2)

I have a

(she did)

One winter day there is no snow,
something,

(1)

I have the key but I

have a hunch that my sister's home.
(she was home)
I went to mail a letter,

the

is going to play

(it was)

in the park.

(1)
But

I don't want

because I have a feeling that there will be no fun for

(I didn't go)

(3)
Student 17

No intuition,

just educated gueses.

I have an intuition that I'm gonna screw up on the
CTBS test!

(D
(ICMB)
(1)

My sixth sense telles me this is gonna be a @#$%,
tx"?°:;"l week!

(1)
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I have a gut feeling that today's lunch is'nt ganna sit
weel with me.
I had a hunch that
class, and I was!

(2)

I was going to be late for intuition

(1)

I knew that these shape thingys were going to get harder.
I know I'm not going to get many right on these shapey
things.

(2)

(2)

Student 18
One time I was thinking my grandmother was going to sleep
over and she did.
My mother was makeing hamburgres and I was talking to her
and the same thing happened again.

(2)

Student 19
Some of these are hard.

(they are)

(2)

Sometimes I guess who it is when the phone rings and
sometimes I am right.

(2)

I have a feeling Frisco is going to be on General
Hospital Today.

(he was)

(2)

I have a feeling It's Your Move is not coming back on
T.V.

(it didn't)

(2)

I have a feeling I am going to do bad on the CTBS test.

(1)

I have a feeling I am going to have to make up a lot of
work when I go to Florida.

(I did)

I have a hunch I am going to have fun at
House today.

(1)
[a friend's]

(I did)

(2)
Student 20

I once had a Dream that came true.

(1)

some times somthing happens and latter it happens again.

(2)

some times I have a Dream and a month and some times a
year latter I have the same Dream

(2)
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The second question,

"How can intuition be recognized within

the acts of teaching and learning?" and the third question,

"How can

intuition be incorporated in a model for training preservice
teachers?" were framed in a series of three art assignments.
classes of elementary school students,

age 6 through 13,

Four

N=85, were

asked to participate in the study, with written parent permission.
(See appendix A.)

Interviews from Art Activities
Each classroom was given three separate assignments on three
* different occasions during the scheduled 50-minute art class.
of 85

students participated.

a picture.

The first assignment was simply to paint

The students could pick the brush they wanted,

of paint from a dish of primary colors,
white paper,

A total

ten by sixteen inches.

any colors

and any number of pieces of

They could ask no questions and

there was no discussion or talking among them.
The second assignment,
curves,

one week later, was to select french

from an assortment on each table,

any three colors of markers

they chose.

and to draw a picture with
There were no questions

allowed and minimal discussion during the activity.
The third assignment was very explicit.

There were ten

directions to follow and each picture was to include all
(See appendix B.)

The students'

ten

rules.

choice was allowed only in the three

colors selected and in shading or coloring the design after the ten
steps were completed.

No questions were to be asked and discussion
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could be carried on at a normal conversational level.
The focus of the study was to determine in interviews how the
students relied upon their intuition in each of the exercises with
levels of guidance and direction.

The interviews included

the following questions:
After all three assignments were completed—
1.

Which of your three pictures do you like the best?

2.

Which of the pictures was the most fun to do?

3.

Which of the pictures is the prettiest?

Why?

Why?

Why?

At the end of each assignment—
4.

What did you do first,

second,

etc.,

in this picture?

5.

What made you think of doing this

6.

What was your feeling about doing this

(each part designated)?
(each part

designated)?
7.

Why did you pick these colors?

8.

Tell me what your first intution was about doing this?

and

as you were doing it?
9.

Have you ever done anything like this before?

When?

Why?

10.

What would you change about it?

11.

What did you like about the assignment/instructions?

Why?

12.

What would you want the teacher to do differently?

Where?
Why?

Why?

Art assignment:
1.

Paint anything you want using three primary colors;

talking or discussion

no

Ill

2.

Choose a french curve and draw anything you like using

three markers; whispering allowed but no questions.
3.

Follow the ten steps,

decorate it in any way you want;

normal conversation.

Groups

(as defined by age)

1.

Group A—younger,

2.

Group B—middle,

3.

Group C—older,

ages 6-7
ages 8-10

ages 11-13

The following responses were transcribed from the taped
* interviews as exemplary samples of the students'
assignments.

discussion of the

The above mentioned questions used in the interviews

correlate to the final two questions central

to the study in the

following manner;
Question 2.

"How do you recognize intuition in teaching and

learning?" corresponds to interview questions 1
Question 3.
teachers

"How can intuition be

through 10,

'taught'

p.

110.

to preservice

(how can it be incorporated in a model)?" corresponds to

interview questions 11

and 12,

p.

110.

The interviewer's questions are included when necessary in
parentheses.
picture
of

The numbers to the left of the statement indicate which

(assignment)

they are referring to.

The numbers to the right

the statement indicate which area of intuition is used

related to self;
to a group;

4:

2:

learning related to another;

3:

learning related to the universal).

(1:

learning

learning related
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Assignment 1

(grades 3,

4,

and 5)

Student 1

(boy)

"Well, I started here because that's where I usually
start and then the lines just kept going so I drew branches
up here."
Student 2
1•

(boy)

"I thought it was nice the way the colors kept mixing
themselves."
("What will you do next?")

("What made you think of this?")
Student 3
1.

("What is this?")

(2)

"I have no ideal"
"I really don't know."

(girl)

"I think it's a ladder but I really

don't know—I can't paint with paints."
"I don't know, I just
how it turned out."

(2)

started doing like that and that's
(2)

"I don't really know what I did,
dog or something."
"Maybe that looks like a moon,
Student 4
1.

it's just something.

A
(2)
(2)

maybe it's night."

(girl)

"Maybe I'll do some other animals.

Maybe the tree will

grow leaves."

(2)
Student 5

1.

(boy)

"Well when I see the clouds outside I want to do
something like them but different."
Student 6

1.

(2)

(girl)

("Why did you cross these out?")

"The lightening hit theml

they disappeared!"

(2)
Student 7

1.

(3)

(boy)

"I didn't know what to do so I just started out with some
green and some grey and this is what I came up with
turned into this."

it sorta
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Assignment 1 and 2

(group C)
Student 8

(boy)

1.

"This is a war—cuz yesterday I was pretty mad cuz I
couldn't think of anything to do."

(1)

2.

"It was fun but it was different.
an ocean."

(2}

Student 9
1*

The shape looked like

(boy)

"This is a picture of a guy throwing a box of candy off a
cliff or something and this says 'Lover's Leap.'
'to Mark from Pam.'
I just made those names up.

This says
I don't

know what made me think of it.
I started by making a box.
Throwing it off the cliff just came to me."
2.

"This is a dwarf or an imaginary thing cuz

(3)

this looks

like a dwarf nose and he'll be looking at something I don't
know what"
Student 10
1.

"I did a rainbow cuz
a pretty day yesterday.

(2)

(girl)

everybody else did trees and it was
I got black paint and dropped some

red paint there and it looked like a rainbow."
2.

(2)

"I started out doing a scroll or something but the head
came out more like a fly, and everyone at my table was doing
elephants and I didn't want to do elephants."
Student 11

.

(boy)

"I did a warrior fighting a monster cuz

1

of

stuff a lot.

(3)

I draw that kind

It just a powerful warrior who has a magical

sword and shield.

First I was going to made a four-armed

monster but I made that arm too big so I turned it into a
wing.
First I made two lines for his feet and I was going to
fatten him up but it looked good skinny so I left it that

.

2

the girl cuz

"I call

I did

(2)

I was done with the boy."
Student 12

1.

(2)

way."
"Started here with an ear then made two people.

(boy)

this a man sleeping on a hammock.

head and body and this is a hammock.

This is his

I thought of it because

it's springtime and that's what people love to do.

First I

made the colors—I made orange because I didn't know how to
2.

make brown."
"These are living things.

punch bowl .

.

.

•*.
This is a ladle.

.

.

•

a fruit

one of those Sphinx-like things in Egypt

l.
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you know, they don't live.
See the paws here and the head
and the tail.
I don't know if they have a tail or not.
And
this is a balloon.
And then, finally, I did this seagull
floating in the water.
This is the waves.
The only thing I
did wrong was I traced it cuz I wanted to make up my own
things."
Student 13

(2)
(4)

(girl)

"That's the beach because I love the beach."
(2)
That s a shoe.
I don't know why.
I just felt like it."
("What kind of shoe is it?")
"I don't know."
("Have you seen one before?")
"No."

Student 14 (girl)
"First I did the hair, then the eyes, then the mouth—
like a creature or a monster.
I knew what I was going to do
when I saw the curve."

Assignments 1, 2, and 3

(2)

(group B)
Student 15

(girl)

1.

"It was harder to design cuz you had to use the curve.
I
like #1 better cuz I like the style better."
(2)
2.
"I just did it because I liked it because I usually start
out with it.
I started out with the curve like that, then I
turned it over.
I made it do those things.
I don't know
where I got the idea—I guess it's a star.
I like having
more instructions."
(2)
3.
"Number 3 was more fun because you had instructions and
then could do what you wanted.
It's more comfortable with
the noise—easier."
(3)
Student 16
1.

"This is tree and mountain.
I saw tree in park and I
went to the mountain.
First I do tree, then mountain, then
sky.
But that's wrong—because first is sky—because I was
art workshop and they say sky first, then mountain, then
tree.
It's OK."
(^)
2.
"That's hippo.
I saw hippo in zoo so I made one.
I make
hippo, then I make water, then tree.
I don't know what that
is."

(2)
"Number 2 was easiest."
"Number 1 was hardest."
"Like it quiet."

Student 17
1.

"Liked the first most cuz

(boy)

like to paint.

I did the

elephants trunk first, then his body, then the tree and the
snake and this little, huh.
I don't know what is it.
Well,
the elephant's mouth is open like he's roaring or something
and his eyes look mad so he must be scared of something,
put in the snake."
3.

so I

"The third was easiest cuz you just have to follow
directions."
"I think it's better to have talking."
Student 18

3.

(girl)

"Liked and was most fun was third.
cause had to mix colors.

Hardest was first

Liked talking most."

Student 19

(girl)

3.

"Number 3 was most fun cause told what to do."

1.

"Number 1 was easiest cause paint anything you want."

2.

("Have you ever seen a boat like that?")
Student 20

3.

picked colors cause that

that was left."
Student 21

3.

(boy)

"Started with biggest figures,
was all

"No."

(girl)

"Started with big circle because it's easier,

easier to

start that way."
Student 22
3.

(boy)

"Started with that because I just wanted to.

Now I have

to start all over cause I didn't follow directions cause I
should have gone down the list."
("You don't have to!")
"Yeah I know but I just want to.
Student 23
3.

(girl)

"Picked circle first cause it's the biggest
I did the 12-inch line in the rectangle.

circle behind this circle to make it prettier.
purple,

Then

^Then I picked

and black and blue go good with purple."
Student 24

3.

thing.

Then I put this

(boy)

"I just thought it would look nice this way—no special

order—I just did it any way I wanted—I like how they
overlap and I think it would be neat to hang on my wall with
all the other weird stuff on it.
I didn't know how it was
going to look, I just did it."
Student 25

(girl)

"I just skipped the next thing cause I didn't know where
to put so I thought it would look neat to have the circle
going under the line.
I picked red and green because they'd
don't really go together ..."
Student 26
"It

seems like the biggest

(girl)
thing should go first,

then I

thought it would be nice to have two circles next to each
other.
it.

Then I thought it would be nice to have a line across

First I was gonna to do orange,

yellow,

and red,

but

then I wanted to do different colors since that's the order
of the rainbow,

you know."
Student 27

(girl)

"I don't know why I picked the colors—first red,
then brown.

I don't know,

blue,

I just decided to do it."

Student 28

(boy)

"Use one of biggest things first then do the other things
around it.

I did the design work after did things I had to."
Student 29

"I did this rectangle in 3D,

(boy)
then the circle.

I did

designing while I went along cause I didn't know where to put
things."
Student 30
.

(boy)

"First I made a vanishing point up there.

Then I drawed

with a ruler.
Well first I drewed the circle then the
vanishing point and everything, then I filled it in with
shading.
I did some squares under it, then I did kinda like
a hockey stick right along the circle.
Then a bare orange
line with a point on top then a triangle, then I have polka
dots
down,

on my

first circle.

Then I have a big square that goes

around and over things.

It doesn't go through them.
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Student 31
3.

(2nd try)
"Did it just like it said to.
Picked these
colors cause they are darkest and I like them.
Then I
colored them in so I wouldn't have to do as much."
Student 32

1.

(boy)
(2)
(1)

(boy)

"Well, I broke them into units—first a tree unit, a
money unit, and a body and a bird unit—like with Miss-.
and I liked the body unit most.
tree unit,

bird unit,

First we did money unit,

then body unit.

but you can't see it very good.
Student 33

I wanted to use yellow

Those are just shapes."

(2)

(boy)

"I drew a picture of three men surfing and one surfboard
and a butterfly flying around a flower."
("What made you think of these things?")

(2)

"I don't know."

(1)

("What made you think of butterflies?")
"It's beautiful.
I've tried to surf at Cape Cod but not recently—I go there
every year."

(2)

("Why did you put the surfers on top of the butterfly?")
"Cause I was gonna make a chimney like a house with two
floors and a chimney."
Student 34
1.

(2)

(boy)

"I was going to make a sword but

I made the square too

big and it wouldn't fit so I did it over and decided to put a
lot of color in.

This is the shield and this is a dagger.

I

mostly draw other things but today I just wanted to do that.
Everyone else was doing tanks but I don't like drawing that
too much.

I usually draw swords—I got a real one.

My great

great grandfather gave me his knife just before he dies so I
decided to start collecting them."
Student 35
1.

(2)

(boy)

"I was trying to make a person but I messed up.

I just

didn't like it because I'm used to drawing with pencil.
I'm
pretty good at people but I didn't know I wasn't good at
paints.

So I made a sun,

(2)

because it's such a rainy day out.

Then the sun made me think of clouds and the clouds made me
think of birds.

The bird gives off lightening bolts.

just my imagination.

Well,

It's

I've seen a bird that looks like

this but doesn't shoot lightening bolts, of course.
I picked
the colors because I just thought I'd be creative and let my
mind go crazy."

(1)

Student 36

.

(boy)

1

i
i /f!? 1 PUt the blue line and the red and 1 realized it
looked like an R so I started doing letters.
Then I did this
backwards E and it looked like fire.
This is a launching
pad
a square 0 with a X in the middle.
Then I put D's sort
of like stars or sparks.
When I found out the R I decided
everything should be letters."
Student 37

(boy)

^ d^da car going over a jump.
This car jumped over
this one.
I just made up the colors.
It's fun because you
can do what ever you wanted.
Wouldn't do anything
differently.

They're going to drive over the mountain."
Student 38

(girl)

I'm just really into making geometric designs now.
It
was off the top of my head.
I made the line through the
middle and then the red going through the arch.
orange—I didn't mean to make orange.
red.
gray

Then I made

I spilled some of

the

Then I made this yellow and blue.
How did I make the
Oh, a lot of different colors.
Once in school I just

drew a line and then I made all the things coming out—like
looking in a mirror—then I found out that I could make some
beautiful pictures."

Assignments 1

and 2

(group A)
Student 39

1.

"First

I made a tree,

then I made the hill and the grass.

Then I made little rabbits.
clouds.

Then carrots,

then fox.

The

First I thought I would do something in the woods

about animals,

then this color came up.

It looked pinkish

and reminded me of rabbits and I thought they would be
hopping somewhere and I thought they would be hopping for
carrots and then I thought of the trap and the fox was behind
the tree.

See I made the carrots and then by accident

someone splashed a little yellow line so I had to finish it
and made it a trap by the fox."
"I think that #1 would be funner 'cept the paints were a
little too watery.

Because I like to do what I want.

I like

it a little talking because I'm more used to it—like just
talking kinda."
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Student 40

.

1

.

2

(boy)

"I painted a sword into a rock, like King Arthur.
I saw
the movie a long time ago.
First was the sun, then the
sword, then the rock.

"I like it better not talking, whispering.
why—my head doesn't hurt then."
Student 41

.

1

.

2

(2)

"Number 2 is more fun cause I like to do drawing better
than painting.
I don't know

(boy)

"I drew a man and he put this house on a wagon and he's
pulled it with his horse.
It just came into my head.
Well
once I saw a tow truck with this trailer and it was carrying
a house—when I was in second grade."

(2)

"I'm drawing designs today.
I kinda messed up on that
one so I started over."
("Why did you do the swasticas?")
"Cause everyone else was doing it at the table."

(3)

"Number 2 was more funner cause you got to use different
things and different colors.
There was only three paints
yesterday.

I like it quiet."
Student 42

.

2

(boy)

(2)

"I wanted to make an eagle's foot so I took this ruler
[french curve]
straight.

and it was pretty hard cause it wasn't all

Then I made something around it and I messed up

cause it was curved.
And here I wanted to make water so I
made this big fish coming in.
It's going to snatch this and
carry it away in its

snapper.

I saw _ do a mess up and I

(3)

saw his snapper so I did one too."
Student 43

.

1

"I made a guy with a shirt with different colors:
hair,

blue moustache,

and a—nothing else.

.

2

(boy)

I did the eyes first.
"Well,

red mouth,

blue red eyes,

yellow

(2)

yellow nose,

I didn't know what it would look like.

(1)

Then I thought of a person."

it's supposed to be a little bird smoking a pipe.

I don't remember what I did first.
Well the pipe was last.
Well his head was first.
Then his neck and his mouth.
This
is just

a design and this is just something on top of his

(2)

head."
Student 44
1.

(1)

"I made the blue house,
just wanted to do it.

(boy)

then I made a roller coaster.

I've never been on one.

seen a house on a roller coaster.

I

I've never,

After I did the house,

it

(2)

.

2

just came to me.
"This is a bird that is supposed to be walking.
I knew
they would be birds cause I saw those things, what ever you
call them [french curves], like birds so I maked the bird."
Liked number 1 best because it more easier to paint."
I like the birds best."
"Like it better with people being quiet,
not too quiet."
Student 45

a little quiet,

(girl)

I did a picture with flowers and a blue background and
the sun.
First I drew the tops of the flowers.
No, first I
did my name—then I did the stems and then the blue
background,

and then the eyes and nose and mouth.

I started

here with the tops fo the flowers but I got some splashes on
it and started over."
"Today I just did french curve things.
if there's a design.

Well I can't tell

First I started with my name,

can't remember what was next,

then I

but I know the blue was last."

I like Number 1 best cause I didn't make a mistake."
"Had the most fun with Number 1 because I make mistakes
on that one [Number 2]."
"Better to have everybody quiet,
yesterday."

Assignment 1,

2,

and 3

(group A)
Student 46

1.

"Well,

worked better

(girl)

I messed up on this one cause a little pinkish got

in there and so I didn't hardly decide—so I stopped,

I

decided to make one picture on this side but then I changed
my mind to make these squares.
I was going to make a cross
but

I made a mistake so I circled it around and I messed up

and made one on each side.

Then I decided to put these

yellows and put these pinks and accidentally put this white
thing,

so then I did it to all of them.

crosses like a big one in the middle.
making my
2.

first communion.

I'm going to make it

months]."
"I was making a roller coaster,
all

over.

Then

And then I made
Well because I was

upside down,

[in two
and it went

I made a train—things that roll—then this

is a gymnastics pole and if you look at it this way it's a
horse.

Then I made the bars and this is my legs split on the

beam but

I

together.
gymnastics.

forgot to make my legs.

This line is to hook them

I went to Riverside last week and I'm in
Well I thought of gymnastics when the roller
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coaster went upside down.
And this is a train cause we went
on a train about a month ago and the roller coaster made me
think of that cause it's almost like a train."

(2)

"Well, I was going to make a target and I made a cross in
the middle and the two circles are holes.
Well I'm going to
make a rainbow here and here and in the middle of the circle.
"Number 1 was most fun cause I got to paint and I like to
paint.

(2)

"Number 3 was easiest cause we had to copy and it wasn't
very hard work.
"Number 3 was prettiest cause I like gold and silver."
Student 47
"First

I made the grass,

flower too big.

(girl)

then I messed up and made the

Then I started over.

I made purple and

light blue and I made a nice green.
I made the stem first.
Well, I saw someone making a flower but with one color.
And
I said I'll do it in lots of colors."

(2)

"I mixed all these colors."
"Liked Number 2 best because of swirls and things."
Student 48
1.

(girl)

"Started over cause it was messy.
Then I drawed the roses.

First I put my name.

Then I drawed the sun.

Then I

(2)

2.

drawed the blue everywhere."
"Started over.
I drawed oval shapes and four sides.
Then I drawed hooks.
Then I drawed my name."
"These two circles wasn't supposed to be here cause I was

(2)

3.

only supposed to do one.

So I started over."

Student 49
"Most

fun.

"Easiest.
"Prettiest.

Number 1."
Number 1."
Number 1."

("Why?")
("Why?")

fun.

Number 2.

shapes you want."
"Prettiest.
Number 1.

(1)
(1)

"I don't know."
"I don't know."

("Why?")

Student 50
"Most

(girl)

(1)

"I don't know."

(girl)

Because you can use all the bird of

(2)
Because it's so colorful.

made a line and then made lines all

over the place,

I just
then made

(2)

circles."
"Best.
Number 1."
"Didn't like doing Number 3

"because you had to find all

the

shapes and I couldn't find them because somebody was using
them."

(3)

"Want not very many instructions because it would be easier
for me."
Student 51

(girl)

"Most fun—cause you could put the shapes whereever you
wanted to instead of just attaching them together."
"Did the big circle first, then other circles, then
rectangles, squares, then triangles.
I wanted to make a
design."
"Number 2 is prettiest cause I put lots of color in it."
"Number 3 is the best cause it's—some is attached and
some is just floating around."
"On Number 1 I made two things:
This is a candy machine
and it makes green bananas and that's the door.
It's a
closet what goes into a factory what makes all different
kinds

of paints.

Well,

I have this little garage what's next

to the garage where we keep our bikes—it has lots of things
in it and on the side.

We used to have a rabbit in it but

now we think it's a candy machine.

There's a closet what has

all different coats in it what has a lot of colors and we
call it a factory."
Student 52

(boy)

"Most fun.
Number 2.
Because it was more interesting (not
because of the french curve).
I just liked drawing the bird.
I had in my mind to do a bird and when I saw the french curve
I decided definitely to do the falcon."
"Prettiest is Number 2."
"The best is Number 2."
"Didn't enjoy doing the other two."
"I was doing a shield and then I decided I didn't want
to,

and then _ messed it up over there."
"I don't know what I was thinking.
It was harder because

_ and _ were bugging me."
"I like it part noise and part quiet."
Student 53
"Liked Number 3 best.
little bit,

(girl)

Went in order on the list kinda,

but I changed it in the decorations.

a

I was

thinking of a face.
Number 1 was most fun cause I just got
to mix the paint and put it anyplace I like and I made
different colors and it was really fun.
First I did the sky,
then the tree.

Then the sun,

then the flower."

ever seen a flower like that?")
it's really pretty.
beautiful

("Have you

I just made it up.

Yes

I made a face—I just wanted to make a

thing like the sun but

made the rays.

"No,

I didn't know how so I just

Then I made a beautiful sunset like I did.
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Then each flower and then I changed my mind to make a big
flower cause I wanted to do all different kind of colors so I
changed my mind to do it like that.
Well, combining the

(2)

prettiest and the most fun I liked Number 1 the best.
I
didn't like that [Number 2] cause it was the hardest—it was
so hard—like kinda seeing what the future is.
I didn't like
it—it was so hard."
Student 54

(girl)

(only did Numbers 2 and 3)
"Number 2 was most fun because I could use any part and I
could do anything I wanted with it—and Number 3 I had to use
these things.
The curve made me think of things."
"Number 2 was prettiest too."

(2)

"Number 2 like the very best."
Student 55

(girl)

(limited English-speaking Vietnamese child)
(only had Numbers 2 and 3;
"Number 2 a boat;
boat."

took Number 1 home)

look like water.

Make me think of a
(2)

"Number 3 was prettiest;

cause it goes like a red and

like that."

(2)

"Number 2 was most fun;
"Number 3 best one;
color,

yellow,

green,

like a boat and a water."

like a color;

purple,

(2)

purple is favorite

like purple best."

(2)

Teacher Interviews

Five elementary-level

teachers from the Amherst/Springfield

area were interviewed with the three questions:
1.

How do you define intuition?

2.

How can it be recognized in the acts of teaching and learning?

3.

How can it be incorporated into a teaching model?

The following are their responses taken verbatim.

The area of

intuition is indicated on the right of each statement.
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Teacher 1
[How do you define
1*

intuition?]

Intuition is
innate
to a large
degree,
a keen awareness,
•
m
—
w
•
-i
integrated feelings of past happenings and anticipated
futures—has to do with being sensitive

(1)

—You can't be a clod and be intuitive.
Awareness of self and how you receive information,

(2)

discriminate, integrate, and generate anticipation of
possibilities of what is coming at you
—a looking back
—doesn't work everyday
—cannot be turned on and off
—if you are

(2)
(2)
(1-4)
(1)

ill or angry—can't do

it.

(1)

—have to have sense of calmness
—not receiving special messages
—something existential
—misfires

(1)
(1)
(1)

sometimes

(1-4)

—don't always have correct premonition
—could touch and talk about what want but must have calm
—when angry

it gets

(1-4)
(2)

stuck

(1)

—when you are tense things don't come together
—when you let go it all falls into place

(1)
(1)

—when I'm not relaxed it

(1)

—when I use

it,

is like a wall

then I take what

comes

(1)

[How can it be recognized in the acts of teaching and learning?]
2.

(2)
(2)
(1)
(2)
(2)

—take past knowledge of child
—observation
—mental notes
—over period of

time needs

surface

—take lots of chances
—trust kids intuitively
—expected certain things to be realized
—anticipate

readinesses—can't

geography
—you have to ease

start

(3)

(2)

school with unit on

(2)
students

in—go easy

(3)

—can't set one month for this, then that
—use all senses and intuition to figure what comes next

(3)
(3)

—can't plan for longer than a week

(3)

—a lot of

feeling,

change when need to

—I don't know if this is knowledge
—the moon has an influence
—there are up and down times
—I don't always use

it

—must be relaxed
—when stressed, regress
—when relaxed use more

to fullest
to fundamental ways
sophisticated ways

(1)
(1)
(2)
(1-4)
(1-4)

(1)
(1)
(1)
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regress to lower levels when have overload,
books, anthology
—more often that that I throw all
time is right, kids are right

regress to

(1)

that away and when the
(3)

— I'm at my worst at the first in September.
Teaching is not
just natural—must be in tune; the interaction is most
important.
you set the tone and everything works—big things work and
let little things go

(3)
(3)

—I worked as waitress, and the place had bands and stuff—I
talked to a singer who would take one look at the people
and know what kind of night we will have
exuberant
satisfied
tipsy
'and I'm always right,'

she said.

This type of thing relates to the classroom every
morning—how kids come in and how teacher comes in.

(3)

[How can it be incorporated into a teaching model?]
(3)

3. —make them aware that there is such a thing
—have examples—10 to 15

from my own self and colleagues

(3)

—wouldn't be teachable unless you show how it is done

(2)

—can't teach sensitivity—intuition is closely related to
sensitivity

(1)

—you must use open thought patterns—if you aren't
of

open thought,

you can't

capable

(1)

learn it

(named people who do and who don't use it)
—always has class in real tune; she physically involved kids
— says

she uses

it—but

she's wrong.

She's not

(3)

like _.

_ doesn't use it and _, neverl
—I have alluded to how I do things and _ just grins.

(3)
(3)

— She has absolutely no resources other than numbers and
letters.
— She can't be

(2)
creative—can't bring anything new to

situation.
— I have given her things I've developed and she won't use
them.
—Either you've got it or you don't.
—I wouldn't want to try to teach it.
—You need oodles of examples.
First define it.
teach it.
—With a good

grip

(2)
(2)
(1)
(2)

Then try to

on intuition then you can generate it.

(3)
(3)

—Have them write a paper on it—have them use their own
research—each of them then comes up with three to five^
definitions

of

their own.

Then share with

each other.

(3)
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Teacher 2
[How do you define
!•

intuition?]

—"I think it is a direct relationship with the universe.
with the cosmos

(4)

— I don't know how to explain it.

(1)

—It is the highest consciousness we can reach.
—When we're in touch with inner soul, then you have to
define all that stuff.
—letting go of ego
—having direct 'being with'

(4)

—the

(2)

'I-thou'

relationship

—being 'one with'—What else can I say!
—It's that sense of knowing—inner knowing—that

(4)
something's

fitting—'intunement'—'attunement'
That's it!
I don't know!
[How can it be recognized

.

2

Well—you can use
sense of

it

(4)
(1)

in the acts of teaching and learning?]

in teaching—in terms of teaching a

letting go of

control;

of

short-term goals.

—let go of the process; of planning
—only know that if you know you can yourself as a
facilitator,

(4)
(1)
(4)

(1)
(2)

you can be intuitive—more than warmth or

empathy—not as much a conscious thing
—like Jung:
as long as it's on an unconscious level

(4)

—a relationship of being with the other person is not
manipulation
—when it

is

—most

teaching is manipulation;

of

conscious

it is manipulation

(2)
(2)

intuition is a higher

level—an intunement reached at an unconscious level
—therefore the teacher and learner are one
—therefore both realize they are one
—therefore both understand or sense, have a sense of each
other's genuineness or being that's not manipulative, it's
more secure
— it is that quality of being that children recognize
immediately—a genuineness
—I have a feeling that our learning or imparting takes place

(4)

(2)
(2)
(2)
(2)

on that unconscious level—over and above skills
—I think it's that meshing of the moment that both (teacher

(4)

and learner) become different—become transformed
—Yeah, I think that's it, because on that level the action

(4)

(4)
becomes
clear
(4)
—What is needed becomes clear for both.
—What is needed is the interaction on a higher level of
consciousness that overtakes the action
that's what is more
(4)
important: the interaction over the action
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[How can it be
3.

incorporated

into a teaching model?1

—that's a tough one

(1-4)

—that I wish I knew
part of

it

(1)

is modeling I guess

(3)

developing one's own level of consciousness to be open to
living and being on a higher level of consciousness most of
the time so that it affects the way one is with others so
in that way the modeling would occur
the thing is how to reach a higher level of consciousness
—it's so different for each of us
—the path is so individual

(2)
(1)

the things we've all read tell us that we can provide
environments that affect that path
—a lot of those
preparation

(4)
(4)

(4)

things are opposite to what we do in teacher
(3)

—opposite to the Course in Miracles and Krishnamurti—in the
context of the larger universe

(4)

—the ways we provide for people to be aware of what judging
and perceptions are—all those are pieces of it
—but how do we put it all together?

(3)
(3)

—those involved in teacher preparation programs must be
conscious of the larger piece
—if one has a sense of and has experienced higher
consciousness and how

it has happened for

(4)

them they can
(4)

find ways to provision for others
—but in doing that it is goal setting
— I'm thinking of _ and his goal

(1)

setting and belief

(1)

systems in his courses
—It's like getting someone to change directions
—Krishnamurti

says

goals get

(2)

in the way—you can't accept

what is if set goals to become something else
—I have a question about his writing books, he has
— I'm confused about a goal and a direction

(1)
set goals

Maybe a goal

is

logically predetermined
—a direction then is intuiting an inner knowing of what fits
—so anyway

so how do you do

are ways
—we do get

in direct

it

in teacher preparation

(3)

(1)
(1)

there
(3)

touch with ourselves and that can be

done through the arts—ways of getting to ourselves through
metaphor—by surprise
—the arts are one of the

true lines to our inner voice

—I've come to a standstill

in my

thinking.

Teacher 3
[How do you define
1.

intuition?]

"off the top of my head—
— I think it's a sense that

a person has

that guides,

(1)
(1)
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directs, challenges to approach a situation in a creative
unique way
—not a hunch or just a
—needs an adjective
— it's an intelligent
contradictory
—those

sense

sense,

but

those

terms are

terms are ambiguous

—I don't have a better adjective but
say—it's only the beginning

it's not what I want

to
(1)

—Maybe it's a sense that comes from powers deep within
—which powers are undefined
—not a surface response
—from the deep well
are special
—for a special

so that your actions,

approach,

(1)
(4)
(1)

attitude
(4)

situation or for special

groups of people

(3)

—that gives a tailor-made response

(2)

—all

(4)

those things and then some

[How can it be recognized in the acts of teaching and learning?]

.

2

—a

couple of

parts to that

—the first time that an educator realizes that there is such
a thing it comes from memory of having experienced it
—a moment when person who is educating me relates to me in

(1)

such a unique fashion that I know that person knows who
I am
—out of that struggle comes a special response
unique environment,

set

(2)
set in a

in the other person and calls from

that person, the student, the best he or she is
—Once that is experienced and enriched and challenged
because of

it,

(2)
(2)
(1)
(1)

I could go out and do likewise

—also believing that I had similar gift or calling
—I never had any training in it that discussed it
— I also observed it in others and got even more
reinforcement
—I knew it was attainable and the results were things that
don't

just happen from instruction in "how

—my own feeling is that

to

do

something"

be hard to ask them to use

something they don't

know
— like giving something you don't have to give
—begin by remembering; write about it; then share

it

—help them to see value in it
—place them in situation where they can come in contact with
it, observe it
—then go from individual
—not group training
—it

is an art

(1)

they have to experience it to

believe it
— if they had a class with little or no enrichment like it,
it will

(2)

(1)
(2)
(1)
(2)
(2)
(3)

(2)
(1)
(1)
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like telling an artist how to paint-it is ineffective and
maybe impossibla
[ How can it be incorporated into a teaching model?]
So I would say:
first, experience it;
second, observe and value

(1)
(3)

it;

third, allow person to be free as to seek it
fourth, support it—the effort
—recognize that results are evasive,
can be disappointing

in themselves;

tenuous,

unseen,

(1)
(3)

and
(1)

—when you work so hard and the results don't show it
—like a parent who knows the capacity in a child—you don't
throw away the process

(2)

—by the same token it can be extremely rewarding
—we must be realistic and offer protection to young people
entering this way

(2)

—methinks that it's going to be hard to sell in our productoriented world
—We're still recording reading scores and math scores like
that's what counts"

(2)

(3)
(3)
(3)

Teacher 4
[How do you define intuition?]
1.

—"it

is gut

(1)

sense

—something you feel with all
—not

(1)
(1)

eighteen senses

something derived intellectually

—can't give a linear rationale for it
—just something that I have learned to count on
—my guess is that everybody's got it—some trust it,
don't;

some

use

it,

some

(1)
(1)
some

(1)

don't

[How can it be recognized in the acts of teaching and learning?]
2.

I use it a lot
—the more current word

—you just feel it
—in relationships with children
—I do things with kids because it is
parent

(1)
(1)

is vibes

conferences—sometimes

(3)
the right thin&

I've got

to

In

switch my son&
(3)

In timing
—sometimes in curriculum
—like this would be great right now
— I use it a lot with my child, like knowing that this might
be what's coming up next
—more in my personal relationships,
planning

not in my thinking an

(2)
(2)
(2)
(3)
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[How can it be
3.

incorporated

into a teaching model?]

—That's an important question for me
—off top my head

(1)

—I would want to help people tune into their style
—they must understand who they are, what is their style and
help them understand others' style
—developing sense of self

(2)
(3)
(1)

—aware of own intuitive capabilities and then gain
confidence
—teaching is a totally
is so exhausting
—you must
it good?

(1)

think on feet,

going with it,

and ask yourself

is
(1)

—we must help them get it good and then trust it
—with guided and structured observation they will
teachers use

it all

—they do a lot of
to back it up
—a

(1)

intuitive process and that is why it

lot of

the

it all

(3)
see good

time
the

(3)
time and with good experience
(3)

teaching is

situational,

some

structured,

some

rely on self

(1 & 2)

—you must have flexibility to change if you have new
information, if that's not what this kid needs or this
situation

calls

for."

(3)
Teacher 5

[How do you define
1.

intuition?]

"Intuition—inner
situation
—based on maybe

sense

of what might fit

(2)
an unconscious

here?'
—metaphor:

digging deep

—aesthetic

sense

of

'what do

I think is best

into one's personal knowledge

right-fittingness

—somehow physically feels right
—(usually accompanied by burst of
[How can it be recognized
2.

in a given

Recognized and used—I recognize
a hunch
—when it feels right to take a

(1)
(D
(D

energy)

in the acts of

teaching and learning? ]

it when it

takes the form

certain action

—non-linear
—feels like my mind is darting around for a solution or
procedure
—usually more creative and fun
— something anti— intel lectual
—Used?:

spur

of

the moment

about

(D
(1)

it.

(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(1)
(2)
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in teaching usually to set up an activity or
is failing
—to diagnose a learner's
—spice up a lesson

switch when one
(3)

need quickly

(2)
(3)

—make initial assessments of learners
—maybe even texts, curriculum, the principal?
[How can it be
3.

(3)
(3)

incorporated -into a teaching model?]

Preservice—a
—reading

lot of

observation (structured)

[ look for

it]

—practice

(3)
(2)
(1)

—give lesson objectives, describe students, then ask 'What
would you do in this situation based only on your intuitive
sense

of what might work?'

—Maybe make

— learn something totally unfamiliar
—What do you think works best, and then check it out
research."

(3)

them teach something they know nothing about

(3)
(3)

in
(3)

CHAPTER

IV

DISCUSSION OF THE FINDINGS

Review of the Purpose

The purpose of the study was to design model lessons for
preservice teacher training that include intuition.

The model lessons

are based in part on the data gathered from interviewing selected
elementary school

students and selected elementary school teachers who

have indicated an interest in intuition.
The key questions that guided these interviews were:
1.

What is intuition?

2.

How can intuition be recognized or used within the acts of

learning and teaching?
3.

How can intuition be applied to or included in a model for

training preservice teachers?

Discussion of Students'

Response to Question 1

The majority of the students were more pleased,

"liked the

best." "thought was the prettiest," their first picture which had the
least instruction.
one,

The "most fun" picture for most was the second

using French curves.

then something else,

etc.

The curve reminded them of something and
The least fun and least pretty, was the

third picture that had the ten "rules" to follow.
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While this does not quantify "intuition," it is interesting to
note that when interviewed,

the children spoke the longest about their

first picture and had the least to say about their third picture
(which was the most recent at the time of the interview).

As related

to the definitions and uses of intuition as found in the literature
survey,

the description of the students'

first assignment indeed

correlated with a majority of the definitions:
"I don't know what made me think of it but I knew what it would
look like."
"I've never seen one before but I knew what it would look like
‘ and it would be fun."
"I hope I can do this,
"I think I was

this summer,

I've never tried it before.

there when I was a baby but I don't remember."

"You really didn't care what we drew!?

so I just let my hand

go do what it wanted to."
Several conclusions may be drawn from the student interviews
concerning question 1

that closely correlate with the literature:

—intuition is difficult to define
—it is not easy to verbalize
—it is by nature noncompetitive
—it is an individual,

independent intra-personal relationship

with a given task
—it leads

to compelling immersion in the given activity that

is uncomfortable to interrupt
—it is

easily recalled even days later

13A

—it is remembered as "fun,"

"easy"

it is recognized as producing outstanding products

Discussion of Students1

Responses to Question 2

Students had a difficult time describing exactly how they came
to draw or paint the pictures they produced.
above section concerning question 2

As recorded in the

(chapter III,

part A,

you recognize intuition in teaching and learning?),

2:

"How do

there were many "I

don't know" responses.
Several conclusions might be drawn from the student interviews
concerning question 2 which again recall similar anecdotes from the
literature:
—by letting their inhibitions go,

the students personified the

line or drawing or their hand or the entire picture;

i.e.,

"it just

happened that way," "the line wanted to go all around," "my hand went
here next."
—mistakes were often used to create a new form or design
—mysterious figures were accepted as all right and
incorporated into the whole scheme of the picture
—even as

they wanted to create something "beautiful" or

"different" or "weird," the students were very precise in their pictures
—the students seemed to become more definitive as they
described their "intuitive process" and even unknown,
and objects could eventually be named and explained

unique figures
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only one student described picking the "easiest way" to get
the assignment done,

and that was on his second attempt

only three described "copying" others
very few started over even in the atmosphere of personal
perfectionism that seemed to pervade all classes

(ages)

in all

three

assignments
only one student liked the noisiest environment—all of the
others appreciated "a little talking," with three liking absolute
silence the best
Specifically,

the art teacher recognized several ways in which

"intuition was used" in learning over the course of the three
assignments.

From an "educational," evaluative perspective,

she reported

several interesting "intuitive gains" as evidenced by the students'
pictures:
—those students who had not been "taught" distance perspective
showed perspective in their pictures
—those who had not been "taught" overlapping design showed
overlapping design in their pictures
—those students who had not been "taught" to mix colors from
primary colors,

did make "new colors"

—those students who had never used french curves used them as
a "veriable template" as opposed to a design in and of itself.
—those students who had not been "taught" to "use" paper
texture spoke of "making the paper wetter or drier.
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Discussion of Students'

Responses to Question 3

The students were not asked "How can intuition be incorporated
into a model for training preservice teachers?"

Their questions were

11.

What did you like about the assignment/instructions?

12.

What would you want the teacher to do differently?

The responses to question 11 are recorded in chapter III,
2.

Why?
Why?

section A,

The majority of students "didn't know" what they would want the

teacher to do differently,

question 12.

The conclusions drawn might well be described as a series of
assumptions:
—since the majority liked the first assignment best,

it seems

to indicate that they get the most pleasure from activity with little
or no instruction or "rules"
—since they thought the first or second picture was the
prettiest,

it seems to indicate that they do their best work with

little or no instruction
—since they thought the first and second assignments were the
most fun,

it

seems to indicate that they enjoy activity with little or

no instruction.
However:
—since they liked little or no noise,

it seems to indicate

that they want a degree of teacher control and discipline
—since they like to create "new" colors and figures from
specifically prescribed materials

(brushes,

markers,

paper,

paint.
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french curves),

it seems to indicate that they must want structure and

order in the classroom
since they like to create "weird," "mysterious," beautiful
things with the freedom to do so,
attention from the teacher
entreaties:
the art

they also want approval and

(as seen in the countless number of

"Is this good?" "Is this right?" "Is this OK")

posed to

teacher and the interviewer.
—since the majority did not copy from each other or from any

visible picture or pattern in the room,

it seems to indicate that they

enjoy relatively low levels of competition or comparison
—since they were highly perfectionistic and made "mistkaes" or
"goof ups" into functional,
that

"beautiful" things,

it

seems to indicate

they are comfortable with the notion of "personal best," doing

the best

they can.

—since they drew "weird" or "crazy" things by intent,
to indicate that they enjoy being creative and original

it seems

(not locked

into questions at the end of the chapter or ditto sheets with fill-inthe-blanks).
—since only 1
thing"
that

student out of 85

chose to do the "easiest

(and then only on his second attempt),

it seems to indicate

they enjoy being challenged and accomplishing difficult

stretching)

(mind

tasks.

—since they used their "goof-ups" and made them functional,
it seems to indicate that
as no one teases or chides

they are not afraid to make mistakes as long
them about it.
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since they could describe and explain their pictures after
the fact,

even while assigning certain personified characteristics to

their hand or the paint or the line,

it seems to indicate that they

feel comfortable experimenting and allowing things "to just happen"
—since they wanted to share their pictures with each other,
art teacher,

their parents,

the interviewer after each assignment,

the
it

seems to indicate that they are proud of their individualized,
independent work but want to share in a group after the accomplishment.
—since there was literally no one,
do it" or who refused to do an assignment,

at any time, who said "I can't
it seems to indicate that it

is possible to empower young children to accomplish anything with
appropriate levels of structure,
In summary,

approval,

encouragement,

and freedom.

it seems that the students rely upon their intuition

often and very effectively.

In relying upon their intuition they also

seem to appreciate structure and security in their environment.

They

seem to have self-confidence when they are allowed to use their
intuition.

Discussion of Teachers'

Responses to Question 1

The recurring theme in the five teachers'
question of defining intuition is

responses to the

the indefinable nature of the

"sense" or "spirit" of intuition.

trying to define intuition were
—the esoteric nature of it

Additional recurring themes in
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—the intrinsic nature of it
the all-encompassing nature of it
—the preverbal nature of it
the sense of clarity and directness in it
—the calm,

centering of it

the personal empowerment from it
—the energizing from it
—the universality of it
—the reciprocity of relationship in it
—the "right-fittingness" of it

Discussion of Teachers1 Responses to Question 2

The majority of the responses to question 2 spoke about unique
relationship and reciprocal interaction when intuition is recognized
and used in teaching and learning.

Other consistent themes were

—sensitivity for others' needs
—relaxed state of mind:

no stress or anxiety

—highest level of unconscious intunement
—nonmanipulative; unintentional
—sincerity and genuineness that can not be faked
—the unique,

specialized environment,

interaction, experience,

timing
—the excitement and immediacy of an "anti-intellectual search
for a solution or procedure"
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Discussion of Teachers'

Responses to Question 3

In response to the question of how to "teach" intuition,
the teachers interviewed audibly groaned.
the undefinable,

all of

As stated in the literature

nonlinear nature of intuition may well render it

"unteachable," however not unlearnable.

The teachers interviewed all

included the following recommendations for including intuition in
teacher training:
1.

define it

2.

observe it

3.

practice it

4.

support and nurture it

Specific suggestions included:
—write definitions for it,

then force the group to reach an

"intuitive" consensus
—self-knowledge and awareness through the arts
—unconditional reinforcement as a parent nurtures a child
—self-analysis
—practice intuition by teaching peers a subject you know

nothing about.

In summary,

it seems that

the teachers interviewed have

confidence in their own intuition.
intuition often and effectively.

It seems that they rely upon
It seems that intuition may be the

spark or extra-special attitude that enhances learning and teaching.

CHAPTER

V

PRESENTATION OF THE MODEL

Philosophical Foundation of the Model

The model

is simply a "metalogue"

in whatever form learning may take.
about some problematic subject.

(Bateson 1984)

for learners,

"A 'metalogue is a conversation

This conversation should be such that

not only do the participants discuss the problem but the structure of
the conversation as a whole is also relevant to the same subject'
(Bateson 1984,
R.
ways:

p.

"

187).

Buckminster Fuller posed the pertinent hypothesis in two

the first in academic,

scholarly verbage,

the second as a

"metalogue":
1.

I became convinced that through imagined expansion of the
recallable inventory of fundamental experiences of the child,
achieved through description of analogous experiences of others,
altered only in magnitude and always similar in principle to the
child's experience recalls,
it would be possible to effectively induce that child s discovery
of the most complex and profound phenomena.

2.

If I'm wrong,
of

a child won't go for it.

the truth of a scientist.

(Fuller 1982,

p. vii)

A child is the litmus

(Fuller 1982,

p.

test

xxi)

With this hypothesis in mind the researcher now endeavors to
design model lessons for teacher training that includes intuition.
For the purposes

of this study the elements of the model will be held

to intuition training.

Given the abundance of material on how to
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train teachers in evaluation and subject matter areas,
concomitant techniques for such endeavors,

and the

this study is based on the

singular purpose to include intuition in the design and implementation
of an axiology,

epistemology,

ontology,

and philosophy of teaching

method that will include intuition as a viable source of two goals:
(1)

knowledge apprehension and

(2)

personal growth.

The extenuating

circumstance assumed is that these two factors should and could well
be the goals of public education in the United States.
The researcher bases these model lessons on surveys of the
literature of the application of intuition in the fields of
philosophy,
addition,

religion,

psychology,

art,

science,

and math.

In

a cursory overview of models of teaching and current

educational

theory and practice in the United States affords a glimpse

of the current

(1982-85)

struggles of educationists to meet the

demands of these political

times.

Unfortunately,

be"—schools of education,

state legislators,

the "powers that

federal legislators,

and

some learning theorists—have seemingly been too confused by the trait
itself to include it in their recent deliberations on the future of
education in America.
The philosophy of these model lessons begins with the premise
that all persons can learn, whether learning is measurable or not.
This premise includes the corollary that learning is unpredictable and
nonverbal most of the time that it occurs.

In addition,

any form or

fashion of "teaching" that accompanies "learning" is most often
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unconscious and,

at the very most,

nonpredictable.

Hidden curriculum

and modeling will not be included here but the researcher does refer
the reader to an exemplary study of this phenomenon in D.
doctoral dissertation.

Roose's

An Examination of the Use of Conscious Modeling

in Teacher Education Methodology Courses:
University of Massachusetts,

Amherst.

A Case Study Approach,"

In addition,

the researcher

does not intend to explicate the phenomenon of "non-cognitive
thinking" so well defined in J.

Siciliano's dissertation.

Investigation into the Sociological,

Ideological,

An

and Institutional

Constraints Affecting the Teaching of Thinking in Public Schools,
University of Massachusetts,

Amherst.

The axiology of this model may be said to be Zen ananda.

In

other words the worth of a criterion for valuing intuition is the Zen
notion of inherent personal value.

Sheldon Kopp summarizes this

attitude in his Eschatological Laundry List which is best said:
secret is that there is no secret"
The ontology of
sake of learning.

this model is

(Kopp 1972,

pp.

"The

223-224).

the premise of learning for the

Maslow says it well:

Ontification of learning and teaching can and has been accomplished
—even in public schools.
sacralize:

To ontify means to sanctify,

changed from a mere means into an end,

to

a value in

itself . . . one can transform the fact into an end-value simply
by seeing it as such and therefore making it be so.
(Maslow 1982,
p.

113)
The epistemology of

causative formation.

this model may be defined as cybernetic,

Mary Catherine Bateson defines the notion well:

'Cybernetic nature of self and the world'
about individual

organisms,

societies,

...

a way of thinking

and ecosystems as complex
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assemblages of interrelated parts that depend on internal feedback
loops of communication to maintain certain truths about themselves.
. . .
But the insight into the nature of stability and balance
that cybernetics brings, namely that each is achieved by a constant
process of correction across a multitude of variations and
oscillations, the poise of the tightrope walker, is only the first
step.
This process of adjustment to achieve homeostasis takes
place in a complex system at many points, conserving the values of
many different variables, in multiple interconnected loops, and
within any such system there are points of vulnerability and
subsystems with the potential for runaway.
Causation moves in
circles rather than in simple straight-line sequences.
Bateson 1984,

p.

(M.

C.

183)

The teleology of the model may be said to be that the model
itself is teleological.

The model indeed intends to demonstrate that

teaching can have a purpose or design out of the natural process or
phenomenon of intuitive learning.

Design Phases

In following Joyce's format for models of teaching.
to establish an emotional,
student.

Phase I is

reciprocal relationship between teacher and

This connection must clearly be empathetic and without

intentionality,
and judgment.

expected returns,

or rewards,

or manipulated attention

The persons involved must be actively open,

and unselfconscious about these attributes.

accepting,

Willingness to "connect"

with another includes watching,

listening,

and thoughts)

Questioning implies a level of

and questioning.

touching,

sharing

(things
self-

awareness that allows and encourages noncompetitive "thinking out
loud."

Implicit in this framework is the unconditional acceptance of

mistakes,

permission to guess,

free associate,

and to feel comfortable
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being uniquely and humanly individual.

Safety and ultimate trust are

the two readily identifiable elements that foster this level of
rapport.
The teacher in this phase of the model must at all costs
exhibit a genuineness that gives the student a personal ownership of
his/her own evolution.

Unconditional mutual

respect is the all-

empowering force that sets this tone of motivation.
methods

Techniques or

for establishing such a rapport might include:

—explaining the intent and purpose of the lesson or activity
—creating a relationship,

metaphor,

or analogy of this activity

to prior learning
—encouraging questions,

creativity,

synthesis of new ideas,

and

inquiry into alternative approaches to the same intent and
purpose
—encouraging students to get comfortable in the environment and
to explore the lesson in the forms and learning styles in which
they personally feel most

comfortable

—allowing as much time as each student feels necessary
—discussing the outcome of the lesson as a "team of the whole
class
—concluding the "class conference" by encouraging all students
to speak with no recrimination or rebuttal
—evaluating individual work in the form of
affirming,

benign critiques

supportive,

FOREGROUND

Figure A.

Schematic drawing of the model.

1A8
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—accomplishing the work or "learning" within the rules and
parameters established and agreed upon on the outset of

the

activity
Phase II of the model

is the learning itself.

If Phase I

methods and techniques are genuinely and purposefully adhered to,
learning will indeed follow.
intent,

the

With the establishment of the "rules,"

and purpose of an exercise the students are left, within the

physical constraints of the environment,

to learn.

With the rapport

and support available on an unconditional basis the students are free
to indulge in total
activity.

immersion in their personal interpretation of the

The teacher's role at this point is to provide information

to facilitate the students'
learning new information.
situational,

familiarity with and confidence in
Immersion in the topic includes the

the physical environment,

and the "psychic" and

intellectual immersion of each individual student.
Phase III is then evaluation of and application of information
to additional situations.

The learning has come full circle.

The

information has been ingested and now is to be recycled to become the
seeds for growth in a new or expanded area of interest.

Overview of the Model

The rationale for creating a model for training teachers which
includes intuition stems from the nature of intuition itself
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Characteristically intuition is
(1)

noncompetitive

(2)

non-verbal

(3)

unconditional,

(4)

reciprocal

In addition,

the rationale finds support from the survey of the

literature and the discussion of the interview data.

It might be said

that one metaphor for teaching and learning may very well be
intuition.
The model will assist pre-service teachers in designing and
implementing instructional procedures which utilize intuition as a
learning mode.
The model

includes two parts:

(1)

the informational context

concerning intuitive learning and teaching and

(2)

the intuitive

teaching techniques and methods developed around a particular subject
matter and the age level and ability of students.

Schematically,

rationale leads

p.

to a circular model

(see figure 4,

148).

context of the model is as important as content and method.

the

The
So an

intuitive learning and teaching model becomes a unified whole:

no

part is greater than the whole and the whole is no greater than the
parts.

FOREGROUND

Figure 4.

Schematic drawing of the model.

1A8
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Goals

#1 goal for the model:
to use intuition to construct workable definitions or concepts
#2 goal for the model:
—to use intuition to analyze concepts
#3 goal for the model:
to use intuition to synthesize various premises and attitudes
#4 goal for the model:
to use intuition to create new ideas and positive alternatives.
The uniqueness of this model of teaching is that at the heart of
it is the commitment to learning to learn in the atmosphere of
noncompetitive reciprocity.

The ordering of the four goals is not to be

construed as a hierarchy of skills but more as a proposed sequence for
intuitive learning.
the interview data,
order,

As gleaned from the analysis of the literature and
there is an inherent human need for a structure,

a definitive purpose in learning.

definition,

or

By starting with a proposed

intuitive learners may then explore various ideas or

concepts and create original alternatives to the initial starting point.
The analysis and synthesis are then the natural
follow.

Upon examining various alternatives intuitively,

of new definitions,

new starting points,

beginning and the end,
nadir.

intuitive steps to

Perhaps

the creation

is the obvious conclusion:

the alpha and the omega,

the zenith and the

intuition may become the consummate rejuvenation or

rebirth of learning in public education;

perhaps.

the
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Sample Unit

The unit is designed to be presented in a school of education,
undergraduate,
social

junior level, 3rd-year class.

studies methods course

students).

(for teaching elementary level

Each lesson is designed for a 1

undergraduate students.

The course would be a

to 3 hour session with 30

The context of the social studies methods

class would be to examine alternative causes of
* War.

the American Civil

The first lesson focuses on the definition and observation of

intuitive teaching and learning.

The second lesson focuses on the

concept of regionalism as one of the inherent causes of the Civil War.
The United States was indeed two very separate and diverse regions in
the 1860s,

and the various differences between these two life styles

played a large part in the Civil War conflict.

The third lesson

focuses on two conflicting philosophies of democracy that were at the
heart of the regional differences in 19th-century America.

The fourth

lesson focuses on alternative policies that might have been pursued in
order to avert the conflict between these two regions of the country.
The unit utilizes intuition as the starting point for thinking
about a factual event.

The products of each lesson are,

by definition

linear and verbal as the results of the initial intuition insights.

Lesson 1.

or concepts

To use intuition to construct workable definitions

(to recognize and label

intuition in observing other
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teachers).

Objective 1.0.

The students will define the term intuition.

Accomplishment of this objective will be evidenced by a compiled
definition and examples of
Activity 1.1.

intuition.

Students will write definitions and/or metaphors

for intuition during a 15-minute uninterrupted writing assignment.
Activity 1.2.
whole class as

Students will share these definitions with the

the instructor records them on a large bulletin board

or chalkboard for the class to see.
Activity 1.3.

Students will categorize these definitions in

categories to include but not be limited to:
Teachers'

Learners'

intuition

intuition

techniques/methods

individual and group

environment

written

materials

spoken

time management

acted

behavior management

nonverbal

Activity 1.4.

Reflection and wrap-up.

Students will compile a working definition and a list of
examples of intuition.

Objective 2.0.
observation techniques.

The students will demonstrate accurate
Accomplishment of this objective will

evidenced by three completed observation documents submitted by 100
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percent of the students.
Activity 2.1.

(See appendix C.)

The students will review the three documents and

discuss any questions or concerns they have about time limits or
protocol or the definitions of intuition agreed upon by the class.
Activity 2.2.

The students will schedule times to observe

elementary or secondary classes of their choice.
Activity 2.3.

The students will complete the three observation

documents and bring them to class on the appointed date.

Objective 3.0.

The students will discuss their observation

• documents for evidence of intuitive teaching or learning.
Accomplishment of

this objective will be evidenced by the compiled

list of observable,

intuitive acts of teaching and learning.

Activity 3.1.

Students will divide into six groups of 5 with

other students they do not know.
Activity 3.2.

Each group will generate a composite list of

examples of intuitive learning and teaching that each student has
observed.
Activity 3.4.

Reflection and wrap-up.

Each group will present

lists of intuitive behavior and then the class will generate one
comprehensive list

Lesson 2.

of

intuitive teaching and learning.

To use intuition to analyze concepts

(to analyze the

concept of regionalism).

Objective 1.

The 30 students will define the term regionalism
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by category and specific example.

Accomplishment of this objective

will be evidenced by 100 percent of the students completing a threepage paper describing one category of regionalism in at least four
ways.
Activity 1.1.

Students will divide into six groups of 5 each,

choose a spokesperson and a recorder,

and will brainstorm definitions

and categories of regionalism.
Activity 1.2.

Students will reassemble in the large group and

will compile at least four categories of definitions of regionalism.
Activity 1.3.

Students will select one category and outline

the various descriptions of regionalism for that category to be
completed as homework and discussed in one week,
Activity 1.4.

Reflection and wrapup.

at the next class.

The students will

recognize that they have used their own intuition in addition to the
small

group discussion to intuit ideas and definitions for use in

their individual papers defining regionalism.

Objective 2.0.

Each of the 30 students will select a period of

history and/or a geographical area,

to present a two-minute

"explanation/lecture" about regionalism to the entire class.
Accomplishment of this objective will be evidenced by a two-minute
presentation by each student for the last hour of class.
Activity 2.1.
of

"blind teaching":

prepared to present,

The teacher will explain the intuitive exercise
"Teaching" about a topic that one is illwithout lying or misrepresenting the facts.
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Activity 2.2.

The teacher will then model "blind teaching" for

two minutes after being given a topic from the class.
Activity 2.3.

The students will have ten minutes to think

about a topic/area related to the definitions of regionalism presented
earlier,

and to take notes and prepare a two-minute presentation.

The

topic may be unknown or familiar to the student.
Activity 2.4.

Reflection and wrapup.

The students will

discuss knowing that they have within themselves the intuitive ability
to define and convey information with which they are vaguely familiar,
i.e.,

"blind teaching," "winging it," intuitive teaching.

Lesson 3.

To synthesize various premises and attitudes

related to a central issue:

(as

federalism versus states rights in

nineteenth-century America).

Objective 1.0.
Marxism,

communism,

nationalism,

pluralism,

federalism,

capitalism,

despotism,

democracy,

Lockeian liberalism,
autocracy,

The students will use the political terms

plurocracy,

states rights,

socialism,

habeas corpus,

oligarchy,

eminent domain,

between the Union and Confederate congresses.

regionalism,
theocracy,

dictatorship,

tyranny,

in a simulated debate
Accomplishment of this

objective will be evidenced by the production of a juried debate with
100 percent student participation.
Activity 1.1.

The students will divide into two groups:

Union and the Confederate congresses.

the

Preferably each student would

take the opposite position from that to which they may hold
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allegiance.
Activity 1.2.

The students will assign roles and research

their respective positions concerning the issue of states rights
versus the preeminence of the Union.
Activity 1.3.

The students will meet as necessary outside of

class for two weeks to develop their respective positions.
Activity 1.4.

The students will produce a debate with selected

faculty from the History and Political Science departments to judge
and determine the efficacy of the arguments—there will be no winner
* declared!

(the debate will be videotaped).

Activity 1.5.

Reflection and wrapup.

The students will view

the videotape and participate in a discussion to include but not be
limited to
(a)
(b)

analyzing the process of the debate
defining alternative premises and postures that might have

culminated in better understanding
(c)

outlining similarities and differences seen today in the

trade and arms control negotiations between and among the United
States and various other countries.

Objective 2.0.

The students will define,

design,

and produce a

unit to teach the concept of desperate perspectives to a social
studies class.

Accomplishment of this objective will be evidenced by

the presentation of a unit as
Activity 2.1.

peer teaching.

The students will select up to two partners or
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they may work alone.
Activity 2.2.

The students will select a topic to develop a

unit on from a list generated by the wrapup brainstorm session in
Activity 1.5

(c).

Activity 2.3.

The students will review the components of a

Unit Plan

and

Procedures for Teaching

goals

setting/room arrangements

obj ectives

materials needed

activities

set-up process

evaluation

evaluation form for critiques

application

Activity 2.A.

The students will use fifteen minutes per class

for two weeks following the debate to work on their Unit Plan.
Activity 2.5.

The students will present their unit plan in the

form of peer training for a period of no more than twenty minutes.
Activity 2.6.

The students in the audience will evaluate each

unit plan and presentation with the critique form provided by each
presentor.
Activity 2.7.
recognize and discuss

Reflection and wrapup.

the intuitive moments of developing a unit,

teaching various concepts,

Lesson 4.
alternatives

The students will

and monitoring "class participation."

To use intuition to create new ideas and positive

(to design policy that might have averted the Civil War)
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Objective 1.0.
of the Civil War.

The students will define the suspected causes

Accomplishment of this objective will be evidenced

by categorical descriptions of causes of the war as determined by
surveys of the literature.
Activity 1.1.

The students will brainstorm the reasons for the

Civil War which will be recorded on the board.
Activity 1.2.

The students will choose one of these reasons to

research in depth.
Activity 1.3.

The students will report back to the class as a

‘whole on the support or evidence from the literature for their "cause."
Activity 1.4.

Reflection and wrapup.

The students will

reexamine the original list of causes for researched-based evidence of
support or rejection of each cause.

Objective 2.0.

The students will define an alternative to

their "cause" researched earlier.

Accomplishment of this objective

will be evidenced by the presentation of a formal paper by each
student.
Activity 2.1.

Students will complete twenty minutes of

uninterrupted writing on the alternatives to their selected "cause
the Civil War.
Activity 2.2.

Students will discuss their alternatives for

input from the whole class on viability of the alternatives and
sources for further research.
Activity 2.3.

Students will research alternatives to their

of
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selected "cause" of

the Civil War.

Activity 2.4.

Reflection and wrapup.

Students will present

their alternatives to the causes of the Civil War orally.

Alternative Activities

Gordon's

synectics model

(1961)

offers several methods of

teaching that might be said to be purely intuitive.

The following

activities could be used as supplements to the above mentioned
* lessons.
Lesson 2.

Students could name the colors that they are

reminded of when they think about regionalism and varying lifestyles
in America in the early 1800s.
Students could make a collage of visual

images to illustrate

the regional differences in America.
Lesson 3.

Students

could choose two opposite political

terms

and create a personal analogy of the two:
a.

first-person description of facts

b.

first-person identification with emotion

c.

empathetic identification with a living thing

d.

empathetic identification with a non-living thing
Lesson 4.

Students could create a "compressed conflict

between the two opposite viewpoints which led to the Civil War,
North and the South.

the
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a.

describe the obvious differences

b.

create a direct analogy

c.

create a personal analogy

d.

create a compressed conflict

e.

recreate a direct analogy

f.

reexamine the obvious differences

CHAPTER

VI

CONCLUSIONS

The students'

definitions of intuition were truly

representative of those cited in the literature,

as shown by the

following sample of selected definitions from the literature and
selected student examples from the interviews.
Definitions from

Student examples

literature

from interviews

to reach the right conclusion

When my mom met a man,

without being able to state

said to my mom "that it
would be more than just a

evidence which really

I

little relationship." And

determines it.
Westcott,

p.

they just got married.
Student 2, p. 103

38

I wanted to make a

when a flash of insight
(phronesis) about everything

beautiful thing like the

blazes up and the mind .

sun but I didn't know how

.

is flooded with light.
Arendt, 1977,

.
p.
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so I just made the rays.
Then I made a beautiful
sunset like I did.

Then I

changed my mind to make a
big flower because I
wanted to do all different
kind of colors so I
changed my mind to do it
like that.
Student 53,

p.

122

Intuition—the intellectual

Once I had a hunch that

technique of arriving at

I should bring my key

plausible but

school.
That was good
because my mom couldn't
find her key so I had to
open the door with my key.

tentative

formulations without going
through the analytic steps by
which such formulations would

Student 3,

be found to be valid or
invalid conclusions.
Bruner,

1977,

p.

160

13

p.

to

103
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Intuitive insight—the meeting
of the old and new in which the

I fealt intuition when
I was playing a game, I
was pretty sure I had to
type down doctor but
something told me to type
police so I did and I got
it right!

readjustment involved in every
form of consciousness is effected
suddenly by means of a quick and
unexpected harmony which in its
bright abruptness is like a flash
of revelation.
Dewey,

1958,

p.

Student 10,

p.

103
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The four goals as seen in the four lessons of the model are
related to both definitions from the literature and from the teacher
interviews.

Goal Is

to use intuition to construct workable definitions or

concepts.
related definition from the literature
Intuition is the undifferentiated unity of the perception of the
real and of the simple image of the possible.
Eisner and Ecker,

1966,

p. 32

related definition from teacher interviews
Intuition is innate to a large degree,

a keen awareness,

integrated

feelings of past happenings and anticipated futures.
Teacher 1,

Goal 2:

p.

124

to use intuition to analyze concepts.
related definition from the literature

There are no logical paths to these laws [Einstein's natural laws],
only intuition resting on sympathetic understanding of experience
can reach them.

Goldberg,

p.

21

related definition from teacher interviews
Intuition—the inner sense of what might fit in a given situation.
Teacher 5, p. 130
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Goal 3:

to use intuition to synthesize various premises and

attitudes.
related definition from the literature
What then is mathematics if it is not a unique rigorous, logical
structure?
It is a series of great intuitions carefully sifted,
refined, and organized by the logic men are willing and able to
apply at any time.
Morris Kline, 1980
related definition from the teacher interviews
Intuition—I think it's a sense that a person has
directs,
way.

that guides,

challenges to approach a situation in a creative unique
Teacher 3, pp. 127-128

Goal 4:

to use intuition to create new ideas and positive

alternatives.
related definition from the literature
It is always with excitement that I wake up in the morning
wondering what my intuition will toss up to me, like gifts from the
sea.

I work with it and rely on it.

It's my partner.
Jonas Salk in Goldberg,

p.

23

related definition from the teacher interviews
It's that sense of knowing—inner knowing
fitting—intunement—attunement.

that something's

Teacher 2,

p.

126

Conclusions

Intuition is a significant part of good teaching.
teaching means that learning occurs.
uses information in a new,
new information.

Good

Learning means that the student

different way, which may or may not include

This premise is supported by the literature search

in the areas of philosophy,

religion,

science,

math,

art,

and
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psychology and by the interviews.

Interestingly, the survey of

contemporary models of teaching includes references to intuition but
there seems to be no direct application of it to the acts of teaching
and learning.

This in and of itself implies that learning theorists

recognize the validity of intuitive insight but seem hard-pressed to
know what to do about it.
Intuition is a valid and important form of learning.

It is

difficult to define and therefore often avoided by educationists and
learning theorists.

In addition it is difficult to link with

traditional Western education practices by virtue of its nature:
(a) noncompetitive
(b)

reciprocal

(c) nonverbal
(d) unconditional
as contrasted to the acceptable Western modes of education and
learning:
(a) competitive
(b)

linear, one-way, logical

(c) hierarchically convergent or divergent
(d)

academic,

scientific method

(e) conscious
(f) measurable
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Recommendations

This study lends itself to much additional research.
With the traditional,

statistic research methods future

investigators could examine the statistical analysis of the student
data in the following areas:
(a)

sex,

age,

ethnic group,

and ability as measured by

standardized tests,
(b)

comparison of number of years in school

(c)

comparison of learning style as measured by Hanson Silver

Learning Style Inventory
Another interesting study might include a comparison of
students'

teachers'

style as measured by Hanson Silver and a

comparison of students'

teachers'

personality type as measured by

Myers Briggs Personality Type Indicator.
An area that has been examined by Paul Torrance
analysis of the "3rd-4th grade slump" as
responses of

(1964) would be

seen in the differences in

the 3rd to 4th grade students.

Still another approach would be to correlate this study's
assumption with numerous other studies in the field of teaching
methodology and to compare and contrast the findings of this study
with numerous other studies in the field of learning theory.
Indeed,

another researcher might analyze the environment of the

art classroom where the interviews and activities took place.
addition to this,

In

one might analyze the interview strategies used for
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both the teachers and the students.
analysis might be to apply

Techniques for this in—depth

the same questions to different activities

with different or same materials,

apply different questions to the

same activities with different or same materials.
informative to analyze students'
original

art work.

It would also be

comfort level or readiness to discuss

In an extension of this study one might apply the

same or different questions to activities in various other subject
matter areas or one might apply

the same or different questions to

activities in various subject matter areas for different age levels.

With qualitative research methods
case studies of individual students,

future investigators could do

teachers,

or classrooms.

would be interesting to do ethnographic studies of students,

It
teachers,

or classrooms and then to do comparative ethnographic studies.
It seems that intuition does indeed play a role in teaching and
learning.

The future of education might well benefit from additional

focus on intuitive insight.
dependence upon intuition,

Given that "great minds" have admitted a
educationists might do well to intuitively

examine the evidence of intuitive learning!
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MARK'S MEADOW COUNCIL
Thursday,

June 6,

1985

AGENDA

I.

Principal's Report
A.

Research Request - Professor Doris

B.

Review of

C.

Status Report

II.

Shallcross and Donna Harlan

the School Year

1.

Enrollment

2.

Staffing

3.
4.

Physical Plant
Principal's Plans

5.

Staff Plans for Curriculum Days

Presentation of the External Visitors'

Report to Council, Dean,

and Superintendent

Note:

A.

Review of Major Recommendations

B.

Discussion of Next Steps

C.

Role of the Mark's Meadow Council

Dean Fantini and Superintendent Frizzle will join the Council

for this meeting.
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Human Services and Applied Behavioral Sciences Division
University of Massachusetts at Amherst
School of Education
352 Hills South
Amherst, MA 01003

Proposal for Marks Meadow
Collaboration with School of Education
Principal

Investigator:

Research Assistant:
Source:

Dr.

Doris

Donna L.

Shallcross,

Harlan,

Associate Professor

Doctoral Candidate

Educational Needs Grant FY 84
Creativity Specialization
Early Childhood Concentration
HS/ABS Division

Purpose:

To carry out experimental research in thinking processes,
specifically intuitive thinking
(1)

examine relationship of

(2)

examine means for setting conditions to encourage
intuitive thinking processes in elementary students

Procedures:

- interview 4 different elementary classrooms at Marks
Meadow during regular art class, under the supervision
Dr.

Mary Melonis,

- interview 5
Benefits:

intuition to effective thinking

art teacher.

teachers concerning intuitive thinking.

- greater insights into students'
- insights

intuition

into age level differences

in students'

intuition
- advance research in the field of thinking and intuition
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Human Services and Applied Behavioral

Sciences Division

University of Massachusetts at Amherst
School of Education
352 Hills South
Amherst,
To:

MA 01003

May 31,

1985

Marks Meadow Council

From. Dr. Doris Shallcross, Associate Professor, Principal Investigator
Donna Harlan, Doctoral Candidate, Research Assistant
RE:
Utilization of Marks Meadow Self-Study Data
On November 28,

1984,

the Marks Meadow Council approved the Pioneer

Study as a part of the Marks Meadow Self-Study.
discussed at this meeting,

As explained and

the Pioneer Study was to examine the sixth

graders at Marks Meadow from several perspectives,
be limited to:

to include but not

- standardized test scores
- creativity inventories
- learning style inventories
- informal intuition interviews
The Council also discussed the possibility of expanding the Pioneer
Study to include interviewing additional students

in the area of

intuition and thinking processes as proposed by the attached
educational needs mini-grant.
At the time the grant was not in
effect.
We are now requesting permission to use the data collected as
a part of the Marks Meadow Self-Study in an expanded pilot study
examining intuition and thinking processes.
We are requesting
permission to identify the school as the site of the investigation but
not to identify the students

in any way.

This request

includes no

further involvement with Marks Meadow students.
It

is our concern that the original letter to parents did not refer to

outside uses of the data,

in that the mini-grant had not been funded.

The November Council did informally approve the expanded use of the
data should the pilot study be funded.
The request

is limited to using the data collected in the taped

intuition interviews of 4 Marks Meadow art classes under the
supervision of Dr. Mary Melonis, art teacher:
- the students were given 3 different art assignments
- the interviews include the following questions:
(1) Which of your pictures do you like the best?
Why?
(2) Which of your pictures do you think is the prettiest?

Why?

(3) Which assignment was the most fun?
Why?
(4) What did you think about when doing this picture?
Thank you for your attention and consideration of this request.
Doris J.

Shallcross,

Assoc.

Prof.

Donna Harlan,

Doctoral Candidate
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Human Services and Applied Behavioral Sciences Division
University of Massachusetts at Amherst
School of Education
352 Hills South
Amherst,

21, 1985

MA 01003

Dear Parents,
As part of the Marks Meadow School Evaluation, Ms. Mary Melonis,
art teacher, and Donna Harlan, Resource Team Facility Member, recorded
some informal interviews with your child concerning his/her art work
during the regular classroom art instruction.
included the following questions:

These interviews

1.

Which of your pictures do you like the best?

2.

Which of your pictures

3.
A.

Which of the three assignments was the most fun?
What did you think about when you were doing this picture?

is the prettiest?

Now Dr. Doris Shallcross and Donna Harlan would like your
permission to use some of your child's interview as a part of a pilot
study on children's intuition.
In addition, Donna Harlan would like
permission to refer to the children's comments in her dissertation:
The Role of Intuition in the Teaching/Learning Process.
No names
dissertation.

of any child will be used in the pilot study nor the
This will involve no further involvement of your

child's time.
The Marks Meadow Council

informally approved these intuition

studies at their meeting on November 28,

1984.

At that time the pilot

study was not funded and the dissertation proposal was not finalized
so no formal action was taken.
If you have any questions,

please feel

free to call Donna Harlan

at 584-9217.
Thank you so much.
Sincerely,
Doris J. Shallcross
Donna Harlan

Please return the attached permission slip to:
Donna Harlan/Mary Melonis
Marks Meadow School
by June 14,

1985.

I give my permission for statements by my child about his/her art work
to be referenced in a pilot study on intuition and/or in Donna
Harlan's dissertation on intuition.
I understand that neither my
child's name nor classroom will be used.
Signed

(Parent/Guardian)
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Human Services and Applied Behavioral Sciences Division
University of Massachusetts at Amherst
School of Education
352 Hills South
Amherst.
To:

MA 01003

May 31>

1985

Marks Meadow Council

From:

Donna L.

Harlan,

Marks Meadow Faculty Member

Member: March 1984-December 1984
Currently: Doctoral Candidate
Re:

Utilization of Marks Meadow Self-Study Data

As designed by the Marks Meadow Self-Study Committee, 1984, I am
participating in the Pioneer Study for the Marks Meadow Evaluation.
The Pioneer Study Committee includes:
Mike Greenebaum
Fran Ziperstein
Joan MacDonald
Donna Harlan
We are in the process of analyzing data collected on Marks Meadow
sixth graders (Pioneers).
The data collected includes:
- standardized test scores
- creativity inventories
- learning style inventory
- informal

intuition interviews

The analysis will include the comparison of Marks Meadow students
who have been under the Marks Meadow plan for 6 years and those
students who have been enrolled for a shorter time.
With the Council’s permission granted in the Fall of 1984 when I
was a Marks Meadow faculty member,

it is not my request to use the

intuition interview data in my dissertation.
I am requesting permission to identify the school as the site of
the investigation,

but not to identify the students in any way.

This

request includes no further involvement with Marks Meadow students.
My request is limited to using the data collected in the taped
intuition interviews of 4 Marks Meadow art classes under the
supervision of Dr. Mary Melonis, art teacher:
- the students were given 3 different art assignments
- the interviews include the following questions:
1. Which of your pictures do you like best?
Why?
2. Which of your pictures do you think is the prettiest? Why?
3.

Which assignment was the most fun? Why?

4.

What did you think about when doing this picture?

Thank you for your attention and consideration of this request.
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Dear Participants,
This letter is to explain the purpose of our interviews
concerning intuition in teaching and learning and to obtain your
written consent to use the information from our visits in ray
dissertation:
Process."

"The Role of Intuition in the Teaching/Learning

Our interviews will consist of questions and discussion
concerning your perception of intuition and how you use intuition in
teaching and in your own personal learning.
The taped interview will
be set at any time that is convenient for you and will last
approximately one hour.
The purpose of the study is to design a model for teacher
training that includes

intuition.

The design of the model will be

based on a survey of existing literature concerning intuition in the
fields of phlosophy,

religion,

science,

math,

psychology,

and

education.
The content and essence of the model will be confirmed and
edified by our discussions.
In addition, our discussions will
hopefully bring new insight
strengths.

into your perception of your own intuitive

I can think of no attendant discomforts or risks

to be expected.

Indeed, if you feel the slightest bit hesitant to talk about intuition
and your own use of intuitive insights, please do not participate.
I will be happy to answer any questions you have concering my
study and/or intuition.
Please feel free to call or come by at any
time:

584-9217;

10 Henry Street,

Northampton,

There is no conceivable physical,

MA 01060.

psychological,

involved in your participation in this study.

or social risk

However, you are free

to withdraw your consent and to discontinue participation in the
research procedures at any time, without any incumbent prejudice.
If you understand the purpose of this study and agree to
participate in the above-mentioned interview please sign below.
___ Name
Date
Phone
Please return this portion to:

Donna L.

Harlan

10 Henry Street
Northampton, MA 01060
or call:

413-584-9217,

and I will pick it up.
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Assignment 3

1.

9" line - thick or thin

2.

5" line - thick or thin

3.

2 medium circles

4.

1 large circle

5.

1 small circle

6.

2 medium squares

7.

2 rectangles - any size

8.

1 triangle - any size

9.

Pick any 3

10.

You may color or pattern any way you want.

colors.

Appendix C
Observation Forms

1.

Teacher Observation

2.

Student Observation

3.

Environment Observation
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TEACHER OBSERVATION FORM

Teacher's Name:
Time:

I.

Grade:
Date:

A TEACHER PLANS LEARNING ACTIVITIES TO MEET CURRICULUM OBJECTIVES
AND STUDENT NEEDS.
OBSERVATION

OBSERVATION STATEMENT
a.

EXPLANATION

COMMENTS

Student activities

Student activities are based

are compatible with

on lesson plans,

classroom content
area and grade level

unit/department plans,
the curriculum.

placement.

Ev:

a.

grade level
and

Content and level

stated.
b.

b.

Students are
actively
involved in the
lesson.

c.

Materials and

Plans must indicate that

procedures

the teacher has provided
for differences among
students in the following

are

varied to
accommodate student

c.

areas; rates of learning,
ability levels, and style

needs.

of learning.
Ev:

II.
a.

Give two examples.

A TEACHER FULFILLS INSTRUCTIONAL RESPONSIBILITIES
Learning activities

The time for beginning the

begin promptly.

lesson is indicated on the
class

schedule unless time

lost in starting the
learning activity is beyond
the teacher's control
(e.g., announcements).
Ev:

c

Give specific example.

Donna Harlan
1982
Ft. Sam Houston Independent
San Antonio,

Texas

School District

a.
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Teacher
Date

OBSERVATION STATEMENT
b.

Learning experiences
continue throughout
the scheduled time.

EXPLANATION
Transitions are smooth;
interruptions are handled
with a minimum of class
disruption; the
observational period is
used for learning
activities; materials are
available and organized for
use.
Ev: No loss of
instructional time.

c.

Varying group sizes

Group size is determined by

are used for

the number of students the

classroom

teacher instructs at one
time.
The entire class,
small groups, or

organization.

individuals are considered
here.
Small group
instruction may consist of
two or more students.
Individual instruction
occurs when the teacher
instructs only one student.
The other students in the
class must be provided with
learning tasks while the
teacher instructs an
individual or small groups.
Ev: Identify two
organizational patterns.
d.

Time is provided for

Application or practice may

students to apply or
practice knowledge

be used either to acquire
or reinforce a concept or

and skills.

skill.
The teacher may use
the practice or application
for assessment also.
Ev:

Give specific example.

OBSERVATION
COMMENTS
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Teacher
Date

OBSERVATION STATEMENT
e.

OBSERVATION
COMMENTS

EXPLANATION

Students are given
an opportunity to

The teacher makes frequent
checks for feedback from

ask questions to
clarify the
assignment and to

children,

request assistance.

understood.

e.

asking them to

repeat what they heard her
say, clarifying that they
Information

about progress or
performance must be
provided to students during
the lesson.
Ev: Give more than one
example.
III.
ASSIST
a.

A TEACHER USES PROFESSIONAL CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT TECHNIQUES TO
STUDENTS IN LEARNING.

Classroom rules,

The classroom rules are

consequences,

clear to children and

rewards are
established.

and

frequently referred to.
Consequences for
misbehavior are clarified
to individuals and the
class and follow-through
occurs.

The teacher makes

minimal use of

threats when

attempting to manage
children.
Ev: Give specific examples.

a.

Teacher
Date

OBSERVATION STATEMENT
b.

EXPLANATION

Classroom procedures
are directed in a

Actions of the teacher in
proceeding to new

professional manner.

activities or in assigning
students are decisive.
The
teacher knows what to do
and how to do it.
Impulsive actions are not
necessarily indications of
confidence. The teacher
enforces limits, provides
leadership, and
demonstrates authority
without intimidation.
Ev: If demonstrated,
restate observation
statement.

c.

Disruptions are

All disruptions are handled

addressed if they
interfere with

in accordance with severity
or nature of the

learning of other

disruption.
Ev: If demonstrated,
indicate no disruption

students.

interfered.

OBSERVATION
COMMENTS
b.
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Teacher
Date

OBSERVATION STATEMENT
d.

EXPLANATION

Special assistance
is provided to

The teacher provides
additional instruction for

students when
needed.

individual students who
need it.
Such special
assistance requires the

OBSERVATION
COMMENTS
d.

teacher to provide help
whenever a student or small
group of students indicates
a lack of skill or
understanding through
incorrect responses,
performances,

poor

or direct

requests for aid.
This may
be provided by assigning or
designating someone else
(e.g., peer, students,
specialist, aide) to
provide assistance.
Ev: Give example or say
none needed.
e.

Techniques are used

Verbal or nonverbal

to involve students

techniques are employed to

who are inattentive.

engage students in learning
tasks (e.g., using student
names, moving toward
students,
questions,
students).

e.

asking students
and working with
The teacher

uses these techniques
throughout the lesson if
students are more than
momentarily inattentive.
Ev:

Indicate technique or

say none needed.

_

Teacher
Date

OBSERVATION STATEMENT
f.

Adjustment is
provided when
needed.

OBSERVATION
COMMENTS

EXPLANATION
Adjustment refers to
altering instructional

f.

strategy.
Reteaching,
changing plans, and
designing impromptu
learning activities for
remaining class time are
examples of adjustments.
The teacher may need to
alter instruction if, for
example, students lose
interest,

fail to

understand,
frustrated,

become
or complete

assignments early.
Ev: Indicate adjustments
say none needed.
g.

or

Patience and poise
are maintained by

Negative emotional
outbursts are avoided,

the teacher.

the teacher is in control
of emotions.
The teacher
allows time for students to

and

ask questions or complete
work.
Ev:

If demonstrated,

restate observation
statement.
h.

Students are treated

Treatment of students is

with fairness and

free of detrimental bias.
Bias may be indicated by

impartiality.

unfair treatment of
students.
For example, it
may be unfair to others if
one student is called on to
give every answer.
Ev: If demonstrated,
restate observation
statement.
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Teacher
Date

OBSERVATION STATEMENT
IV.
a.

EXPLANATION

OBSERVATION
COMMENTS

A TEACHER COMMUNICATES ACCEPTABLY.
All students are

The physical limitation of

able to see and hear
instruction by the

facilities may require the
teacher to adjust

teacher.

a.

instructional
presentations. Provisions
must be made for students
with handicaps.

Voice tone

is appropriate for room
size.
Ev:

If demonstrated,

restate observation
statement.
b.

clear to students at

Instructional plan includes
a description of the

the beginning of the

activities and content of

lesson.

the lesson. Directions or
plans are given even if the

Daily activities are

b.

lesson is a continuation
from a previous lesson or a
discovery activity.
Ev:

Activities appear clear

to students.
c.

The lesson is

Vocabulary and sentence

presented on the
student level of

structure are on the level
of most students. In

understanding.

foreign language classes,

c.

the determination of
clarity is based on the
instruction given in
English.
Ev: Appropriate level.

_
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Teacher
Date

OBSERVATION STATEMENT
d.

EXPLANATION

Daily activities
follow a logical

Explanations are presented
in an orderly manner.

sequence.

Presentations may be given
to the entire class or
portions of the class. In

OBSERVATION
COMMENTS
d.

foreign language classes
the observation of
organized presentation is
based on instruction given
in English.
Ev:

Activities follow

logical sequence.
e.

The teacher uses

These can be illustrations

demonstrations or
examples for

of knowledge or skills.

illustrations.

The teacher may use student
work as the example.
Ev:

f.

e.

Give specific example.

The teacher uses

Factual information

accurate content
information.

provided by the teacher is
correct.
Ev: Accurate content

_
f.

information.
g.

Written and printed

Words and figures that

material

appear on materials such as
chalkboards, handouts,
bulletin boards, and

is legible.

g.

planning documents are neat

h.

and distinct.
Ev: Materials legible.

_

Material prepared by

Written communication and

h.

the teacher is

spoken communication do not

free

of spelling and

contain errors,

grammatical errors.

Ev: No errors
or grammar.

in spelling
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Teacher
Date

OBSERVATION STATEMENT

OBSERVATION
COMMENTS

EXPLANATION

V.
A TEACHER DEMONSTRATES A POSITIVE ATTITUDE TOWARD
LEARNING.
a.

The teacher uses

Feedback

positive

right." or "Try again.")

reinforcement.

may be verbal, nonverbal,
or written but must address
correct or incorrect

(e.g.,

STUDENTS AND

"That's

responses on such
performances as answering
questions or manipulating
equipment.
Ev: Give more than one
example.
b.

Courtesy and respect
are modeled by the

Politeness is modeled
throughout the lesson,

b.

teacher.

Student names are used in a
friendly and respectful
way.
No sarcastic or
belittling remarks

or

actions by the teacher
toward the students on
their work are evident.

The

teacher utilizes sense of
humor when appropriate,

but

not at student expense.
Ev: Restate observation
statement.
c.

Students are

The teacher will solicit

encouraged to

student ideas and opinions

respond in group

and paraphrase the student

activities.

responses as needed.
Ev:

d.

c.

Give example.

Constructive
criticism is given

The teacher recognizes a
student's response as a

with encouragement.

worthwhile contribution in
spite of
Ev:

errors.

Give example.

d.
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Teacher
Date

OBSERVATION STATEMENT
e.

EXPLANATION

Students are given
explanations for

Examples of explanations
may be "The reason we are

actions, decisions,
or directives made
by the teacher.

in groups today is that

OBSERVATION
COMMENTS
e.

. . ." or "I'll be with
you in a minute, but right
now I'm working with ..."
Ev:

VI.
a.

Give specific example.

A TEACHER CONTINUES PROFESSIONAL GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT
Continues
professional growth

Participates and is on time
for professional

by participation in

development activities

inservice programs.

sponsored by the school,
district, professional

a.

organizations, and other
outside agencies.
Seeks
professional ideas,
materials,

and assistance

from administrators and
colleagues.
b.

c.

Continues education
as required by

Complies with district
policy regarding continuing

district policy.

education.

Maintains continuous

Participates

effort to achieve

activities as school

in such

professional
development.

committees, use of
professional literature,
and staff development
activities that are not
required.

b.

c.
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Teacher
Date

OBSERVATION STATEMENT
d.

Works cooperatively
with community,
colleagues and
support staff.

EXPLANATION
Works cooperatively with
colleagues in planning

OBSERVATION
COMMENTS
d.

instructional activities.
Works cooperatively with
parents and community
members in carrying out
school or school—community
sponsored functions. Works
cooperatively with special
professional personnel and
nonprofessional support
personnel in attaining the
school's objectives.
Respects the rights of
colleagues

to express their

opinions on educational
issues. Shares
instructional materials and
equipment with colleagues
and/or their classes.

VII.

A TEACHER SUPPORTS ESTABLISHED ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES AS

DEFINED BY DISTRICT POLICY.
a.

Supports

Works

administrative
policies and

school's administration to

directives,

and

cooperatively with

implement policies and
regulations for which the

observes appropriate

school

lines of authority.

Complies with conditions
stated in job description

is responsible.

and contract of employment.
Directs the conduct of
students in accord with
school policy. Follows
school policies for staff
conduct. Is responsive to
administration and
colleagues in the
transmitting of information
to others.

a.
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Teacher
Date

OBSERVATION STATEMENT
b.

Maintains accurate
and complete records
as required.

EXPLANATION
Maintains student records
and official reports in
accord with district and
school policies and
procedures. Reports
infractions of rules or
school related problems
through the proper
channels. Complies with
written laws and policies
regarding confidentiality
in handling personal
information about all
students and personnel.
Provides adequate
information and materials
when substitute teacher is
to assume responsibilities.

OBSERVATION
COMMENTS
b.

_
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FOCUSED STUDENT OBSERVATION FORM
Intern Name
Student's Code Name
■Directions!

Observe the student while you engage in other
activities and make mental notes of his/her behavior.
Later in section I,

check off the student's behaviors

which you observed during that period of time.
Then in
section II, write a one-sentence description of each of
those situations you observed which demonstrated the
behavior.
After the prescribed observation time (4
hours), complete section III, giving a description of
the student's patterns of behavior.

I.

BEHAVIORS

A.

Independent Activity

II.

TASK PERSEVERANCE
Worked on tasks
until they were

1.

completed

2.

Completed some

3.

parts of a task
but not all

4.

Did not complete

5.

task

.

6
CONCENTRATION
_ Attended to
task without
distraction
_ Attended to
task with some

2.
3.

distraction

4.

Did not attend

5.

to the task

.

6

SITUATIONS DEMONSTRATING BEHAVIORS
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A.

Independent Activity

(continued)

INITIATIVE
_ Began tasks

l.

immediately without
direction

2.

Began task after

3.

seeing others
beginning it
_ Delayed at

4.
5.

beginning task
until he was

6.

reminded
ORGANIZATION
_ Used time

1.

efficiently because
s/he had supplies,
papers, etc., ready
_ Lost work time

2,

3.

because s/he had to
look for supplies,
papers,

4.

etc.

_ Needed help to
locate supplies,
papers, etc.

5.
6.

RATE OF COMPLETION
_ Very rapid worker

1.

.

2
Steady medium-paced

3.

worker
4.
Slower paced worker

5.

.

6
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B.

Group Activity
Interacting with Peers
DEGREE OF SOCIABILITY
_ Initiated social
interactions with
peers

1.

_ Sociable when peers

3.

2.

initiated social
interactions
_ Not sociable even
when peers initiated
social interaction

4.
5.
6.

TYPE OF PARTICIPATION
_ Contributed to group

1.

.

2
_ Quiet but alert

3.
4.

_ Passive spectator

5.

.

6
EXTENT OF COOPERATION
_ Cooperated freely

1.

.

2
_ Cooperated with

3.

reluctance
4.
Did not cooperate

5.

with peers

.

6
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B.

Group Activity
Interacting with Peers

(continued)

LEADERSHIP STYLE
_ Assumed leadership

1.

_

.

2
Shared leadership

3.

role

.

4
Never took

5.

leadership role

.

6

SAFETY AWARENESS
_ Was safety
conscious

1.

.

2
_ Used equipment

3.

properly
4.
_ Was careless
about
C.

safety

Instructional Activity
Interacting with Teacher-types
CONCENTRATION
_ Paid attention
throughout
instructional time

1.

.

2

B.

Group Activity
Interacting with Peers

(continued)

LEADERSHIP STYLE
Assumed leadership

1.
2.

Shared leadership
role

3.
4.

Never took

5.

leadership role
6.
SAFETY AWARENESS
Was safety

1.

conscious
2.
Used equipment

3.

properly
4.
Was careless
about

5.

safety
6.

C.

Instructional Activity
Interacting with Teacher--typej.
CONCENTRATION
Paid attention

1.

throughout
instructional time

2.

Became temporarily
distracted during

3.

instruction

4.

Did not attend to

5.

the instruction
6.

c*

Instructional Activity
Interacting with Teacher-

cs

TYPES OF PARTICIPATION
_ Contributed freely
without being asked

Contributed when
called upon

Did not
contribute

DEGREE OF SOCIABILITY
_ Initiated social

1

interactions with
teacher
_ Sociable when

3

teacher initiated
social

interaction

_ Not sociable even
when teacher
initiated social
interaction
EXTENT OF COOPERATION
_ Cooperated with

1

teacher without
being asked
_ Cooperated with

3

teacher when
asked or reminded
Did not cooperate
even when asked

5

(continued)
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C.

Instructional Activity
Interacting with Teacher-types
LEADERSHIP STYLE

D.

Followed teacher's
lead with no

1.

questioning

2.

Followed teacher's
lead with some

3.

questioning

4.

Competed with the
teacher for

5.

attention of the
class

6.

Personal Behaviors
ENERGY LEVEL
When is

it the highest

and lowest?

Examples .

.

.

COMMUNICATION STYLE
What

is his/her best mode

of communication,
verbal

i. e.,

(oral or written)

or nonverbal

(kinesthetic

or visual)?

Examples .

.

.

LEARNING STYLE
How does

the student appear

to learn best—through oral
instruction,

through reading,

through visual medium,
through psychomotor
behaviors?

Examples ...

(continued)
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D.

Personal Behaviors

(continued)

INTERESTS
What

are the student's most

favorite school subjects and
least favorite school
subj ects?

What outside interests does
the student appear to have?

IIL
On the following lines please summarize your perceptions of this
student as a learner.
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Observation Exercises

!•

II.

Description of placement:
1.

Draw map of physical arrangement

2.

Number of boys and girls

3.

Ethnic distribution

4.

Explanation of any exceptionalities
a.

handicapped

b.

gifted

5.

Daily schedule of activities

6.

Grade level and ages of students

7.

Instructional level

in reading,

language,

and math

Instructional management:
1.

Who designs the curriculum for the school?

2.

How does the curriculum flow from one grade level to the
next?

3.

How do grade level teachers coordinate with each other?

4.

How are daily lesson plans determined?

5.

How are materials determined?

6.

How is individual instruction managed?

7.

How does teacher know the concepts have been mastered by
each student?

c

Donna Harlan

1984

School of Education
University of Massachusetts
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Massachusetts
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III. Classroom management:
1.

Describe discipline techniques used with specific examples.

2.

What are the classroom rules?

3.

How are the rules made clear to students?

4.

What are the consequences for breaking a rule?

5.

Are the rules consistently and equitably applied to each
student?

IV. School management:
1.

How does principal communicate with teachers?

2.

How do teachers share ideas and information on students

and

teaching?
3.

How do teachers communicate with the secretaries

in the

main office?
4.

How do individual

teachers communicate with the principal?

5.

Who runs the school

(who knows the answers?)

V. Community involvement:
1.

How do teachers communicate with parents?

2.

How do parents

3.

What

communicate with teachers?

is the grievance or problem-solving procedure when

teachers and parents have a problem?
4.

How does

the School

Committee stay informed about what goes

on in the school?
5.

How do the newspapers report what goes

on in the school?

